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ABSTRACT

DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION

OF A "MOVING INTO DRAMA" KINDERGARTEN

PROGRAM TO DEVELOP BASIC LEARNING

SKILLS AND LANGUAGE

BY

Patty Coon Rice

The purpose of this study was to provide a descrip-

tion of the development, implementation, and evaluation of

a kindergarten program. The objectives of the study were:

1. To develop a kindergarten program based on the

} selected theories and research in child develOp-

went.

‘ 2. To implement the kindergarten program through

an in-service education program.

L 3. To provide simple diagnostic techniques that

could be used effectively by classroom teachers

to assess basic learning skills of children.

4. To provide a standardized evaluation of the

growth in basic learning skills and vocabulary

concepts of the children participating in the kindergarten program .  
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  The kindergarten program developed in this study

PIOVided for affective, social, and cognitive interaction

in an enVirOnment carefully structured to provide oppor-

tunities for developing basic learning skills in the areas

of motor development, visual and auditory skills, language

development, and cognitive skills. Within this environment

the child could select his own learning experiences.

Emphasis was placed on the child's mastery of language

throughout all activities. Opportunities for self expres-

sion also were provided through dramatic play and the

”moving into drama" program. The "moving into drama" pro-

gram progressed from perceptual motor activities presented

in problem solving situations to expressive movement

activities to creative dramatics and role playing.

Ir: order to ascertain the effects of the kinder-

garten program on the growth of vocabulary concepts and

the basic: learning skills of the children during partici—

pation ix: the program, it was hypothesized that:

1. Individual children will exhibit no significant

gain from pre- to post-tests in basic learning

skills and vocabulary concepts as compared to

the normative population. Growth made by indi-

viduals may not be evident by focusing en-

tirely upon statistical evaluations of the

.whole group.

- There will be no significant gain in the means

of the pre- and post-test scores of children

A
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Participating in the kindergarten program on

the following:

a. Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT).

b. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT).

3. There will be no significant difference between

tflae means of the post-test scores on the Metro-

pxalitan Readiness Test of children partici-

pating in the kindergarten program and the

ruarmative population used for standardization

(sf the Metropolitan Readiness Test.

4. 'rhere will be no significant difference between

the means of the post-test scores on the Peabody

Picture_Vocabulary Test of children partici-

pating in the kindergarten program and the

normative population used for standardization

of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.

V 5. There will be no significant differences be-

tween the mean raw scores made by two class-

rooms participating in the kindergarten program

regardless of being taught by different

teachers on the following:

a. Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT).

b. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT).

'Bampling of the children to participate in the

‘Jartpn prbgram was done by selecting two complete

then classes, one morning (n = 19) and one afternoon

. \I .,
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  (n s 21), at the same school but taught by different

teachers. The children were then placed in the classes on

the basis of rating assigned from their performance on a

diagnostic kindergarten test battery administered to all

of the entering kindergarten children before school

started. An attempt was made to have each of the two

classes in the study have the same profile based on the

ratings of the diagnostic test battery.

The findings of this study were as follows:

.1. Individual children exhibited significant

growth in basic skill areas that may have been

submerged by focusing entirely upon statistical

evaluations of the whole group.

3 2. Positive gains at the .05 level were made by

children, participating in the kindergarten

program during the time of the study, in basic

learning skills as measured by the standardized

readiness test. Furthermore, when comparing

this gain to the norm it was beyond that which

was expected and was significant at the .05

level.

3. Growth in basic learning skills was greatest in

the areas of manipulation skills, visual skills,

and auditory-language skills as measured by the

subtests of the standardized readiness test.

"Positive gains at the .05 level of significance

'quere made, by the children participating in the

.“‘
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kindergarten program during the time of the

study, in vocabulary concepts as measured by

the picture vocabulary test. However, com—

paring this gain to the norm it was not sig-

nificantly different from that which was

expected.

No significant differences were found between

the two classrooms participating in the kinder-

garten program in vocabulary concepts and

basic learning skills even though they were

taught by different teachers.

Conclusions and Recommendations

‘ From the data, the following conclusions and impli-

1.

2.

cations are presented:

The kindergarten program developed in this

study appears to be an effective means for

providing for basic learning skills of in-

dividual children as well as the class as a

whole.

In-service education appears to be an effective

means of implementing a program and was

effective in helping the teachers select

appropriate methods and materials in planning

for the individual needs of children.

irThe use of a diagnostic test battery to assess
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Introductory Statement

The current emphasis being placed on the development

of new materials, methods, and curricula for early childhood

education represents a growing interest in the field. The

National Laboratory on Early Childhood Education was estab-

lished on February 1, 1967. This was the first federally

organized programmatic effect of research and development

focused specifically on early childhood education. In

1968, the President of the United States publicly advocated

earlier schooling for all.

This expanding interest in early childhood edu-

cation stems from: (1) the need for new programs for

culturally deprived children, (2) controversy concerning

the optimal environment for the overall development of the

child, and (3) controversial evidence from recent research

pertaining to the processes of intellectual development in

young children .

One of the most controversial issues prevalent

among kindergarten teachers is whether or not the major

function of early education is to facilitate the emotional

l "





r

and social development of the child, with relatively little

emphasis on cognitive development. This is evidenced by

school programs that focus on socialization and an abundance

of unsequenced play experiences. Barbara Biber feels that

this is a misconception of a well rounded program for young

children disseminated by journalists. However, there are

kindergarten teachers who also may have misinterpreted

child development curricula and feel that their responsi-

bility is to “help the child adjust to the routine of the

schools" with little concern for the continuing programs of

the child leaving kindergarten. While defending the

position of the "traditional" preschool education, Barbara

Biber states, "It must be conceded that only in some pre-

school situations was there as much invested in stimulating

intellectual processes as in developing autonomous, ex-

pressive capacities and sustaining a climate of inter-

"1 This approach fosters the beliefpersonal equilibrium.

that an early childhood program focusing on intellectual

development may occur at the expense of the child's emo-

tional and social development. However, Robinson refutes

this belief by stating:

. . . it is difficult to see how pleasant experiences,

stimulating within reasonable limits can be harmful

either to mental health or to cognitive development.

  
    

1Barbara Biber, "Challenges Ahead for Early Child-

hood Education," Youn Children, XXIV, No. 4 (March, 1969),

204. (Hereinafter regerred to as "Challenges Ahead.")



One need not deny that sound emotional development is

important to contend that optimal intellectual growth

is also important. The two are apparently intertwined,

with development in the emotional sphere, in part a

function of development in the intellectual realm, and

vice versa.

Another controversial issue stems from the emphasis

on planning the early childhood curriculum to meet the life

interests of the child, opposed to the view that the kinder-

garten period is one of preparation or "readiness."

Hillerich's description of readiness includes two areas of

living, " . . . The one area is time--time for growth and

"2 Thedevelopment; the second is experience or training.

area of time for growth and development refers to such con-

cepts as social or emotional maturity, mental age, and

physical maturity. The area of experience or training

would include activities from concrete experiences about

which children verbalize to visual and auditory discrimi-

nation experiences. Related to this view is the assumption

that the child is not "ready to think or deal with organized

3
learning material until the primary grades." This view

 

1H. B. Robinson and Nancy M. Robinson, "The Problem

of Timing in Pre-school Education," in Early Education,

Current Theor Research and Action, ed. by R. D. Hess and

R. M. Bear (Chicago: Aldine PuElIshing Co., 1968), pp.

44-45. (Hereinafter referred to as "Problem of Timing.")

2Robert L. Hillerich, "An Interpretation of Research

in Reading Readiness," Elementary English, No. 40 (April,

1966) I 3590 ‘

  

 
3Marquerita Rudolf and Dorothy H. Cohen, Kinder-

garten: A Year of Learning (New York: Appleton-Cantu: -

° ti I P- e i
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has been expressed by Rudolph and Cohen who state, . . .

children of kindergarten age are not quite ready for organ-

ized sequential, academic instructions in reading, writing,

and arithmetic, largely as a matter of their overall de-

velopment at age five . . . teachers of young children are

morally bound to protect the rights of children of every

generation to normal maturing."

In discussing the preschool child, Smart and Smart

state:

Even today, many people still hold the view that the

preschool years are a time when the child just plays,

waiting to be old enough to start learning lessons

which really count . . . Although nursery schools have

been operating in the United States ever since 1921,

the public has neither understood nor promoted their

educational potential. Suddenly, however, new social

trends drew attention to what could be accomplished

during the preschool years. The problem of poverty and

cultural deprivation has highlighted the growth possi-

bilities which exist in all children during their first

years of life. Tried and true methods of nursery

school teaching are being learned by experimentation

and implementation of results from new research. Ef-

forts to help the deprived child are helping all

children by revealing the nature of growth and learning

, during the preschool years.

    

   

  

  

  

   

 
There is much recent evidence to support the con-

cept that a child is never too young to be taught so long

as he is taught in a way that respects his intelligence

and fits his world. Recent research (Bruner, 1960, 1966;

 

lIbid.

2Mollie S. Smart and Russell C. Smart, Children,

Ikrvelo ment and Relationshi s (New York: MacmiIIan, 1969),

p. 265 (Hereinafter referred to as Children.)

‘ A
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Caldwell, 1968; Hess and Bear, 1968; Ojemann, 1963; and

Wann, 1962) indicates that the child's potential and desire

to learn have been underestimated. Smart and Smart state:

The tremendous growth potential of young children de-

mands a rich and varied environment in order to be

realized. Supplements to the home, in the form of

nursery school, kindergarten, church schools, and play

groups provide places where children can reach out to

interact with a nurturant world.

Thus, in view of the emphasis now being placed on

early childhood education and the controversies among pro-

fessionals in the area of early childhood education,

Barbara Biber's admonition is well taken:

One of the basic challenges we face is that of coming

to terms with the problem of goals for the educative

process and for the school as an institution in the

service of these goals. By coming to terms, I mean

first recognizing that the school is a mighty force in

influencing not only the excellence of intellect but

in shaping the feelings, the attitudes, the values,

the sense of self and the dreaming of what to be, the

images of good and evil in the world about and the

visions of what the life of man with man might be. By

coming to terms, I also mean recognizing that there

are choices to be made among quite contradictory points

of view as to what constitutes optimal development and

functioning for the individual and what changes in our

society would be perceived as human progress in the

larger sense.

Rationale and Significance

Recent studies in early childhood education have

llade an analysis of child development and arrived at several

 

 

 
1Smart and Smart, Children, p. 259.

Biber, “Challenges Ahead," p. 197.
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basic theories. These theories relate to the growing body

of knowledge regarding human intelligence: what processes

are involved in intellectual functioning, how they develop,

mm how these are nurtured.

Piaget's theory of intellectual development indi-

cates that although development is characterized by gradual-

ness and continuity, there are tremendous qualitative

flanges in the way children think. These changes occur as

the child develops more effective ways of representing in-

formation and acting upon that information from his environ-

ment. The development progresses in a sequence of related

Stages starting with the sensory motor period to the

Dre-logical concrete levels of thinking.1

Current theory and research in neurophysiology as

Summarized by J. McV. Hunt2 indicates that intelligence is

1hot innate or fixed at birth--it emerges as the child

interacts with his environment. The measurement of intelli-

gence is in reality primarily the measurement of experience.

Hunt also states that the young child has an “intrinsic

motivation" to "act upon" his environment and continue to

1Jean Piaget, The Origins of Intelligence in

e (New York: International University Press, 1952),

Sue. 354-389. Originally published in 1936. (Hereinafter

ffiaferred to as Origins of Intelligence.)

A 2J. McV. Hunt, The Intelli ence and Ex erience (New

. gfigrk: Ronald Press, 1961), p. 262. (Hereinafter referred

3' ' as Intelligence and Experience).

. . 7
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learn. ‘This theory stresses that:

the greater the complexity of the neurological struc-

tures in the associative areas of the brain, the higher

is the intellectual capacity of the individual. The

degree of their complexity is a function of the variety

and appropriateness of stimuli present in the environ-

ment and available to the young, growing child.l

Piaget's theory of intellectual development also supports

flu concept that a child's intellect emerges as the child

interacts with his environment.

Bruner's theory on the development of thought and

language places concept development as central to intel-

lectual growth. His position is that the child makes his

World meaningful by ordering and categorizing his experi-

ences in his environment. The child does this by developing

concepts and then symbols, beginning with pictorial or

v'isual symbols progressing to verbal symbols, to represent

those concepts. To simply add meaning to the complex world

the child eventually develops a hierarchy of concepts

ranging from concrete and highly specific concepts gradu-

ally progressing to abstract concepts.2

Montessori also believed that a child developed

through sequential stages. Montessori added to this a

technology which included organization of perceptual

' 111011, p. 742.

2Jerome S. Bruner, J. Goodman, and G. Austin,A

_~ stud. of Thinkin (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1956'),

" .. mtion corresponding to that given in J. S.

‘ er (1956, 1966).
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  stimuli in the classroom so that singular properties could

be observed without distraction from other elements. Use

of her "didactic materials" provides a "prepared environ-

ment" which gives the child an opportunity to select

materials consistent with his own developmental capa-

bilities . 1

Olson's theory of child development points out that

one can solve the problem of matching the child's stage of

development with his environment by providing appropriate

tasks. The environment should be prepared with materials

and activities of varying degrees of difficulty. The child

will then pick and select the appropriate materials.

How can the child and his environment be brought to-

gether at a level of difficulty which he can be

successful? There are several helpful ideas. One is

the principle of self-selection . . . There is a wisdom,

of the body, of the mind, that leads children to seek

appropriate experiences . . . The teacher's task is to

provide that stimulating environment to "pace" the

readiness of the child.

The relationship between thought and language and

the motor system has been expressed by Vygotsky and Luria.3

1Maria Montessori, The Montessori Method (New York:

schocken, 1964), pp. 167-169. (Here1nafter referred to as

“Ontessori Method.)

2Willard Olson, Child Develo ment (2nd ed.; Boston:

D. J. Heath and Co., 1959), p. 12.

3L. S. vygotsky, Thou ht and Lan ua e (Cambridge:

‘31, I. T. Press, 1962), p. 35. FIrst pubfisfied posthu-

yaflbusly in Russia in 1934. A. R. Luria (1959) information

iFggrresponding to that given for Vygotsky.

 



   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

  

   

   

  
  

  

   

  

   

  

  

  

 

‘Rose Bromwich summarizes this theoretical position by

stating:

Language directs,thought. Thought is internalized

speech. When children fall behind in cognitive de-

velopment, it is because the connection between the

motor system and Speech language system has failed to

develop adequately.

Luria, in his book, does not state this connection between

motor and speech as directly as this summary implies but,

nevertheless, he stresses the importance of motor develop-

ment and its relationship to the overall development of the

China, specifically in the area of speech. In this

respect Luria states:

The child's speech begins to participate by regulating

motions and actions, then secures the transition to

complex forms of meaningful play and ends by becoming

the most important factor in the development of con-

scious behavior.2

This theory of the relationship between motor development

3 andand speech is further supported by the work of Kephart

Others in research with the slow learner.

Cazden, based on the work of Bernstein, has iden-

tified two elements of language: (1) a restrictive code

1Rose M. Bromwich, "Early Education—-Current Con-

cepts and Directions," Elementary English, XXXVI (October,

1969), 741-47.

2A. R. Luria and F. Yudovich, S eech and the De-

‘helo ment of Mental Processes in the C5113 (London:

EtapIes Press, 1959), p. 47.

3Newell Kephart, Slow Learner in the Classroom

‘Sflalumbus, Ohio: Charles MerriII, 1960), p. 35. (Herein-

'referred to as Slow Learner.)
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which is composed of simple sentences with condensed

meanings and minimal vocabulary; as compared to (2) the

elaborated code which is precise and highly rich in vocabu-

lary with varied and complex sentence structure. Both

(hzden and Bernstein feel that it is this elaborated code

that deeply affects the development of higher cognitive

processes. To develop this elaborated code many varied

language experiences which allow ample opportunity for

self-expression are helpful.1 Similarly Bernstein states:

Language exists in relation to a desire to express and

communicate; consequently, the mode of a language

structure--the way in which words and sentences are

related-—induces a particular form of the structuring

of feeling and so the very means of interaction and

response to the environment.

Cazden's theory states that along with self—

eJPression an adult should engage in "verbal interaction

with the child to train more complex sentences, expanding

his sentences and adding explanations and interpretations."3

¥

lCourtney B. Cazden,"Subcu1tural Differences in

Language, " Merrill--Palmer Quarterl XII (1966), 185-219.

Basil Bernstein (1960, 1962,1964) information correspond-

ing to that given for Cazden (1966).

2Basil Bernstein, "Social Class and Linguistic

Development: A Theory of Social Learning," in A. H. Halsey,

Jean Floud and C. Arnold Anderson, eds., Education,

Econ and Societ (New York: The Free Press of Glencoe,

I§64;, p. 288.

3Courtney B. Cazden, "Some Implications of Research

1J1 Language Development for Preschool Education," in R. D.

Boss and R. M. Bear, eds., Earl Education Current Theor ,

' ,$~sgarch and Action (Chicago: A131ne Publishing, 1968),

Here he ter referred to as Language Development.)

‘
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In view of the current theories and research, the

  

  

    

following assumptions provided a theoretical bases for the

development of the kindergarten program in this study:

1. The expression of a child's intelligence is

not fixed at birth but rather is essentially

dependent on a set of developed skills,

2.. children have an inherent motivation to explore

and learn, however, manipulation of the en-

vironment can produce changes in this moti-

vation to learn,

3. as the child matures his development results

from his continuous interaction with his en-

vironment, particularly in his early years,

4. the child's intellect develops through a se-

quence of related changes that produce

"qualitative" changes in his ability to function

in his environment,

5. when the child is provided with an environment

of rich and varied learning opportunities, he

will select and develop his own learning

pattern,

6. the child's mastery of language and concepts

conveyed by language is especially vital to

intellectual development.1

I), , 1Martin Deutsch, Institute for Developmental

-_es, A Program for Young Children (New York: New York
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Due to the current interest and awareness of recent

research in the area of early childhood education an exami-

nation of the kindergarten programs in practice was appro-

priate. As a matter of convenience kindergarten practices

of a geographically localized area were selected for study.

Macomb County, Michigan, was selected as it represented a

wide range of socio-economic levels. Macomb County is part

of the tri-county Detroit metropolitan area. The extreme

southern portion of the county is highly populated urban

area, while the extreme northern portion of the county

exemplifies typically rural communities.

This examination of the current kindergarten pro-

grams indicated that there was considerable variation among

these programs and that educational goals were not clearly

defined. Teachers and administrators expressed a need for

a kindergarten program, based on the concepts of child

growth and development, that would establish an environ—

nent which would provide for the individual learning needs

of the children within their classrooms. The kindergarten

goals needed to be broadened from the main concern with

social adjustment to the school situation to providing for

effective, social and cognitive interaction in a carefully

planned environment that would be conducive to development

 

University (1968), p. 4. Similar information found in

.Piaget (1952): Hunt (1961); Lewin (1954): Hebb (1949);

liontessori (1912,1964); Sigel (1968); Olson (1959);

(Zasden (1968); Vygotsky (1934, 1962); and Luria (1969).

~(Hereinafter referred to as Program for Young Children.)
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of the basic skills needed for learning as well as the

social adjustment. Therefore, it would seem worthwhile

to design a kindergarten program organized so that

it:

1. provided an instructional program which accommo-

dated the individual stages of development of

the children,

2. provided optimal opportunity for the child to

interact to develop his abilities,

3. used a planned sequence of activities based on

a knowledge of the stages of developmental

learning,

4. utilized the intrinsic motivation to learn

rather than extrinsic motivation,

5. provided an environment which allowed for self-

selection within a structured choice of learning

experiences as well as child initiated experi-

ences, and

6. provided opportunity for self-knowledge and

language development through self-expression

and verbal interaction rather than rote-

learning.

Statement of the Problem and

T—fl—me

The problem in this study was to develop, and to

.iiiiflement a kindergarten program based on the concepts of

‘
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child growth and development, that would establish an

environment which would provide for the individual learning

needs of the children. Included in this program were

provisions for affective, social, and cognitive interaction

in an environment conducive to learning. The kindergarten

program developed provided learning activities in each of

the developmental skill areas of: (1) general movement or

gross motor skills, (2) manipulative skills or fine motor

skills, (3) visual skills, (4) auditory skills, (5) speech

and language, and (6) cognitive skills. A sequential

program that provided for active interaction with the en-

vironment at the child's own level was developed and

described. Evaluation of the growth of the children during

the participation in the program was included.

The general objectives that formed the basis of

this study were as follows:

1. To develop a kindergarten program based on the

selected theories and research in child develop-

ment.

2. To implement the kindergarten program through

an in-service education program.

3. To provide simple diagnostic techniques that

could be used effectively by classroom teachers

to assess basic learning skills of kindergarten

children.

.4. To provide a standardized evaluation of the

growth in basic learning skills and vocabulary
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concepts of the children participating in the

kindergarten program.

Based on a thorough review of the literature and

visitations to current Model Early Childhood Education Pro-

grams1 in the United States and kindergartens in Europe,2

the specific objectives for the kindergarten program were

derived. The specific objectives that formed the basis for

the early childhood education program developed in this

study included the following:

1. To identify the basic learning skills and in-

structional needs of each individual child in

the program.

2. To provide for the development of motor skills.

3. To develop visual and auditory perceptual skills.

4. To provide problem solving situations for the

development of cognitive skills.

5. To provide situations for ample expression

through movement, music, free dramatics, and

creative dramatics .

 

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

 

  

  

_ 1Model Follow Through programs such as: Glen

.Nflnuiick, New Nursery School; David Wiekart, Cognitively

Oriented Curriculum; Martin Deutsch, Institute for Develop-

mental Studies; Carolyn Hughes, Portrait of a Preschool,

etc. 3 are compensatory programs for disadvantaged children.

The counpensatory programs for disadvantaged children must

be concerned with motivational and social aspects of de-

YelOPMent as well as intellectual growth as stated in

”Otivational and Social Components in Compensatory Edu-

Phi-tics: Programs: Suggested Principles, Practices and

Search Designs," by Urie Bronfenbrenner.

h“: 7 2For a list of the visitations made to gain infor-

ion for developing the program in this study see

?._ mi1x C. p. 344.
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6. To provide for growth in the child's language

and vocabulary development through "moving into

drama" activities.

7. To provide for the development of a positive

self concept through the process of becoming

competent in cognitive-perceptual-motor skills,

problem solving, making choices in a self

selective environment, and interactions as a

self with the environment in dramatic play,

expressive movement, creative drama, and role

    

  
  

 

  
  

     

  

playing situations.

Even though basic learning skills were considered separately,

the "developmental-dynamic concept of sequencing and inter-

action“ was stressed throughout the program in this study.

Breckenridge and Murphy stress the interrelationship of the

processes of growth, maturation, and the influence of emo-

tional tone. They portray a "developmental-dynamic concept

which emphasizes sequence and interaction, or pattern of

the individual over time, including variables within the

individual and his external environment." Included in

their "developmental-dynamic" concept is the concept of

orderly trends or sequential patterns of development. They

1dentify progressions in motor development, sensory de-

WIIIQEunent, language, thought, creativity, emotional develop-

neat. and social development. Yet their idea of a sequential

“.102er or pattern provides for a variation in pace and form
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of growth and development from one person to another.

Thus they recognize the uniqueness of each individual.1

When developing the kindergarten program in this

study, consideration was also given to the idea that there

is a relationship between thought and language and the motor

system, as was first expressed by Vygotsky.2 This idea has

gained support from research with the slow learner, mentally

retarded, and perceptually handicapped done by Kephart.3

In the words of Montessori, "Methods which made growth

possible to the mental personality of the idiot ought,

therefore, to aid the development of young children and

should be so adapted as to constitute a hygenic education

of the entire personality of a normal human being."4

Statement of the Hypothesg

In order to ascertain the effects of the kinder-

garten program on the growth of vocabulary concepts and the

basic learning skills of the children during participation

in the program, it was hypothesized that:

 

lMarian E. Breckenridge and Margaret N. Murphy,

EELWt—hde Development of the Youn Child (Philadelphia:

W. B. Saunders Company, 1963), pp. 20-21. (Hereinafter

referred to as Growth and Development.)

. 2Vygotsky, Thou ht and Lan ua e, p. 22. Corre-

sponding information In Luria (I953, I961).

f _ , 3Kephart, Slow Learner, p. 13. Corresponding in-

?mtion‘in Getman (1962) and Frostig (1964).

.-_é\_,

‘ 4Montessori, Montessori Method, p. 45.

 .‘ 
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Individual children will exhibit no significant

gain from pre- to post-tests in basic learning

skills and vocabulary concepts as compared to

the normative population for the measuring

instruments. Growth made by individuals may

not be evident by focusing entirely upon sta—

tistical evaluations of the whole group.

There will be no significant gain in the means

of the pre- and post-test scores of children

participating in the kindergarten program on

the following:

a. Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT).

b. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT).

There will be no significant difference between

the means of the post-test scores on the Metro-

politan Readiness Test of children participating

in the kindergarten program and the normative

population used for standardization of the

Metropolitan Readiness Test.

There will be no significant difference between

the means of the post-test scores on the Peabody

Picture Vocabulary Test of children partici-

pating in the kindergarten program and the

normative population used for standardization

of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.

There will be no significant differences be-

tween the mean raw scores made by two classrooms
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participating in the kindergarten program

regardless of being taught by different teachers

on the following:

a. Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT).

b. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT).

Definition of Terms

The terms used in describing this study are de-

limited by the following definitions:

1. Vocabulary concepts are defined for the purposes

of this study as the verbal skill measured by the Peabody

Picture Vocabulary Test. Vocabulary will be defined for

purposes of this study as the ability to associate words

with appropriate line drawing figures from the interpre-

tation of the meaning of various words from the following

categories: man;made objects, human actions (gerund),

nature (i.e., plants, animals, flowers, birds), inanimate

objects, adverbs, articles in a home, adjectives, musical

instruments, occupations, scientific materials, parts of a

house, and wearing apparel.1

2. Basic learning skills in this study are defined

as fundamental skills in the motor, perceptual, language,

These skills

 
and cognitive areas which are interrelated.

  

     

( 7 1LLlooyd M. Dunn, Peabod Picture Vocabular Test

1&39651‘181) (Minneapolis: American Guidance ServIce, Inc. ,

:1 7 2 o P- 26. Information corresponding in Hildreth,

' *~‘‘-11tan Readin- Readiness Test Word Meanino and

‘r. '- . Here1na ter re erre- to as Pea-~0oy PVT.)
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are of a hierarchial nature and are involved in developing

reading readiness. Basic learning skills are the linguistic

attainments, visual and auditory perception, and muscular

coordination needed for beginning reading. More speci-

fically for the purposes of this study these skills consist

of the following six parts: copying, matching, recognizing

the alphabet, word meaning, listening, and working with

numbers.1

3. Motor skills are defined as muscle techniques,

primarily the function of the neuromuscular system, which

control the movements of one's body.2 These skills are

used in maintaining posture and balance and body control.

These skills are partially self-developing and partially

self-learned. As a result they can be taught.

4. Perceptual skills are defined as the ability

to interpret a sensation or sensory experience combined or

integrated with previous experiences, which give added

meaning to the experience.3

5. Perceptual-motor processes include input or

sensory activities and output or muscular activities. A

 

1Kephart, Slow Learner, p. 31.

2Leland Stott, Child Develo ment: An Individual

Lon itudinal A roach (New Yor : Ho t, Rinehart, W1nston,

Incr- , 5 ' p.
. (Hereinafter referred to as Child

Md

Bryant Cratty, Develo mental Se uences of

. tual-Motor Tasks (Freeport, N.Y.: E ucat onal Activi-

1.: Inc . ,

A
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division of the two is impossible for anything that happens

to one area automatically affects the other. Any total

activity includes input, integration, output and feedback

from the sensory (perceptual) and motor Systems.1 For

purposes of this study perceptual-motor skills will be

defined as those skills involved in copying and eye-hand

coordination activities.

6. Cognitive skills are defined as "so-called

higher level of function in relation to the environment in

which the central nervous system presumably plays a more

prominent role . . . Cognitive skills depend to a greater

extent on the manipulation of ideational representations of

objects and situations, rather than the objects and situ-

ations themselves."2 For purposes of this study cognitive

skills will be defined as those skills necessary for under-

standing numbers and number concepts.

. 7. Perceptual motor problem-solving for the pur-

POBes of this study is defined as the solving of problems

in Primarily the motoric modality. It involves gross

motor and fine motor activities where children are actively

Participating in finding the solution to problems in areas

°£ body image, spatial relations, and perceptual constancy.

 

1Kephart, Slow Learner, p. 63.
 

Stott, Child Development, pp. 156-57.
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8. Expressive movement is defined as movement

‘ activities in which the children respond to music, stories,

and ideas. In expressive movement every movement has a

 
time element, takes place in space, and has a weight ele-

ment which contributes to the development of body awareness.

"Movement is a means of expression where the child's dawning

perceptions of shape, pattern, and rhythm, and his love of

imitation, fantasy, and imagery can be given full play."1

9. Free dramatics in this study is defined as each

child's original, imaginative, spontaneous interpretation

of a character, object, or theme. This differs from crea-

 tive dramatics in that children do not rehearse the drama-

tization. It is not a planned performance with costumes

or props to be dramatized for an audience.

10. "Moving into drama" in this study is defined

as a sequential program of activities beginning with: (1)

basic perceptual motor activities leading to (2) perceptual

 

motor problem-solving to (3) expressive movement and into

(4) all forms of dramatic play, free dramatics, creative

dramatics, and role-playing.

11. A self-selection environment is defined as a

classroom organized to provide "each child maximum oppor-

tunity to plan, pursue, and evaluate his own learnings

Within broad curriculum guidelines established by the

 

 

   

 

J'Vera Gray and Rachel Percival, Music Movement,

. .W (London: Oxford Press, 1962). P. 7.
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teacher." This environment recognizes that "no two

children learn the same thing in the same way, at the same

time: that each child has his own self-concept; his own

learning style, goal, and purpose; his own level of social

and intellectual maturity."1

12. A diagnostic teacher is defined as a teacher

who is competent in utilizing formal and informal assess-

ment, available informational resources about each child,

and observations of child behavior during the learning

activity. The teacher is able to interpret this informa-

tion to determine individual needs and to adapt the in-

structional procedures and goals to these evolving needs.

She realizes that this is a continuous process in all

learning activities .

Limitatiqu of the Stpgy

It was assumed that the effectiveness of a program

cmfld be evaluated by measuring its effect on the popu-

lation for whom the program was designed. However, there

13 a general problem of reliability of assessment in any

research dealing with young children. Accordingly there

are many factors that limit the accurate evaluation of the

Pnflrmm. Measures of intelligence as predictive devices

are not highly reliable with a typical population of young

~—

. LZelpha Billings, "The Self-Selection Classroom,"

nta Education, AEKNE-NEA (Spring, 1970), 12.
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children. Therefore, the use of the standardized evalation

instruments employed in this study was limited to the

interpretation of growth in vocabulary concepts and basic

readiness skills. Pre- and post-tests, both of a diag-

nostic nature and standardized instruments, were adminis-

tered to evaluate the growth of the children during the

period of the study. However, due to the descriptive

nature of the study no cause and effect statements are made.

Since the primary focus of this study was on the

development of curriculum and procedures based on a review

of relevant research and a study of other model programs

in the area of early childhood education, this study is

primarily descriptive. The basic approach was to begin

With classroom activities that were theoretically substan-

tiated and to modify the program as the teachers analyzed

the implementation procedures in relation to the program

objectives.

It was assumed that the in-service training pro-

cedures would reduce the variability between the teachers'

effectiveness in implementing the program. However, it is

reClognized that influential differences due to previous

e"Patience, ages, personality, and competencies of the

l"withers may exist which were not under consideration in

this study. The identification of teaching methodology

other than the employment of the procedure outlined in the

92°93“ treatment were not controlled or under consider-

‘
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This study is not concerned with measuring the

effect of the approach on different socio-economic levels

of the pupils. Although it is recognized that the sex,

the physical development, and the personal experiences

outside of the school may have an effect on the learning

of the child, it would be beyond the scope of this study to

control or consider the relationships of these aspects.

Summary

In this chapter the need, rationale, and signifi-

cance of the kindergarten program has been reviewed. The

problem and objectives of the study have been developed

and hypotheses formulated. Terms pertinent to the study

have been defined and the limitations of the study stated.

The remaining chapters will provide a description of the

following:

Chapter II will review the literature as a basis

for the development of the kindergarten program.

Chapter III will describe the population, the

development of the diagnostic test battery, the development

0f the instructional program, the training of the teachers

for implementation of the program, and evaluation of the

growth of the children during participation in the program.

Chapter IV will describe the results and analysis

Of the teachers' diagnostic procedures, the implementation Procedures and the standardized instruments for evaluation
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AS A BASIS FOR THE

DEVELOPMENT OF THE KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

Introductory Statemgpp

Research in the past decade has focused extensively

and intensively on early childhood because of the vast

number of theoretical viewpoints concerning the experi-

ences of the early years and their importance to later

development and behavior.

In October, 1953, there were 3,251,000 children

aged five in the total population. Of this number, 43.5

per cent were enrolled in kindergartens, 14.9 per cent in

other grades, and 41.6 per cent were not in school.1 The

Census Bureau has estimated that there were about

196,580,000 persons residing in the United States as of

November 1, 1966. Of these approximately twenty-one million

were children under the age of five years. The prediction

for 1985 is an increase of 17 per cent more children.

N.E.A. Research Division, The Value of the Kinder-

anten, NEA (1954), p. 12 .
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Nearly four million of the children under the age of six

had working mothers.1

With regard to the importance of the early years

to later development, these figures indicate a need for the

development of appropriate programs to provide for the

education of these young children when they enter school.

Programs are needed which attempt to integrate the various

aspects of knowledge from research'and child development

to provide an effective learning environment in the kinder-

garten classroom.

The purpose of this review of the literature is to

identify the historical development of various early child-

hood education approaches, to identify the philosophical

and theoretical justification of current approaches to the

problem of early childhood education, to identify various

current "model" programs and to identify various methods

of evaluation and implementation of these programs.

The Historical Development of Kindergartens

for Early Childfiaod Education

The development of programs for the education of

Young children had its early beginnings in 1657 when

Comenius, in The Great Didactic,2 advocated the "Mother

¥

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Population Estimates,

Series P-25, No. 355 (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government

Printing Office, December, 1966).

    

 
2JJ. A. Comenius (Komensky), The Great Didactic

.IULluterdam: de Geer Family, 1657).
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School" in every home for every child for the first six

years of life. The course of study advocated by Comenius

in his School of Infancy contained "Simple lessons in

objects, taught to know stones, plants and animals; the

names and uses of the members of the body; to distinguish

light and darkness and colors; the geography of the cradle,

the room, the farm, the street, and the field; trained in

moderation, purity and obedience, and taught to say the

Lord's Prayer."1

In the 18th century Rousseau gave new dignity and

respect to childhood and to the understanding of the child.

In 1762 §milg_was published in which Rousseau stressed the

need for allowing for natural development rather than

preparation for life with education commencing at birth.

His basic concept was that sense perception should be the

only true foundation of human knowledge.2

The influence of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi was

particularly important during the 1800's. Pestalozzi

\dewed child growth and development as organismic rather

than mechanistic. He disagreed with the mechanical reading

exercises of his time and taught that the chief function of

the teacher was to provide a good learning environment and

1w. 8. Monroe, ed., Comenius' School of Infancy

(Boston: D. C. Heath, 1908), p. ix.

2J. J. Rousseau, Emile, trans. Barbara Foxley

(London: J. M. Dent, 19115, . 48.
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to lead the children into experiences. Foreshadowing

\

modern developmental concepts, Pestalozzi wrote in 1808:

, Instruction must be based on the learner's own

observation, experience, intuition or perception.

What the learner experiences--observes--perceives

must be connected with language.

Instruction must follow the path of development

not the path of lecture-teaching learning . . .

This principle adapting instruction to mental de-

velOpment necessitated the subject matter being pre-

sented at the psychological moment in order, on the

one hand, not to hold him back if ready, and on the

other, not to load him and confuse him with anything

for which he is not ready.1

Influenced by the earlier work of Pestalozzi,

Friedrick w. A. Froebel developed the idea of self-

realization through social participation and the principle

of learning by doing. Froebel became convinced that the

early childhood years constituted the most needed area for

educational reform. The development of the American

kindergarten can be contributed to Froebel even though

there has been a rejection of the "mystic symbolism" of

Froebel‘s theories. Froebel's recognition of the edu-

cational value of play has been an important influence.2

The interest in early childhood education in the

(Mited States in the 1960's was stimulated by the problems

created by cultural deprivation. The same cultural

1J. H. Pestalozzi, How Gertrude Teaches Her

Ellildren (Syracuse, N.Y.: C. w. Bardeen, 15555, p. 26.

2F. W. A. Froebel, The Education of Man (New York:

Appleton-Century-Crofts , 1933-5) .
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situation with underprivileged children in Rome in the

early 1900's stimulated Maria Montessori to develop her

”prepared environment“ and "didactic materials" as an

approach to early learning. Montessori recognized that

the lack of experience in the early years in cognitive and

sensory manipulations resulted later not only in incompe-

tence but also in lack of self-esteem. The essence of the

Montessori system is the idea of self-education. Montessori

also stressed sense training. Her didactic materials in-

cluded boxes of fabrics of different textures, sound boxes,

buttoning frames, geometric insets, sandpaper letters, and

color tablets, all designed to be self corrective and to

learn by doing. Some criticism of Montessori has been that

she tended to over-emphasize her didactic materials and

minimized creative play, self expression, and imagination.

Her main contributions lie in her emphasis on learning and

the importance of the prepared environment to the learning

process.1

Montessori found a striking resemblance between the

characteristics of the mentally deficient child and the

cmaracteristics of the normal child who has not fully com-

Pleted his development. Thus, she considered that the

methods which fostered mental growth for retarded children,

1This is a summary of the methods of Maria

lkbntessori as stated in Montessori, Montessori Method,
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who were without the inner force which causes self-

direction, ought to aid the development of normal children

who do possess this inner force.l Due to the rise of

Freudian psychology which stressed innate ability, shortly

after the American Montessori kindergartens began, they

vanished. However, some of her ideas of sensory develop-

ment were retained, with modifications, in many preschool

programs. There has been a recent rediscovery and corre-

sponding emphasis of the values in Montessori's ideas.

By 1945 thirty-two states had authorized state

funds to support kindergartens. By 1959 all but eight

states had public kindergartens connected to their school

system. Nearly half of the 3.8 million five year olds in

the United States were attending some kind of kindergarten.2

The programs of these kindergartens varied from school to

school, some expecting that the children would begin imme-

diately the formal learnings of the elementary school,

while others viewed the kindergarten year as a transition

between the home and school with emphasis placed on readi-

ness activities and social adjustment. The position of

allowing for individual differences in rate of learning,

 

 

1E. P. Culverwell, The Montessori Princi les and

Practices (London: G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1913;, p. I9.

2
Robert L. Ebel, ed., Enc clo edia of Educational

Research (4thved.; London: Macmillan Co., I939}, p. 555.

(Hereinafter referred to as Educational Research.)
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motivation, and for developing autonomy was advocated in

some of the kindergartens in the United States. Witty and

Kopel cautioned as early as 1935 that the kindergarten

should never be conceived as a place where all children, or

even most children, primarily receive preparation for

reading per se. They emphasized rather, that kindergarten

should be thought of as a situation in which children

receive opportunities to learn basic attitudes and acquire

new, varied, and vital eXperiences which would lead them

to be exploratory, cooperative, relatively independent, and

self-directive.1

Today's kindergarten program tends to emphasize all

aspects of child development.

Shaftel (1963), observing the revolutionary changes in

the very nature of knowledge today, states that the

kindergarten program also has to change. Kindergarten

practices, she adds, which were really a great step

forward for early childhood a few years ago, are now

obsolete. She sees four major tasks for kindergarten

teaching: helping the child develop feelings of com-

petence and adequacy, fostering intellectual develop-

ment (Wann and others, 1962), building feelings of

mutual helpfulness and respect as funCtions of group

living, and developing the skills for observatign, com-

munication, motor competency, and manipulation.

 

1Paul A. Witty and David Copel, "Preventing Reading

Disability: The Reading Readiness Factor," Educational

Administration and Supervision, XXII (September, [9535,

2Ebel, ed., Encyclopedia of Educational Research,

p. 325.
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The Philosophical Background for Approaches

to the Problem of Early Childhood Education

Rate and Importance of Growth in Early Years

Research strongly supports the current emphasis

being placed on the development of early childhood edu-

cation programs. A number of researchers and commentators

in the field claim that almost half of a human's intellec-

1
tual growth occurs between birth and the age of six. As

early as 1930, Arnold Gesell recognized the importance of

the early years. Gesell stated:

. . . The brain grows at a tremendous rate during the

preschool age, reaching almost its mature bulk before

the age of six . . . The mind develops with corre-

sponding velocity. The infant learns to see, to hear,

handle, walk, comprehend, and talk. He acquires an

unaccountable number of habits fundamental to the com-

plex art of living. Never again will his mind, his

character, his spirit advance as rapidly as in this

formative preschool period of growth. Never again

will we have an equal chance to lay the foundations of

mental health.2

Most early.child development theorists concluded

that learning during childhood tended to follow relatively

predictable patterns, the rate of this development being

 

lBenjamin Bloom, Stability and Change in Human

Characteristics (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,

I963). Similar information in Martin Deutsch (1965), and

John Fischer (1965). (Hereinafter referred to as Human

Characteristics.)

2Arnold Gesell, The Mental Growth of the Preschool

Child (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1 , p. .

(Hereinafter referred to as Mental Growth.)
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determined by the more or less permanent intellectual level

of the child.1

However, recent child development specialists are

paying increasing attention to the role of experience as

an important factor in intellectual development. This has

lead to the nationwide plea for kindergartens as a part of

public school systems. Many child development specialists

feel that the role of experience is extremely important in

these early years and much of this critical period is

beyond the reach of formal education. Hess and Kephart,

describe critical periods early in the child's life and

stress their influence on later develOpment.2

Benjamin Bloom stresses the importance of the pre-

school period and first few years of school on the develop-

ment of learning patterns and the rate of growth during

this period. In his analysis of data related to stability

of achievement, he states that:

Since our estimates suggest that about 17% of the

growth (in educational achievement) takes place between

 

1W. Dennis, "The Effect of Restricted Practice

upon the Reaching, Sitting, and Standing of Two Infants,”

J. Genet. Ps cholo , LXVII (1935), 17-32. Similar infor-

mation In W. Dennis and Morsena G. Dennis (1940), and A.

Gesell and Helen Thompson (1941).

2Hess and Kephart (1957) reported in Pauline Sears

and Edith Dowley, "Research on Teaching in the Nursery

School," Handbook of Research on Teaching, AERS (Chicago:

Rand McNaIIy, 1555), p. 514.
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ages 4 and 6, we could have far-reaching consequences

on the child's general learning pattern.

The absolute scale of vocabulary development and

the longitudinal studies of educational achievement

indicate that approximately 50% of general achievement

at grade 12 (age 18) has been reached by the end of

grade 3 (age 9). This suggests the great importance

of the first few years of school as well as the pre-

school period in the development of learning patterns

and general achievement. These are the years in which

general learning patterns develop most rapidly, and

failure to develop appropriate achievement and learning

in these years is likely to lead to continued failure

throughout the remainder of the individual's school

career. The implications for more powerful and ef-

fective school enviionments in the primary school

grades are obvious.

Even though some researchers have questioned the

statement of Bloom's indicating the exact per cent of growth

that takes place before the age of six, most agree with

Gesell that the early years represent a tremendous period

of growth and that it is the time to "lay the foundations

of mental health."

In summarizing the effects of sensory motor stimu-

lation on the rate of intellectual growth, Smart and Smart

conclude:

The data assembled by a number of investigators have

been summarized to show that rate of intellectual

growth is influenced in infancy by the number of new

objects and events experienced. The more varied the

experience the more the child seeks new experiences.2

Awareness of this rapid rate of intellectual growth

during the early years has stimulated development of many

 

lBloom, Human Characteristics, p. 110.

2Smart and Smart, Children, p. 125.
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programs in early childhood to foster intellectual develop-

ment by preparing the learning environment to stress cogni-

tive skills. In attempting to clarify the opposition of

some early childhood educators to the current emphasis on

cognitive development and its effect on personality,

Maccoby states:

There seems to be general agreement that efforts to

teach intellectual content and skills to very young

children are not likely to be injurious to their social-

emotional development. No one has denied that motor

mastery, emotional expressiveness and the acquisition

of social skills through play are important, and no one

has proposed omitting play periods from any preschool

program. There has been the implication, however, that

a shift from a fairly exclusive diet of free expressive

play to programs with mire formal teaching content will

probably be beneficial.

Maccoby stresses, however, that "teaching is not meant to

connote a formal classroom atmosphere," but "age-appropriate

teaching,” with structured verbal interactions between

children and adults specifically designed to foster language

development through the exposure to new materials and new

experiences.2

The kindergarten program in this study was organized

not only to provide for cognitive growth but also to pro-

vide opportunity for self-knowledge and language development

 

1Eleanor E. Maccoby, "Early Learning and Person-

ality: Summary and Commentary," in Robert D. Hess and

Roberta Meyer Bear, EarlygEducation: Current Theoryi Re-
 

 

search and Action (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., )0

p0 I51.

2
Ibid.
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through self-expression and verbal interaction. Much of

the recent research in early childhood education implies

the need for affective, social and cognitive interaction in

an environment conductive to learning. The child's per-

sonality, developing as the child receives impressions

from the world around him, includes those things he knows

as well as his interpretations of himself and his sur-

roundings.

In reviewing early learning and personality,

Maccoby states that:

It is difficult to say just where "personality" leaves

off and "cognition" begins. This has been evident

especially when we referred to cognitive styles, such

as the impulsivity-reflectivity dimensions and have

noted their kinship with attributes (such as delay of

gratification) which are traditiinally thought of as

being in the personality domain.

Breckenridge and Murphy point out that in attempting

to know what the child is like one must become aware of

details concerning his "physical growth, health, motor

ability, language, concept formation, problem-solving

abilities and_thought, creativity, emotional and social

behavior, concepts of self, of others, and of his world."2

In addition they describe a uniqueness of interrelations

of these attributes in each particular child's personality.

Stress is placed on the triple relationship of biological,

 

11bid.
 

2Breckendrige and Murphy, Growth and Development,

p. 430.
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psychological and exogenous systems which through sequence

and interaction leads to a developmental-dynamic concept.1

Due to this interrelatedness of systems, Combs and

Snygg view "adequate self” development as a goal of edu-

cation. They describe the adequate personality as being

characterized by three factors: "(1) an essential positive

View of self, (2) the capacity for acceptance of self and

of others, and (3) the ability to identify broadly with his

fellow man."2 Since self-concept is a function of experi-

ence, Combs and Snygg advocate that what happens to students

during the time spent in the educational system must be of

vital importance in the development of the phenomenal self.3

Providing for the Development of

Adequate Self-Image

Several studies reported in the Engyclopedia of

Educational Research,4 1960 edition, indicate that the con-

cept of self is an important part of development. These

 

lIbid.

2Arthur W. Combs and Donald Snygg, Individual Be-

hayior, A Perceptual A roach to Behavior (New York:

Harper and Row, 1559), p. 378. (Hereinafter referred to

as Individual Behavior.)‘

 

31bid.

4David H. Russell, “Concepts" in Cheslie W. Harris,

ed., En clo edia of Educational Research (3rd ed.: New

York: MacmiElan Co., 1555), p. 557.
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studies emphasize the importance of the child's view of

himself to his actions and thought. The child's concept of

who and what he is may color his thinking, his personality,

and his social behavior. Several writers have traced the

genetic deveIOpment of the self-concept from sense of

bodily identity in young children, to differentiation of

self and others, through a period considerably influenced

by language, to the emergence of the social self with

awareness and possible conflicts regarding others.

To help the child become more aware of his own body

in relation to others, some studies have attempted to pro-

vide for the development of the child's self'concept

through role playing situations and dramatic play. The

importance of the enacting of different roles with others

in the developing self-concept of the child is stressed by

Baller and Charles. They state that through the enacting

of different roles the individual learns the responses that

express the concept he has of himself. They have referred

to these as the "different me's" consisting of:

1. The me that I see;

2. The me that others see:

3. The me that I think others see;

4. The me that I think others think I see:

5. The me that I'd like to be.1

 

lWarren Heller and Don C. Charles, The Ps cholo

of mean Growth and Development (New York: Helt, Rinehart

and Winston, Inc., 1961), p. 381.
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Breckenridge and Murphy indicate that situations

which are related to the development of a healthy person-

ality provide for the "child's use of large and small

muscles, his sensory perceptions, language, cognition, and

creativity, his motions, his awareness of himself, of

1 Motor activities are pro-people, and of the cosmos."

vided primarily for physical development but,

. . . also motor competency or lack of it affects the

child's concept of self. For the child of early pre-

school years, not being competent may make him hesi-

tate to undertake an activity, but it is considered

less likely to affect his self-esteem than in older

children.2

Lawrence Frank also points out a relationship with

motor competency, body image, and the development of a

positive self-concept. Frank states:

0f major significance for the development of person-

ality is the image of the body and the image of the

self which begin to form in infancy and become the

central core of the individual personality and of his

private world and life space.

A study by Wattenberg and Clifford suggests a

relationship between self-concept and school achievement.

The study included 128 kindergartens from two schools in

Detroit. Follow-up tests were given two and one-half years

 

1Breckenridge and Murphy, Growth and Development,

p. 245. -

21bid., p. 314.

3Lawrence Frank, The Im rtance of Infancy (New

York: Random House, 1966), p. E35.
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later measuring intelligence, self-concept, ego strength,

and reading ability. Data were gathered:

. . . to determine whether the association reported by

other investigators linked low self concepts to reading

difficulties or to unfortunate experiences in reading

undermining self-concepts . . . Although statistical

levels of confidence were at best marginal . . . in

general, the measure of self concept and ratings of

ego strength made at the beginning of kindergarten

proved to be somewhat more predictive of reading

achievement two and one-half years later than was the

measure of mental ability . . . Moreover, it would

appear that the self concept stands 1? a causal rela-

tionship to reading achievement . . .

Further research appears to indicate a relationship

also among motivation, achievement, and self-concept. A

study by Crandal has shown " . . . that achievement moti-

vation and behavior are affected by experience during the

period of development of the sense of initiative and even

more in the years which follow."2

In summarizing the work of Hebb (1954), White (1964)

and Erikson (1964) concerning motivation and learning,

Celia Standler develops the thesis that the child's ten-

dency to explore, investigate, manipulate, and in other

 

1William W. Wattenberg and Clare Clifford, Rela-

tionship of the Self-Concept to Beginning Achievement in

Readin , COOperative Research Project No. 377 (Detroit,

Mich.: Wayne State University, 1962), p. 2 [Mimeographed],

in Evangeline Burgess, Values in Earlnghildhood Education

(Washington, D.C.: National Education Association,1§55),

p. 52. (Hereinafter referred to as Values.)

 

2V. J. Crandal, "Achievement Behavior in Young

Children," Young Children, xx (1964), pp. 77-90.
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ways to seek stimulation can be subsumed under the category

of competence, and that the urge that makes for competence

has motivating effects. Thus, through this motivation to

explore, a strong and healthy self-concept is acquired as

the child receives consistent recognition of accomplishment}'

Promoting Motivation to Achieve

through Self-Selection

This motivation to explore is recognized by Piaget.

as he adeptly indicates an inter-relationship between

affective and cognitive development through participating

in the learning process within a "self-selection" environ-

ment.

In the foreword to Almy's book, Piaget states:

In the realm of education, this equilibration through

self-regulation means that school children and stu-

dents should be allowed a maximum of activity of their

own, directed by means of materials which permit their

activities to be cognitively useful. In the area of

logico-mathematical structures, children have real

understanding only of that which they invent themselves,

and each time we try to teach them something too quickly

we keep them from reinventing it themselves.

In developing the concept of uniqueness of the

individual Murphy and Murphy say that skilled guidance and

understanding is required when considering which of the

 

‘ 1Celia Burn Standler, Readings_in Child Behavior

and Develo ment (New York: Harcourt, Brace ada'fi63137"

Inc., , pp. 143-144.

2Jean Piaget, from his foreword to Millie Almy,

Young Children's Thinki§g_(New York: Teachers College

Press, 66).
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child's potentials to accent at any given time. To foster

the development of a positive self-concept and motivation,

they suggest:

Let the child choose. Let us learn from his choices

where his interests and talents lie in terms of what

he is ready for, can use for growth at a given time,

what his pace, potential depth, and range are. He may

need support and help in sustaining an interest, in

developing the techniques he needs in order to carry

it through. But if it is his interest, goal, longing,

there will be an optimal chance for fullest growth of

his potential capacity . . . The amount of freedom a

child can use depends in part on his ability to grasp

and to organize situations for himself; the amount of

structure or formal organization he needs depends in

part on the level of complexity, confusion, or tension

which would exist without adult directives and the

child's capacity to handle the complexity of confusion

constructively . . .

Many psychologists have expressed the concept that

by nature man is impelled to seek new experiences. Smart

and Smart describe behavior develOpment as the "equili-

bration" that occurs as a person is demanded by his sur-

roundings to solve problems and interact with new stimuli.

They state that:

Much intellectual and perceptual activity is inex-

plicable in terms of survival, but seems to be done

for its own sake. Such activities are called play,

recreation, self-expression . . . Activity is intrinsic

in living tissue. Brain cells are no exception. Even

in sleep, brain waves continue to register in electro-

encephalograms. Studies (Hebb, 1955) on perceptual

isolation in both humans and animals have shown that

 

1G. Murphy and L. M. Murphy, ”The Child as Poten-

tial," in E. Ginzberg, ed., The NationlsChildren, Vol. II:

Develo ment and Education (New York: Columbia University

Press, 196 , p. .
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when stimulation is cut down below a certain level

subjects make great effort to get sensory variety.

By providing a variety of interesting and novel activities

from.which to select, the child is motivated to achieve and

continues to build an adequate feeling of self. Smart and

Smart report that:

When a person's schemes are adequate to deal with the

situation in which he finds himself, he reacts auto-

matically. When the schemes are not quite adequate to

the situation, he uses what he has, changing them

slightly into actions which do solve the problem . . .

The change which takes place at the same time within _

the child is the development of a new behavior pattern

or schema. A pleasant feeling of curiosity and satis-

faction accompanies successful adjustments to demands

for new behavior.2

Smart and Smart feel that if the situations encountered are

somewhat similar to those in which the child has previously

been successful, he will solve the problem and continue to

explore. However:

A person feels uneasy when he encounters a situation

in which his resources are very inadequate. In order

to provoke uneasiness, the problem.must be somewhat

similar to those which a person can solve, but not

similar enough for him to succeed with . . . If the

situation is so far removed from a person's past ex-

perience that his schemes for dealing with it are ex-

tremely inadequate, then he will have no reaction to

it . . . He will not select from the gnvironment the

stimuli which would pose the problem.

 

1Smart and Smart, Children, p. 11.

21bid., p. 12.

31bid.
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Thus through a "self-selection" environment the

child is motivated to continually interact and accommodate

new behaviors. Smart and Smart continue:

. . . these minute changes in behavior as the individual

becomes aware of incongruities between his schemes and

his perception of his environment are the processes of

learning . . . They occur as a result of interaction

with the environment . . . Learning is defined as

having occurred when there is a relatively permanent

change in behavior as a result of practice.

Combs and Snygg stress the effects of the teacher's

behavior and the educational system on the child's develop-

ment of achievement motivation. They suggest some general

techniques that would be used by schools to develop moti-

vation and adequate self-concepts in the students.

1. Such schools should provide each pupil with every

possible opportunity to think of himself as a re-

sponsible citizen and a contributing member of

society . . . [This] implies an emphasis on coop-

erative activities which call for a wide variety

of skills so that each student will have Oppor-

tunities to gain a sense of self-enhancement and

personal worth from his contribution to the group.

2. Such a school would provide its pupils with a wid

variety of opportunities for success and appre-

ciation through productive achievement.

3. It would provide its pupils with a maximum of

challenge and a minimum of threat . . . It need

not be feared that children, in a situation where

they are able to move freely toward self-

enhancement, will select activities which are "too

easy" for them. Such activities do not lead to

self-enhancement and are ghosen only when the in-

dividual is under threat.

 

lIbid., p. 13.

2Combs and Snygg, Individual Behavior, pp. 378-79.
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Combs and Snygg state additional guidelines for making

self-selection activities effective in providing for self-

enhancement.

Other things being equal, more pupils will have oppor-

tunities for success and self-enhancement if:

1. The achievements are evaluated by standards appro-

priate to the age and experience of the pupil.

2. The activity is chosen and planned by the pupils

themselves.

3. The contributions of different members of the same

class are so different in type that no comparisons

are possible.

4. The activity is appropriate to the abilities1

maturation level, and goals of the students.

These works support the thesis of this study that

affective, social, and cognitive interaction takes place in

a self-selection environment. The environment, however,

must be structured to provide opportunities for interaction

and novelty to maintain the interest and curiosity which

fosters the learning process.

New Concepts of Intelligence

As has been stated previously the kindergarten

program in this study was developed on the basis of six

theoretical assumptions:

1. The expression of a child's intelligence is not

fixed at birth but rather is essentially de-

pendent on a set of developed skills.

2. Children have inherent motivation to explore

and learn, however, manipulation of the

 

11bid., p. 379.
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environment can produce changes in this will-

ingness and ability to learn.

3. The child's development results from his con-

tinuous interaction with his environment,

particularly in his early years.

4. The child's intellect develops through a se-

quence of related changes that produce "quali-

tative" changes in his ability to function in

his environment.

5. When the child is provided with an environment

of rich and varied learning Opportunities, he

will select and develop his own learning

pattern.

6. The child's mastery of language and concepts

conveyed by language is especially vital to

intellectual'development.

These assumptions have been formulated from the work of

psychologists, child developmentalists, and researchers in

the area of early childhood education. The work of the

following researchers contribute to the clarification and

support of these assumptions.

New concepts of intelligence view IQ as not being

fixed at birth, but expressed as the child interacts with

his environment. Early concepts of intelligence, influ-

enced by Freudian psychology, tended to stress genetic

determination or innate ability fostering the growth in the
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belief of fixed intelligence. However, in 1938, Skeels,

Updegraff, wellman, and Williams1 demonstrated that the IQ

of preschool aged orphaned children could be increased by

providing them with a nursery school program. The early

works of Piaget,2 Skeels and Dye,3 Simpson,4 and Stoddard

and wellman,5 all reported an effect of environment and ex-

perience on the development of intelligence. Other psy-

chologists and educators of that period such as McNemar6

and Goodenough7 criticized these works. They held fast

to the fixed IQ concept.

 

1H. M. Skeels, Ruth Updegraff, Beth Wellman, and

H. M. Williams, "A Study of Environmental Stimulation,"

University of Iowa Studies, XV, No. 4 (1938), 141.

2Piaget, Origins of Intelligence, p. 358.

3H. M. Skeels and M. B. Dye, "A Study of the Effects

of Differential Stimulation of Mentally Retarded Children,"

Proceedings of the American Association on Mental Defi-

(Kencies (1535?, pp. 114-56.

43. R. Simpson, "The Wandering IQ," Journal of

Psychology, No. 7 (1939), 351-67.

50. D. Stoddard and Beth Wellman, ”Environment and

the IQ," Yearbook National Society_of the Study of Edu-

cation, Vol. ”11940). PP. 405-42.

60. McNemar, "Critical Examination of the University

of Iowa Studies of Environmental Influence Upon the IQ,"

Psychology Bulletin, No. 37 (1940), 63-92.

7Florence Goodenough, "A Critique of Experiments

on Raising the IQ," Educational Methods, No. 19 (1939),

73-79.
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In the late 1950's and early 1960's interest in

providing educationally enriched environments to increase

the opportunities for intellectual development was re-

1 3
kindled. Investigators such as Piaget, Bloom,2 Bruner,

and Hunt4 illustrated that intellectual development was

effected by the early experiences of the child. As a

result experimental programs for early childhood education

began to appear, programs such as David Weikart's Cogni-

tively Oriented Preschools in Ypsilanti, Michigan; the

Institute for Developmental Studies at New York Medical

6
College, directed by Martin Deutsch, The Portrait of a

Preschool at Tuscon, Arizona, directed by Marie Hughes;7

and the Early Childhood Curriculum-~A Piaget Approach,

 

1Piaget, Origins of Intelligence, p. 276.

2Bloom, Human Characteristics, p. 110.

3Jerome Bruner, Qggxnowing: Essays for the Left

Hand (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, Harvard University,

), p. 82. (Hereinafter referred to as On Knowigg.)

4Hunt, Intelligence and Experience, p. 363.

5David P. Weikart, Ypsilanti Preschool Curriculum

Demonstration Projggt (Ypsilanti, Mich.: High-Scope Edu-

cationaIWResearc57Foundation, 1968-1971), p. 2. (Herein-

after referred to as Preschool Demonstration Project.)

6Deutsch, Program for Young_Children, p. 5.

7Marie Hughes, Portrait of a Preschool (Eric, EP

019 9999, 1966).
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directed by Celia Lavatellil were based on the concept

that early experience did leave an effect on IO.

2
Recent researchers such as F1avell,- Ojemann and

Pritchett,3 and Deutsch,4 among others, have presented

evidence to show that intellectual development can be

accelerated or modified by manipulating the child's en-

vironment in specific ways. Robinson and Robinson summar-

ized the role of experience as an important factor in in-

tellectual development by stating:

. . . Neonates have been demonstrated to exhibit con-

siderable learning potential (Lipsitt, 1963: Papousek,

1961: Wenger, 1943). Toddlers have been successfully

taught to read (Fowler, 1962; Moore and Anderson,

1960). Despite the existence of some negative evidence,

reviews of the effects of a variety of environmental

conditions upon intellectual development (Fowler, 1962:

Hunt, 1964; Skeels, 1940: Swift, 1964; wellman, 1943)

have tended to show that enrichment of the environment

is propitious for intellectual growth. Investigators

have found dramatic retardation in infants who have '

been institutionalized under impersonal and nonstimu-

lating conditions (Dennis, 1960: Goldfarb, 1947; Skeels

 

l .
Celia Stendler Lavatelli, Piaget's Theory A lied

to an Earl Childhood Curriculum (Boston: American Science

and Engineering, Inc., 1970 , p. 23. (Hereinafter referred

to as Ear1y7Childhood Curriculum.)

2J. H. Flavell, Developmenggl Psycholo of Jean

Piaget (New York: Van Nostrand, 1964), p. 375. (Herein-

after referred to as Psychology of Piaget.)

3R. Ojemann and K. Pritchett, "Piaget and the Role

of Guided Experience in Human Development,” Perceptual and

Motor Skills, XVII (1963), 939.

4Martin Deutsch, ”Facilitating Development in the

Pro-School Child: Social and Psychological Perspectives,"

Merrill-Palmer_9uarterly, X, No. 3 (1964), pp. 249-263.
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and Dye, 1939: Spitz, 1945, 1947), but measurable re-

tardation has not been found in well-staffed institu-

tions (Dennis, 1960; Rheingold, 1960, 1961). Though

the essential elements producing retardation or accel-

eration of development have not been clearly identified

(Casler, 1961: Yarrow, 1961), the conclusion is unmis-

takable: very small infants and young children are

highly reactive to both enhancing and depriving condi-

tions in their surroundings as well as to highly

specific teaching programs.1

J. McV. Hunt has done extensive research on intellectual

development stressing the importance of early stimulation.

In reviewing the major contributions of Piagetian theory,

computer simulation of problem solving and neurophysio-

logical bases of intelligence, Hunt concludes with the

following statements:

. . . In the light of these theoretical considerations

and the evidence concerning the effects of early ex-

perience on adult problem solving in animals, it is no

longer unreasonable to consider that it might be feas-

ible to discover ways to govern the encounters that

children have with their environment, especially during

the early years of their development, to achieve a

substantially faster rate of intellectual development

and a substantially higher adult level of intellectual

capacity. Moreover, inasmuch as the optimum rate of

intellectual development would mean also self-directing

interest and curiosity and genuine pleasure in intel-

lectual activity, promoting intellectual development

properly need imply nothing like the grim urgency which

has been associated with "pushing" children.

Hunt stresses the importance of early learning but at the

same time cautions against too much pressure.

Recent research related to early childhood edu-

cation and its effects with the culturally disadvantaged

 

1Robinson and Robinson, "Problem of Timing," p. 38.

2Hunt, Intelligence and Experience, p. 363.
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indicates significant differences in favor of the groups

who had had the preschool experience. Deutsch reported

higher scores on group intelligence tests among children

who had attended preschool and kindergarten as compared to

children who entered school in first grade. Among the

measures used were the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test,

The Columbia Mental Maturity Scale, and the Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test.1

Following only thirteen weeks of stimulating

nursery school experience Strodtbeck reported a gain of as

much as 6.9 points in IQ scores for culturally deprived

children and in verbal intelligence, 20 points or more.2

Klaus and Gray's Early Training Project is an

intervention research study which uses specially planned

techniques in an attempt to test the possibility of off-

setting the progressive retardation in intellectual pro-

cesses and personal adjustments by the culturally deprived

child during two preschool years and during the first year

 

1Martin Deutsch, "Nursery Education: The Influ-

ence of Social Programming on Early Development," Journal

of Nursery Education, XVIII (April, 1963), p. 191. Similar

results reported by George Brain, "Baltimore Early Ad-

missions Project," Children (March-April, 1964) in Even-

geline Burgess, Values in Early Childhood Educatigg_(Wash-

ington, D.C.: National—Education Association,'l965), p. 60.

2Fred L. Strodtbeck, The Reading Readiness Nurser :

Short-Term Social Intervention Technique; Summary_of

Progress Repggg (Chicago: Social Psychology Laboratory,

University of Chicago, 1963). (Mimeographed)
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of school. Klaus and Gray reported to have found that at

the end of the summer the preschool group had a mean gain

of 14 IQ points of the Stanford-Binet as compared to a 2.3

gain for the controls. The experimental group made a gain

of 6.6 months of mental age on the Peabody Picture Vocabu-

lary Test as compared to 0.9 for the controls. Klaus and

Gray suggest that these gains may partially be attributed

to the children's increased ability to relate to adults

and better orientation to carry out the task. This trend

continued in further studies of their program.1 These ex-

perimenters report:

. . . On tests of intelligence and language (the Binet,

the WISC., the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, and

the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Ability), until

the point of school entrance our two experimental

groups were clearly superior to the two control groups.

Over this 27 month period, the first treatment group

showed a gain of 9 IQ points on the Binet; the distal

group lost 6 points, despite repeated testing. During

the first year in public school, our three groups in

the main city have moved closer together. Differences

are still significant on the Binet and the WISC: they

are no longer significant on the other two measures

although the relative positions are the same.

These studies indicate that intelligence is essen-

tially dependent on a set of developed skills which results

from continuous interaction with the environment particularly

 

1Rupert A. Klaus and Susan W. Gray, "The Early

Training Project: Murfreesboro, Tennessee Schools," Today's

Educational Pgograms for Culturally Deprived Children.

Proceedings of Section 11, the Seventh Annual Professional

Institute of the Division of School Psychologists (St.

Louis: American Psychological Association, August, 1962)

[Mimeographed], in Burgess, Values, p. 63.

21bid.
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in early years. Irving Sigel has pointed out that intelli-

gence tests do not

. . . reflect a child's curiosity, his motivation to

learn, nor his ability to gain insight into various

types of relationships. In other words, the question

how children seek and use their pew information does

not receive adequate assessment.

Sigel continues:

Old and popular definitions of intelligence such as the

capacity to profit from experience, or even, 'that

which the intelligence test tests' imply something more

global and more fixed then does the presently emerging

view that intelligence is the variety of ways an in-

dividual has available for processing or organizing

information. Such a view allows for a more adequate

analysis of the varieties of thinking that underlie

intelligent behavior, and of the role that experience

plays in their development.2

The WOrk of Jerome Bruner

Bruner's work expands the newer concepts of intelli-

gence as a set of developed skills which are interrelated

and developed through continuous interaction with the en-

vironment. According to Bruner the first stage of readiness

for learning ends at age six. Bruner feels that this stage

corresponds roughly to the period from the first development

of language to the point at which the child learns to

 

1Irving Sigel, "Developmental Considerations of the

Nursery School Experience," address at institute conducted

by Child Development Center, New York, 1962, in Peter B.

Neubauer, ed., Conce ts of Develo ment in Early Childhood

Education (Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Tfiomas,‘1§65),

p. 9 .

 

2Irving Sigel, "How Intelligence Tests Limit Under-

standing of Intelligence," Merrill-Palmeriguarterly, I (Sep-

tember, 1963), 39-56.
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manipulate symbols. Throughout this stage the child's

mental work consists primarily in establishing relation-

ships between experience and action. It is here that

Bruner feels that memory plays a critical role to enable

the child to benefit from contact with recurrent regulari-

ties in the environment.1

For the most important thing about memory is not

storage of past experience, but rather the retrieval

of what is relevant in some usable form. This depends

upon how past experience is coded and processed so that

it may indeed be relevant and usable in the present

when needed. The end product of such a system of

coding and procgssing is what we may speak of as a

representation.

Bruner argues that concepts are acquired through

three stages using three different forms of representation.

The first form he calls enactive representation, which is

the sensory-motor stage where the learner builds the con-

cept in his muscular system through enactment of overt be-

havior patterns. Next is iconic representation where he

has a mental picture or sensory image of the concepts.

Last is the symbolic representation. This is the stage

where he can deal with the concepts in words.3

In the development of the set of skills which con-

stitute intelligence Bruner places great value on learning

 

1J. S. Bruner, "The Course of Cognitive Growth,”

American Ps cholo ists, XIX (1964), 1-15. (Hereinafter

referred to as "Cognitive Growth.") ‘

21bid., p. 2.

31bid.
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by discovery, as it enables the learner to go beyond the

evidence to gain new insights. He outlines four important

benefits from the experiences of learning by discovery.

First it increases the intellectual skills by helping the

child to learn to accumulate information and organize it

effectively. "The persistence of the organized child stems

from his knowledge of how to summarize things for himself."1

The second refers to intrinsic motivation:

. . . to the degree that one is able to approach

learning in a task of discovering something rather than

"learning about it," to that degree there will be a

tendency for the child to work with the autonomy of

self-reward or moie properly he will be rewarded by

discovery itself.

Thirdly, is learning how to discover " . . . Only

through the exercise of problem solving and the effect of

discovery . . . one learns the working heuristics of dis-

covery. . . . "3 Fourthly, is memory:

The principle problem of human memory is not storage,

but retrieval . . . The key to retrieval is organi-

zation or, in simpler terms, knowing where to find in-

formation that has been put into memory . . . In

general, material that is organized in terms of a

person's own interests and cognitive structures is

material that has the best chance of being accessible

in memory.

 

lBruner, On Knowing, p. 86.
 

21bid., p. 88.

31bid., pp. 93-94.

4Ibid., pp. 94-96.
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Just as Bruner has suggested a sequence of stages

in modes of representation, so have other researchers

recognized a sequence of related changes in various areas

of development. More important is that most researchers

see this sequence of changes as producing "qualitative"

changes in the learner's ability to function in his environ-

ment. In Ausubel's discussion of the stages of intellectual

development he stresses that in order for ideas to emerge,

there must be adequate background of direct experiences

"concrete-empirical in nature" thus supporting the theory

of interaction as a basis for the sequence of related

change. Thus, through these direct experiences qualitative

change emerges which leads to symbolic manipulation.

Ausubel supports the principle that a sound foundation

for later development in symbolic manipulations is pro-

vided by a rich and varied environment during early years.1

The Work of Jean Piaget

Piaget's work has had a great influence on the

newer views of intellectual development. Piaget's theory

is developmental in its approach to the intelligence of

children. Piaget's stages of mental development constitute

a fixed sequence of stages from birth to maturity. Each

stage, being characterized by its particular "schemata" of

 

1David Ausubel, "Stages of Intellectual Development

and their Implications for Early Childhood Education," in

Peter B. Neubauer, ed., Concepts of Development, p. 36.
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patterns of action, is thus qualitatively different from

the stage from which it emerges.1

Both Piaget and Gesell2 view mental development as

qualitative change. However, these differences should be

noted:

Gesell placed great emphasis upon the importance of the

"mechanism of maturation" which brings about these

qualitative changes through the natural unfoldment of

predetermined development design. Piaget on the other

hand, recognized the important role of the environment.

Mental development for him, is not predetermined, is

not solely a product of biological maturation, but is

rather a result of continuous interaction (accommodation

and assimilation) between the individual and his en-

vironment.

Piaget conceives of intelligence as an adaptive

process. Adaptation involves the establishment of an equi-

librium between the organism and its environment. This

process is accomplished through two invariant functional

laws, "assimilation" and "accommodation," which are essen-

tial and fundamental to all aspects of mental development

at all levels according to Piaget's concepts. Emphasizing

the importance of the environment Piaget defines intelli-

gence as a process of organization-~"an assimilatory

activity whose functional laws are laid down as early as

organic life and whose successive structures serving it as

 

1Flavell, Psychology of Piaget, p. 19.

zGesell, Mental Growth, pp. 11-12.

3Stott, Child DevelOpment, pp. 175-76.
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organs are elaborated by interaction between itself and

the external environment."1

In studying the sequence of related changes which

takes place Piaget found no discrete steps but rather

stages, which flowed into one another through continuous

development. Piaget describes these stages as "successive

equilibrium states," thus maintaining that development is

continuous and that each stage develops from the preceding

stage.2 Piaget believes the steps of cognitive development

to be, in essence, predetermined by the structure of the

central nervous system as well as by the child's experi-

ences in the world of reality. He gives us a picture of

the central nervous system which, as a result of its inter-

action with the environment during the formative years,

constantly, forms levels of integration which are both

quantitatively and qualitatively different from the synthe-

ses out of which they evolved. One very important attri-

bute of Piaget's theory of intelligence is that it is truly

developmental in orientation. At the very core of his

system is the notion that the intellectual functioning of

an individual is different at different stages or periods

of his growth. He asserts that, "We cannot determine where

 

lPiaget, Origins of Intelligence, p. 359.

2J. M. Tanner and B. Inhelder, eds., Discussions

on Child Development, Vol. I (New York: International

Universities, 1953), p. 12.
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intelligence starts, but that we can plot its course of

development and its ultimate goal.”1

There are five major periods in the ontogeny of

intelligence in Piaget's system, each of which is divided

into a variable number of subperiods, stages, and substages.

The development of intelligence--whether it involves the

further elaboration response patterns within a period, sub-

period, stage, or substages, or the progression from one

of these to the next in the sequence--is of course accom-

plished by gradual changes in the intercoordination of

schemata which are produced by the reciprocal processes of

assimilation and accommodation.2

The first period in the deve10pment of intelligence

is that of the sensori-motor intelligegge. The child learns

to coordinate various perceptions and overt movement. The

child learns to perform a wide variety of successful re-

sponses, i.e., responses which produce practical satis-

factions, but there is nothing approaching representational

thought during this period. This period ranges from birth

throughout the first eighteen months to two years. Piaget

elaborated the sensorimotor period tracing development

through six stages. However, these stages are characterized

 

1Piaget, Origins of Intelligence, pp. 358-61.

2J. Piaget, The Psycholo of Intelli ence (Patter-

son, N.J.: Littlefield, Adams, 60 , pp. - . .
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by the progressivecoordination and assimilation of the

ready-made schemata to form motor habits and perceptions.

As the child interacts:

Patterns of behavior [are] becoming coordinated into

more complex acts with an aim of attaining an end

which is not immediately attainable. However, the

child is limited in his ability to reach his goals and

able to utilize only familiar acts in relation to

them.1

During the sensory motor period the child experiments using

trial and error in an attempt to obtain desired objects.

According to Piaget this type of behavior gradually leads

to an appreciation within the child of spatial relations

and of temporal and causal sequences. Sensori-motor intel-

ligence consists of coordinating successive perceptions and

overt movements.2

The second period in Piaget's development of con-

ceptual intelligence in the preparation for an organization

of concrete operations is called symbolic and preconceptual

thought. This period is concerned with the child's acqui-

sition of language and his ability to deal representation-

ally and logically about his world. The period of precon-

ceptual thought grows out of the sixth stage of the sensori-

motor period and includes roughly the ages from one and

one-half years to four years. During this period the child

 

1Stott, Child Development, p. 177.

21bid., p. 179.
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acquires the symbolic function which precipitates the

acquisition of language. The child may use his own symbols

to represent objects during play while he is in the process

of acquiring the “conventional signs" that make up our

language. Piaget explains this relationship by stating:

. . . it should be noted that the acquisition of

language, i.e., the system of collective signs, in the

child coincides with the formatiOn of the symbol,

i.e., the systems of individual significance. In fact,

we cannot prOperly speak of symbolic play during the

sensorimotor period . . . the true symbol appears only

when an object or a gesture represents the perceptible

data . . . Now precisely at the stage at which the

symbol in the strict sense appears in play, speech

brings about in addition the understanding of signs.
1

Thus this period marks the beginnings of thought or the

beginning of the development of representational intelli-

gence.

Piaget called the next period in the development of

conceptual intelligence the period of intuitive thought.

The child's thinking is dominated by subjective perceptual

judgements and is still lacking in logical analysis. Piaget

describes it as "intuitive" because it is based upon imme-

diate, unanalyzed perceptions of the objective situation.

The child ”acts only with a view toward achieving the goal:

he does not ask himself why he succeeds."2

 

1Piaget, Psychology of Intelligence, p. 125.

2 .
B. Inhelder and J. Piaget, The Growth of Lo ical

Bas cThinkin from Childhood to Adolescence (New York:

BOOKS; i§5§59 Po 5. ‘
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As the child uses language his ways of thinking

become progressively more "adult like." As a result of

becoming more adept at acquiring labels for experience and

forming concepts by matching new experiences to already

available labels, the child's way of thinking progressively

abecomes more like that of the adult. Also influencing the

progress is an increasing ability to isolate particular

aspects of experience and to deal with relationships be-

tween these aspects mentally rather than directly. In

describing the child at this period Almy states:

Just as the young child acquires labels for objects in

the environment, so he also learns to label their

properties and attributes. He notes color, shapes,

sizes, textures, sounds, movement tendencies and so on.

But, the concept of prOperties apart from the objects

in which they are embedded are difficult. The notions

of relationships among objects implied in words like

big and small, light and heavy, up and down, behind,

beside, and before are complicated by the child's

tendency to judge them more from their reference {0

himself than their reference to each other . . .

Development in the intuitive periods extends from approxi-

mately four years of age to seven or eight years and leads

the child to the beginnings of operational functionipg.

Piaget subdivided the period of operational functioning

into concrete and formal operations.

The first period in the development of operational

functions is the period of concrete operation (seven years

 

1Millie Almy, "New Views on Intellectual Develop-

ment: A Renaissance for Early Childhood Education" (Un-

published Mimeo., 1963) as quoted in Burgess, Values,

pp. 33-34.
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to eleven years). Piaget conceives of an operation as a

mental or representational process. Concrete operations

are concerned with:

objects that can be manipulated or known through

senses. The child begins to use logic in his reason-

ing. The child recognizes that certain properties of

objects are invariant despite changes of circumstances.

Piaget describes this awareness as "conservation." At

this stage the child can also place objects in a vari-

ety of serial orders. The child internalizes and inte-

grates his actions as operations.l

Piaget's theory stresses the gradual development from one

stage to the next. Concrete Operations have been in the

formation throughout the sensorimotor period. Beyond this

period they are applied in various areas of experience.

This relationship between stages has important implications

for early childhood education. Almy states that:

The turning point from sensorimotor to concrete oper-

ations comes for most children around the ages of 7 or

8 years. Consequently, it is appropriate to regard

the early childhood years, encompassing nursery school,

kindergarten, first and second grade, as the years

thought of as in transition between sensorimotor and

concrete operations . . . 2

In summarizing some of the implications of Piaget's work,

Evangeline Burgess concludes:

Implications for early childhood education are clear in

the principles of this theory and that of American in-

vestigators who have been influenced by Piaget.

1. The importance of sensorimotor experience is under-

lined.

 

1Stott, Child Development, p. 181.

2Almy, in Burgess, Values, p. 34.
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2. Language, especially that which relates to labeling,

categorizing, and expressing is intimately tied to

developing greater facility in thinking.

3. New experiences are more readily assimilated when

built on the familiar.

4. Repeated exposure to a thing or an idea in differ-

ent contexts contributes to the clarity and flexi-

bility of a growing concept of the thing or idea.

5. Accelerated learning of abstract concepts without

sufficient related direct experience may result in

symbols without meaning.

This point of view supports the thesis of this_

study, that a rich and varied environment with opportunity

for direct interaction during the early years provides the

basis for the sequential development of the child's in-

tellectual and language skills as he proceeds at his own

pace. According to Evangeline Burgess:

Piaget's concept of intelligence emerging as it is

nurtured, of growing as the child has things to act

upon, has led good teachers to help children build new

and larger concepts on the basis of former knowledge

and experience. It has led them to provide rich direct

‘ sensory experience as the undergirding base for ab-

stract concepts. It has led them also to encourage and

stimulate language development.2

The werk of J. McV. Hunt

An American psychologist, J. McV. Hunt, also sup-

ports the assumption that a child's development, intel-

lectual and sensory-motor, results from his continuous

interaction with his environment, particularly in early

years. Stressing the importance of early experience on the

 

lBurgess, Values, p. 35.

21bid., p. 32.
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the rate of intellectual growth, Hunt cautions that "any

laws concerning the rate of intellectual growth must take

into account the series of environment encounters which

constitute the conditions of growth."1 Further emphasizing

the importance of experience for intellectual development,

he states: I

It now looks as though early experience may be even

more important for the perceptual, cognitive and in-

tellectual functions thag it is for the emotional and

temperamental functions.

Just as Montessori based her ”didactic materials"

on the belief of an "inner force" on the part of the child

to learn and explore his environment, so also does Hunt add

this dimension. That is, children have an inherent moti-

vation to explore and learn and when the child is provided

with an environment of rich and varied learning opportuni-

ties, he will select and develOp his own learning pattern.

Basing his premises on the research from developmental

neurologists and on abundant data from the animal behavior,3

 

1J. McV. Hunt, ”Motivation Inherent in Information

Processing and Action," in O. J. Harvey, ed., Co nitive

Factors in Motivation and Social Or anization New Yor :

Ronald Press, 1553), p. 35. (HerEIna ter re erred to as

'Motivation.")

2J. McV. Hunt, ”The Psychological Basis for Pre-

School Enrichment," Merrill Palmer guarterly, X, No. 3

(July, 1964), pp. 22 - . Here na ter re erred to as

'Pre-School Enrichment.")

3I.e., D. O. Hebb, ”The Effects of Early Experience

on Problem-Solving at Maturity,” American Psychologist, II

(1947), 306-07: W. R. Thomson and W. Heron, T e E ects of

Restricting Experience in Dogs," Canadian Journal of Psyé

cholggy, VIII (1954), 17-31: and others.
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Hunt states that there is a necessity for an "optimal amount

of early stimulationapprOpriate for a particular sensory

channel if the neural systems which menitor that pattern of

stimulation are to develop properly."1 He feels this early

stimulation and, more important, the timing of the stimula-

tion, are crucial for preper development of problem-solving

and interest in the environment. Hunt states that the young

child's behaviors consist of spontaneous activity which

fosters an "intrinsic motivation" or "motivation inherent in

information processing and action." According to Hunt, the

notion of ”intrinsic motivation" provides a new answer to

the motivational question concerning what starts and what

stops behavior.2 Intrinsic motivation appears to be per-

petuated by new and varied experiences. Hunt reports that

the learner tends to approach sources of novel information

but withdraws if it becomes too puzzling.. Hunt states that

it is this continual kind of adapting to the existing

stimuli coupled with interest in the "slightly" novel that

explains the growth of motivation. Relating this to in-

tellectual development, Hunt theorizes:

This optimal incongruity gives to what I have elsewhere

called "the problem of the match" (Hunt, 1961) a moti-

vational meaning as well as an intellectual one.

Interest in circumstances becomes a matter of a rela-

tionship between the new and the old wherein the new

 

lJ. McV. Hunt in Hess and Bear, Early_Education,

p. 73.

2Hunt, Motivation, p. 50.
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differs in proper degree from the old to provide the

miss-match that elicits interest.1

Hunt describes three phases in the development of "in-

trinsic motivation." During the first phase the child is

motivated by homeostatic need and pain, and also by changes

in ongoing input through eyes and ears. The second phase

begins with "the interest in the newly familiar" that

appears to come with repeated encounters with the same

pattern of change in input. The third phase is character-

ized by the interest in novelty and commonly begins about

the end of the first year of life. According to Hunt, it

is "with this development of interest in novelty, the infant

begins to acquire new vocal schemata, new gestures, and new

interests in a rapidly widening variety of objects, persons,

”2 It is this interest and imitation of noveland places.

patterns that supplies the mechanism for learning.

Hunt summarizes the evidence from psychological

theory and from psychological research to document his

 

position:

1. that the belief in fixed intelligence is no longer

tenable:

2. that development is far from completely predeter-

mined:

1
J. McV. Hunt, ”The Psychological Basis for Using

Pre-School Enrichment as an Antidote for Cultural Depri-

vation,” in Fred M. Hechinger, ed., Pre-School Education

Todag (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday and Co., Inc., l566),

p. O

21bid., p. 53.
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3. that [mental processes are] like the active infor-

mation processes programmed into electronic com-

puters to enable them to solve problems;

4. that experience is the programmer Of the human

brain-computer . . . 3

5. that . . . an Opportunity to see and hear a variety

of things appears tO be more important than the

fate Of instructional needs and impulses; and

finally,

6. that learning need not be motivated by painful

stimulation, homeostatic need, or the acquired

drives based on these, for there is a kind Of in-

trinsic motivation which is inherent in information

processing and action.

Hunt's work on the interaction Of motivation, stimulating

environment and critical periods to produce optimal mental

functioning or the development Of intelligence has many

implications for early childhood education programs.

The Work Of Soviet Researchers

Research on intellectual development, currently

being carried out by Soviet psychologists, tends to support

many Of Hunt's premises. Berlyne points out that there are

two important streams Of investigation stemming from the

work Of Pavlov and Vygotsky. Berlyne indicates that re-

searchers in the United States have misrepresented Pavlov's

views by thinking that all behavior consists Of single re-

flexes set in motion by a stimulus. He feels that Pavlov

did not intend to extrapolate his simple conditioning ex-

periments on dogs to cover complex human behavior.2

 

11bide ' ppe 60-610

2Daniel E. Berlyne, "Soviet Research on Intellectual

Processes in Children," Mono ra he of the Societ for Re-

search in Child Development, XXVIII, NO. 2 (l563i, l65.

(Hereinafter referred tO as "SOViet Research.”)
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Toward the end Of his life, Pavlov had reservations

about the scope Of his conditioning principles as

applied tO human beings . . . These reservations re-

sulted primarily from the recognition Of what Pavlov

called the ”second signal system" . . . Put briefly

the second signal system is the portion Of the nervous

system that is concerned with verbal behavior.

Berlyne describes the second signal system as being char-

acterized by “greater sensitivity, speed, and flexibility.

in making associations and stimulating responses within the

individual."2

3 illustrated thatThe research carried out by Luria

words not only have a variety Of ways Of influencing be-

havior, but have different effects which appear at different

ages. This second signal system, as illustrated by the

Russian research, tends to control the responses for Older

children while younger children do not appear tO be con-

trolled by it. Thus, these researchers relate greater

flexibility in thinking with the acquisition Of verbal

behavior.4

Berlyne summarized Vygotsky's views concerning the

role Of speech in controlling behavior, thus integrating

language, thought, and action:

 

1Ibid., p. 168.

21bid.

3A. R. Luria, The Role Of Speech in the Regulation

Of Normal and Abnormal Behavior (New York: Pergamon Press,

I561), p. .

4Berlyne, Soviet Research, p. 175.
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. . . thought and speech are not quite the same thing.

Thought does not grow out Of speech or vice versa, but

Obviously, once thought and speech have appeared, they

interact and influence each other intimately, and

speech becomes the principal vehicle Of socialization.

In fact, the child begins by allowing his behavior to,

be directed by speech coming from others: later he uses

speech to direct his own behavior as aby-proguct O

his responsiveness tO what others say tO him.

vygotsky and Luria both support the theoretical assumption

used in this study that the child's mastery Of language and

concepts conveyed by language is especially vital tO intel-

lectual development.

Another Russian psychologist, Zaporozhets, basing

his work on that Of Vygotsky, not only points out the rela-

tionship between thought and language but also with the

motor system. In summary, Zaporozhets states:

In the beginning, a new way Of becoming acquainted with

an Object is usually carried into practice by organs

that are capable Of performing both practical and cog-

nitive functions, such as the hands touching and

manipulating an Object or by the muscle apparatus to

the larynx . . . In reality, as we have tried to show

in our paper, a given form Of perception is the product

of a continuous development that goes on in the child

under the influences Of practical experiences and

learning.

In relation to the concept Of inherent motivation,

Zaporozhets has identified an "orienting reflex" which is

an unconscious standard within the individual which starts

 

11bid., p. 174.

2A. V. Zaporozhets, "The Development Of PerceptiOn

in the Preschool Child," in European Research in CO nitive

Development. Monogr. Soc. Research in Child fievelopmenf,
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behavior when there arises an incongruity between the input

from a set Of circumstances and this standard. Hunt views

this “orienting reflex" as similar to his own "intrinsic

motivation," acting as a monitor between the individual and

his interaction with the environment. Both the orienting

reflex and intrinsic motivation serve for starting and

stopping behavior.1

This ”orienting reflex" can be influenced by

language or verbal interaction. Zaporozhets believes:

. . . that conscious process is characterized by an

accompanying orientation reaction in which the indi-

vidual is constantly sensitive to feed back from all

his senses as he is in rocess Of achieving the goal.

In other words he can mgdify thought and action in

light of subtle cues which indicate whether he is eg_

route tO the goal.

The interesting finding that emerges from these

numerous experiments is that verbal instruction and

imitation are much more effective if they are directed

toward orienting responses as well as executing re-

sponses. In other words, in teaching a child how to

carry out a complex task, one must make sure that he is

also taught how to organize his orienting responses.

He must learn what tO look at: his attention must be

directed to the right cues . . . He must make use Of

feedback from both the external situation and his own

action, and the experimentor must train'him to do this.

Several experiments show that the time to learn a task

can be cut down if orienting behavior is specifically

trained. .

The research by Zaporozhets illustrates specific

use Of language and the concepts conveyed by language in

 

1Hunt, Preschool Enrichment, p. 50.

2Berlyne, Soviet Research, p..180.
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fostering intellectual development. Berlyne explains this

relationship by stating that:

Coming still nearer to intellectual processes,

Zaporozhets has related his work to thinking. Volun-

tary behavior is, or can be, planned behavior. When a

child has behavior under voluntary control, he can

plan ahead . . . Planning behavior in advance means

being able to reason about it, being able to think it

out, and that means building up an image Of the activity

. . . the whole activity and what he is going to dO

when he meets each Of those cues.

Thus, Soviet research would tend tO imply that the impor-

tance Of language in its relationship tO developing cogni-

tive processes is one Of consciously “building up an image

Of the total activity.” This supports the idea Of role

playing and dramatic play as a means Of rehearsing roles in

an activity. This also implies the need for varied and

extensive concrete experiences directed by verbal inter-

action, underlying the teacher's rOle in early childhood

education as being more consciously instructive and inter-

active with the child and the child's environment.2

Other American psychologists such as Caldwell,3

5
Cazden,4 and Wright and Kagan closely follow the Soviet

 

lIbid., p. 181.

2This interpretation Of the Soviet Research has been

stated by many American writers, i.e. , Burgess, Values, p. 36:

similar information in Berlyne (1963) and Bromwich (I969).

3Bettye M. Caldwell, "The Fourth Dimension in Early

Childhood Education," in Hess and Bear, eds., Early Edu-

cation, pp. 71-82.

4Cazden, Language Development, pp. 131-142.

5John Wright and Jerome Kagan, "Basic Cognitive

Processes in Children," Monographs Of the Society for
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line Of thinking. When considering how a child acquires

conceptual structures, they also relate the development Of

language and linguistic labels as basic to the development

Of intelligence. Wright and Kagan feel that language is

important in functioning as a "mediating response." In

discussing intellectual development they conceive Of a

"mediating response" as a unit of the intellectual process

which is a short cut tO bridge the gap between the overt

response and the stimulus. Wright and Kagan believe that

"if the child is impelled to organize stimuli for himself,

then it is Obvious that mediating responses and linguistic

labels, in particular, are the most important and effective

means Of doing so."1

Much Of the current American research emphasizes

the relationship between language development as a mediating

response for both problem solving, and creativity. Learning

situations which stress divergent thinking and exploratory

behavior foster cognitive development more than rote situ-

ations which encourage memory of facts. Lewis stresses

that spontaneous language during play is Of vital importance

in the development Of cognitive skills.

The importance Of imaginative play in a child's cogni-

tive development is that it readily expands into

Research in Child Development, XXVIII, NO. 2 (1963), p. 192

et passum.

lIbid., p. 192.
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exploratory and constructive play which, as it presents

him with successive problems, demands the exercise Of

reasoning. In the growth Of this exploratory and ex-

perimental play, language may play a part Of ever-

increasing importance . . . he verbalizes his own

acts, and so aids his perception, helps his recall Of

relevant past experience, helps his imaginative con-

structions, his anticipations and predictions and so

fosters his conceptual and generalized thinking in the

direction Of reasoning . . . the effects Of language

are immeasurably reinforced as a child comes to play

with others--particular1y if adults take interest in

what he is doing. Language then helps to make play

more imaginative, more constructive and a greater

stimulus to reasoning.

In a research study designed to appraise young

children's ability tO understand and interpret their social

and physical world, Kenneth Wann and his associates found

that "young children employ the essential elements Of con-

cept formations" and that they "collect information which

they test and use in conversation and dramatic play."2

In all Of these concepts Of the developing intelli-

gence the child constantly perceives, integrates his per-

ceptions, and integrates sensory experience with verbal.

In summarizing the newer concepts Of intelligence Evangeline

Burgess tries tO relate the research in terms Of "mediating

responses" finding that "American psychologists tend tO

emphasize internalized verbal response as important in

 

1M. M. Lewis, Lan ua e, Thou ht and Personality

(New York: Basic Books, 1, p. 135.

2Kenneth Wann, Miriam S. Dorn and Elizabeth Liddle,

Fosterin Intellectual Developpent in Youn Children (New

York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers CO ege, O umbia

University, 1962), p. 25.
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mediation." For Piaget internalized action is most sig-

nificant. The Russians have given greater prominence

recently to "orienting responses." However, all Of these

investigators view intelligence as being developmental and

dependent on interaction with the environment.1

. In studying children's thinking and intellectual

development, Millie Almy has found that each stage Of de-

velopment carries with it possibilitiesfor acquiring new

abilities and new ways Of processing information. Almy

feels that unless each Of these abilities is sufficiently-

exercised as it emerges, it will not develop fully and it

will contribute little to the needs Of the next stage.

Almy points out that: "From.the standpoint Of developing

intelligence, he (the child) may be regarded as storing

information in petterns of action."2

Recent research findings report a much greater

learning potential for young children than previously

thought. Hess states:

There is reason to believe that the potentialities Of

the human mind as genetically determined do not unfold

naturally and inevitably, but require active partici-

pation Of a stimulating environment in order to attain

normal development. It is Of utmost importance that

this stimulation occur as early as possible in the

child's experience. One Of the primary purposes Of

1Burgess, Values, pp. 37-38.

2 . .
. Millie Almy, ”New Views on Intellectual Develop-

ment: .A Renaissance for Early Childhood Education,” Un-

published MimeO., 1963, as quoted in Burgess, Values, p. 33.
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elementary school education is the maximizing Of

mental capabilities by systematic stimulation and

exercise Of mental faculties.

However, Biber warns:

While appropriate stimulation Of cognitive strength is

indeed an important responsibility to schooling at all

stages, the challenge is to place this educational

function properly in the context of the other develop-

mental processes for which the school is equally re-

sponsible.

The volume Of research relating to cognitive development

should not detract from the attention that must be given to

the affective and social development during the early years.

Summary

This section has attempted to present various re-

searchers' views on the importance Of growth in the early

years, the relationship Of the development Of an adequate

self concept, motivation tO achieve, and the newer concepts

Of intelligence. It has presented some Of the most recent

concepts Of intelligence as presented in the works Of

Bloom, Bruner, Piaget, Hunt, and the Soviet researchers.

Some Of these concepts have contradicted Older established

views Of intelligence as being fixed or innate. Most Of

the recent research has stressed the importance Of the

 

l
. a Robert Hess, "The Latent Resources Of a Child's

Mind: presented in Chicago, 111., December, 1961, as re-
ported in Thomas Francis Edwards, A Study in Teaching

Selected Intellectual Skills to Kinder arten C 1 ren,

zunpaglished thesis, Michigan State University, 1565). p. 6.

2
Biber, ”Challenges Ahead," p. 200.
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child interacting with his environment with materials

appropriate for his own level Of development to foster

early learning and at the same time provide for the de-

velopment Of an adequate self-concept.

Thus, in view Of these theoretical concepts and

current research the kindergarten program tO be developed

in this study was designed to:

1. Provide an instructional program which would

accommodate the individual stages Of develop-

ment Of each child.

Provide maximum Opportunity for interaction

for the development Of each child's abilities.

Provide a planned sequence Of activities based

on the knowledge Of the stages Of developmental

learning.

Utilize the intrinsic motivation tO learn

rather than extrinsic motivation to learn, and

to provide an environment which allows for

self-selection within a structured choice Of

learning experiences rather than presenting

the child with many random unorganized activi-

ties.

Help the child, through the environment Of

self-selection, feel that he is capable and

thus maintain an adequate self-image during

the learning process.
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6. Provide opportunities for mastery Of language

and concepts conveyed by language which are

especially vital to intellectual development.

Exemplary Model Programs Which Attempt tO

Provide for Basic Learning Skills in

Early Childhood EducatiOn

The current model programs for early childhood

education tend tO fall in various categories ranging from

cognitive-perceptual-motor programs, to language base pro-

grams, to cognitive programs based on Piagetian concepts.

Programs Of various types were reviewed and observed1 by

the writer to gain from.their experience in developing a

program tO fit needs Of the kindergarten age child. The

fOllowing programs were chosen as "exemplary model programs”

because they attempted tO provide for basic learning skills

fOllowing the current research in early childhood education

and these are the models from which many concepts and

activities used in developing the kindergarten program in

this study were drawn. Other programs could have been

included equally well, however, these models bear a close

relationship to the kindergarten program in this study.

 

1
See Appendix C, p. 344 for a list Of visitations

made to model programs.
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Kephart's Perceptual-Motor Program

Various researchers such as Kephart,l Getmen,2

Barsh,3 Cratty,4 and Delacato5 have purported to show that

higher level skills are based on adequate motor development.

Their programs stress the development Of posture, coor-

dination, body image, and position in space as the basis

for further perceptual and cognitive development.

Kephart bases his program at the Achievement Center

for Children on the premise that:

The first learnings in the human organism are motor

learnings. These earliest motor responses represent

the beginnings Of a long process Of development and

learning . . . These motor experimentations and motor

learnings become the foundation upon which subsequent

learnings are built. It is logical tO assume that all

behavior is basically motor and that the prerequisites

of any kind of behavior are muscular and motor

responses.

 

1Kephart, Slow Learner, p. 22.

2G. N. Getmen, DevelopinggLearning;Readiness, A

Visual-Motor Tactile Skills Program (New York: Webster

Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1968), p. 2.

3Ray Barsh, A Movi enic Curriculum (Madison, Wisc.:

University Of Wiscons n, Bu et n NO. , 1965). PP. 5-8.

4Bryant J. Cratty, Movement Behavior and Motor

Learning (2nd ed.: Philadelphia: Lea and Fehiger, I967),

p e e '

5Carl H. Delacato, The Dia nosis and Treatment Of

S eech and Readin Problems (Springfield, III.: Charles

C. Thomas, I963), p. 49.

6
Newell C. Kephart, The Brain Injured Child in the

Classroom (National Society or Cr pp ed C 1 ren an

ults, Inc., 1965), p. 1. (Hereinafter referred to as

Brain Injured Child.)
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Even though much Of the work at the achievement

center is done with children with learning disabilities,

Kephart's program is based on the developmental sequence of

motor skills. Kephart states that the motor sequence

begins with generalized undifferentiated movements and,

through the influence of development and learning, proceeds

to specific responses. Kephart stresses the importance of

two general principles governing the differentiations of

specific responses.

The first of these is the cephalocaudal principle

which refers to the fact that growth and motor develop-

ment proceed, in general, from head end to the tail end

Of the organism. Thus the first effective motor con-

trol is exerted over the muscles which lift the head

. . . The second principle Of differentiation is the

proximodistal which refers tO the fact that growth and

motor development proceed from the axis of the body

outward to the periphery. Thus the infant's early

reaching responses are accomplished by gross movement

from the shoulder . . . Independent use of wrist or

finger movements does not occur until well along in

his first year.

 

According to Kephart it is important that the differentia—

tion take place according tO "pattern" and following these

two principles. Kephart stresses that it is through dif-

ferentiation in pattern that the development Of specific

movement is learned and "exists as an overall repertory Of

motor responses rather than a mere collection Of inde-

pendent skills."2

 

lIbid., pp. 2-3.

21bid.
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Kephart feels that in developing this "structured

motor response” system a child with learning disabilities

frequently encounters difficulty. Learning is hierarchial

in nature and if one pattern is not well established subse-

quent patterns will not be built up in the normal manner.

Kephart's program includes basic activities for establish-

ing movement patterns required for balance, posture,

laterality, and body image, such as angels-in-the-snow,

the walking board, the balance board, and crawling through

tunnels.

Kephart also stresses the development Of perceptual

organization which is taking place slightly later but con-

Itinuing along with the development Of motor patterns.

Kephart states “because Of its earlier beginning, the motor

system has developed a certain body Of information before

the perceptual system begins its course of development."1

The perceptual information is matched to the motor infor-

mation. Kephart feels that it is essential that this

perceptual-motor match take place with the new learnings

(perceptual) being based on the body Of skills already

present (motor) so that the child will not be "living in

two worlds: a motor world and a perceptual world."2

Kephart feels that children that have not made this match

 

lIbid., p. 10.

21bid.'
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successfully "appear to be Operating on the basis Of two

independent sets of information with little or nO common-

alities, resulting [in] confusion in behavior and in

achievement."1

The activities develOped by Kephart for developing

balance, laterality, and posture provided a basis for many

Of the activities used in the kindergarten program in this

study tO develop basic gross motor skills.

Porter's Movement Education

Movement education has received more interest in

recent years based on research conducted with retarded

children. Elementary school physical education programs

found that there are many activities to help the child to

understand and control his body while moving that will en-

able the child to develop and enjoy his environment more

fully. Movement education is an integral part Of the

physical education program in all elementary schools in

DeKalb Public Schools, DeKalb, Illinois. The program was

initiated in 1967. This movement education program was

developed on the belief "that as the child learns tO under-

stand and control the many ways in which his body may move,

he is better able tO direct the actions Of his body, the

control of which results in increased confidence in work

 

llbid., p. 11.
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l
and play." The focus Of instruction in the program is on

developing the child's kinesthetic awareness and under-

standing Of movement. The equipment used includes ropes,

ladders, climbing frames, balance beams, boxes for jumping

onto and from, and mats for rolling.

Each child is encouraged to function as a purposeful,

self-directed member Of his group-—exploring, inventing

solutions tO problems, testing alternatives, practicing

for refining selected patterns, and so developing

kinesthetic awareness and understanding. He is en-

couraged to select tasks apprOpriate to his level Of

development sO that he can succeed in them. This sus-

tains his natural joy in movement. The teacher en-

couraged the child to use his body effectively as he is

challenged to find out what his body can do, where he

can move in space and time, and how he moves, as well

as learning to control his action patterns.

With these objectives Porter states that the use of Ob-

jective measures for evaluation are not appropriate.

However, based on observable behavior, Porter reports:

that such experiences contribute to the child's de-

velOpment Of:

a positive self-image

physical dexterity, strength, and endurance

concepts and strategies for the development Of new

knowledge

inner discipline

social skills

self-expression 3

skills of problem solving and creativity.

These goals coincide with some of the Objectives for the

kindergarten program in this study which stresses the need

 

1Lorena Porter, Movement Education for Children

(Washington, D.C.: NEA/ERNE, 5tudy Acfion Fuhlicafion,

1969), p. 5.

2Ibid., p. 7.

31bid., p. a.
1
.
7
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for expressing feelings and communicating ideas through

movement 0

Nimnicht's New Nursery School

Other model programs have placed emphasis on self-

expression while structuring the environment to provide

appropriate learning activities and to foster motivation

and self-esteem. According to the Glen Nimnicht, New

Nursery School project in Greely, Colorado, the teacher

becomes part Of the responsive environment--"they do not

teach: they facilitate children's learning . . . they

respond to the child as he spontaneously encounters and

manipulates his surroundings."1

The New Nursery School is organized as an "autotelic

responsive environment." Nimnicht explains that "an auto-

telic activity is one done for its own sake rather than for

Obtaining rewards or avoiding punishment that have no in-

herent connection with the activity itself."2

A responsive environment satisfies the following

conditions:

1. It permits the learner to explore freely.

2. It informs the learner immediately about the conse-

quences Of his actions.

 

1Glen Nimnicht, John Meier, and Oralie McAfer,

Interim Re ort: Research on the New Nursery School (Greely,

EOIO.: Colorado State Co1Iege, 1967). p.'3.

2

 

Ibid., p. 2.
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3. It is self-pacing . . .

. It permits the learner to make full use of his

capacity for discovering relations to various

kinds 0 I 0

Even though the Nimnicht program was developed to meet the

needs of Spanish-surnamed children who were environmentally

deprived and variant in cultural and language background

the program includes more than language development as its

objective. The objectives of the program are:

1. To develop a positive self-image;

2. To increase sensory and perceptual acuity;

3. To improve language ability; and

4. To improve problem—solving and concept formation

abilities.

To accomplish these goals the program includes materials in

the environment that are self-connecting and give immediate

feedback. This is done through the use of self-correcting

toys, machines, other children, and/or the teacher. Manipu—

lative toys such as nesting or stacking toys, puzzles,

concentric circles, sequences of rectangles that fit inside

each other to form a pattern are included in the program

because they are self-correcting. Machines such as the

Language Master and the typewriter are also included. The

program mainly consists of self-directed activities such as

"painting, working puzzles, looking at books, dressing up,

building with blocks, and a host of other activities."

 

11bid.

21bid., p. 1.
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Small group activities include singing and listening to

stories. The typewriters assist in motivating the child

to learn letters, to dictate, and to transcribe his own

stories.1

Nimnicht clearly points out one of the most basic

problems in developing a program and implementing it with

children. This is the problem of research as the program

is in progress. Nimnicht reports:

. . . We also have problems which are specific to our

project. The first two years the primary focus of our

activities was the development of procedures and our-

riculum that seemed promising according to both a

review of relevant research and to a study of other

attempts at early intervention. Our basic approach

was to start with what we considered a sound approach

and to modify it as we analyzed what we were doing and

trying to accomplish . . . [Thus,] it is impossible to

say precisely what any one component of the program

contributed to the achievement of our objectives . . .

The second problem is that the program has been in a

rapid state of change as we test new approaches and

eliminate others. To same extent this will always

remain a problem . . .

With these limitations in mind the basis for evalu-

ating the New Nursery School program included pre- and

post-test scores using the Stanford-Binet and the Peabody

Picture Vocabulary Test. After these children entered

kindergarten the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Tests were

administered.3

 

lIbid., p. 3.

21bid., p. 4.

31bid., pp. 5-6.
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The self-directed activities in a structured en-

vironment resemble the "didactic materials" within a

”prepared environment" advocated by Montessori, however,

there appears to be more allowance of self-expression

within the Nimnicht program. This program provides a model

for developing and implementing some of the basic objectives

of the kindergarten program of this study.

Duetsch's Institute for Developmental Studies

Another model program which was developed for the

culturally deprived child, based on the assumptions that

the environment affects development of cognitive skills and

that development proceeds in stages, is the Institute for

Developmental Studies directed by Martin Deutsch.l The

Deutsch model is based on the premise that prOgrams for the

culturally deprived children need to emphasize cognitive

development and need to overcome negative self-concepts,

motivational and language handicaps. Martin Deutsch

structures environment so that stimuli is presented in an

orderly fashion relevant to the developmental levels of the

children and so that it fosters "self-reliance, achievement

motivation, and the develOpment of a positive self-concept.”2

 

1Deutsch, Program for Young Children, pp. 4-9.

2Educational Resources Information Center, Head

Start Childhood Research Information Bulletin, Vol. I

Yfiational Laboratory on Early CEIIdEood Education, Fall,

1969), p. 2.
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Based on the assumption that cognitive development proceeds

in stages, the curriculum stresses "sequential learning,

individual pacing and immediate feedback." The curriculum

emphasizes four areas: language development, self-concept,

perceptual development, and conceptual development. Role

playing is done by the children to develop self-concept and

language. Activities are provided for perceptual develop-

ment which enhance the child's direct sensory skills,

stimulus recognition, and discrimination. In conceptual

development the children learn to relate in a one-to-one

correspondence, classify according to various traits, and

to generalize.

The Deutsch model stresses identifying the area of

weakness in basic skills for each child and planning the

program to the needs of each individual.

One such major assumption [directly underlying the

action research and demonstration program,] is that the

proper task for early childhood education for disad-

vantaged children include identification of the stimu-

lation "lacks" in the environment; diagnosis of the

areas of retardation in cognitive development of the

children; prescription of particular stimuli, and

strategies, and techniques for their presentation in

order to accelerate the development of the retarded

function; and evaluation of the efficiency of the tech-

niques used . . . Most of [these] activities should be

strongly interrelated, and a recycling and feedback

process is constantly in operation.

For diagnosis Deutsch uses both standard tests such as IQ

tests and Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Ability and

lenthia P. Deutsch and Martin Deutsch, "Brief Re-

flections on the Theory of Early Childhood Enrichment Pro-

grams,“ in Hess and Bear, Early Education, p. 85.
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tests developed by the Institute. To assess particular

functions more specific measures are used such as the

Wepman Test of Auditory Discrimination, the Continuous

Performance Test, and modifications of some of Piaget's

techniques.l Drawing implications from the data gathered

in the preceding manner Deutsch stresses that perceptual

experience should precede language training.2

Deutsch's model supports the need recognized in

this study for identifying the basic learning skills and

instructional needs of each individual child and then pro-

Viding for the development of these starting with the

earlier or lower end of the continuum, motor skills pro-

ceeding through perceptual skills to the higher skills of

language and cognitive development.

Weikart's Cognitively Oriented Curriculum

The cognitive curriculum developed by David P.

WeJ'Lkart focuses primarily on the intellectual development

°f the child. Weikart has based his program on the work of

P:i-aget which concerns the development of logical thinking

and representation. Weikart states that ”the main premise

\

1An Institute for Development Studies, Index of

Zest-.8 (1965) gives pertinent data about each one used, in-

uding the samples to which it was administered.

Le 2Martin Deutsch, "The Disadvantaged Child and the

arning Process,” in Harry Passow, ed. , Education in De-

creased Areas (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teacfliers

°II"'—"'1"ege,Co umbia University, 1963), pp. 163-79.
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underlying the cognitively oriented curriculum is that

there cannot be a. basic understanding of self and world

without the ability to place the self in time and space and

1:<> classify and order objects and events."1 To develop

these capabilities Weikart structures the levels of repre- :

sentation in an increasing degree of abstractness following .

Piaget's four levels of symbolization. The child proceeds i

first at the object level in which the child merely iden-

 
tifies and labels concrete objects. The next level is the

index in which the child deals with parts of an object as

representing the whole. At the symbol level representations

Of objects are distinct from the object and eXist as separate

entities. The highest level of abstraction is the _s_ig§_

level or representation through words. All of the materials

and learning activities are designed to help the child pro-

ceed sequentially through these levels of abstraction in

stbolization. Weikart also uses Piaget's work for deriving

the four content areas: classification, seriation, temporal

relations, and spatial relations. The curriculum is de-

signed to have the child experience concepts on the motoric

level of operation and on the verbal level. Weikart

IrePorts that "By using his body to experience concepts, to

°Perate on objects, and to employ objects for operating on

lWeikart, Preschool Demonstration Project, p. 6.
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<31:her objects, the child develops a 'feel' for the concepts

aarud.this facilitates verbal expression."1

The program also includes ”sociodramatic play” as

a: teaching device to develop the child's attention skills

and concentration; and to enable the child to "make be-

1.ieve' in his mind while considering possibilities and to

help the child integrate scattered experiences. Based on

Sara Smilansky's criteria for sociodramatic play, the

cztxrriculum includes the following:

1. A child should be interacting with at least one

other person;

2. Make-believe roles are taken by each child:

3. These roles are expressed in imitative action and

verbalizations:

4. Actions and verbalizations substitute for real

objects and situations;

5. There is sustained verbal interaction related to

the play episode: 2

6. The play episode persists for at least ten minutes.

Through sociodramatic play, Weikart concludes,

" the child develops his ability to use symbols and broadens

his comprehension of the relationships among things and

eVents in his environment."3

Even though the weikart model has been selected as

a Follow Through model, the Cognitively Oriented Curriculum

is conceived by its developers to be appropriate for any

child.‘

\

lIbid., p. 8. 21bid., p. 10.

31bid., p. 11. ‘Ibid.
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The kindergarten program developed in this study

based the activities which progress through the four levels

of symbolization on those used by Weikart. The activities

used by- Weikart for sociodramatic play provided a starting

point for developing appropriate dramatic play situations

in the kindergarten program in this study.

The British Infant School

At the Opposite extreme from these structured pro-

grams is a movement toward "open education" which recog-

nizes the value of play in fostering the complete develOp-

ment of the child. Even though much of the curriculum is

based on Piagetian theories it is characterized by informal

Inethods with the major emphasis on recognizing the worth

and dignity of every child as an individual. The British

IxIfant School utilizes the concept of self-selection and

intrinsic motivation in developing their "open education

sYatem with the integrated day." The integrated day allows

the children to choose their own learning activity, inte-

grating all areas of learning with no artificial subject

ma"Liter limitations or time tables. The classrooms, con-

taining forty children each, are arranged in learning

eelIters abounding with all kinds of materials. Art experi-

en<=es, dramatic play and music are an important part of the

8"311001 day. In comparing the British Infant School to the

An"er-ican Nursery School, Lavatelli states:
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In general, there is more emphasis upon cognitive

learnings, than is true in progressive preschools in

our country that enroll five-year-old children. The

theoretical basis is derived largely from Piaget;

there is strong belief that telling is not teaching

and that, as children use good, open-ended materials,

their intelligence grows, and basic concepts develop

. . . Play is more explicitly used for cognitive growth

in the British system.1

Many model programs in the United States such as

Marie Hughes' Portrait of a Preschool, Tucson, Arizona;

lien» Hampshire Readiness Project: World of Inquiry School,

Rochester, New York: and other schools in New York, Con-

necticut, and California, have studied and incorporated

much of the open education philOSOphy.

These programs support the basic assumptions of the

kindergarten program to be developed in this study, that

the child should be an active participant in the learning

environment and the child is capable of choosing and se-

lecting his own learning activities.

Lavatelli's Early Childhood Curriculum--

A Piaget Approach

Lavatelli has devised a model which attempts to

Provide a balance between free play, creative arts, music,

and stories and structured activities for development of

c-"<>gnitive skills. In Lavatelli's model, Early Childhood

Saarriculum--A Piaget Approach, the daily structured period

gives the teacher the opportunity to expose all children

\

lLavatelli, Childhood Curriculum, p. 23.
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1:<> specific types of cognitive training, while the un-

£31:ructured part affords opportunities for application and

attainforcement of the cognitive skills. Lavatelli views

1:r1is balance as important since,

most educators recognize that the opportunities for

growth are present in play activities, but not all

children realize them. Some children play with Blocks

and make n3 discoveries that have mathematical sig-

nificance.

 

As a solution to this problem Lavatelli includes structured,

directed learning activities during part of the school day

and allows relatively free activities during the rest of

the day. The directed learning activities, cognitively and

language oriented, based on Piagetian theory, are conducted

11: small groups of about five to six children for short

Periods of time. This model emphasizes activity on the

Part of the learner as essential to the learning process.

The child is allowed to explore and manipulate to make dis-

coveries in solving problems. The teacher, whenever

Fkbssible provides feedback. Her role is to stimulate and

guide. In developing her model for language training

I--aVatelli states that the model should incorporate the

fOllowing features:

1. Some language training should be provided in small

group sessions, so as to maximize opportunity for

two-way conversations between teacher and child.

2. In the small group sessions, the teacher should

serve as a model, presenting to children in her

own speech a variety of well-formed sentences.

llbid., pp. 23-24.
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3. Not only should the teacher model certain syn-

tactical structures for children, she should also

elicit from them those structures she is modeling,

or an approximation of them.

4. Modeling and eliciting should be carried on in a

natural, conversational manner during periods of

free play, as well as in small group sessions.

5. In choosing syntactical structures to model, the

teacher should keep in mind two factors: the level

of difficulty of the structure in relationship to

the child's own linguistic development and the

possible contribution of the structure to logical

thinking.

6. Language training should be carried on in a warm,

friendly, supportive environment with the teacher

relying more on modeling than on correcting so

that the child's associations with language are

pleasant ones, and he will more likely be moti-

vated to use language well.

The training program activities are devised along

Piagetian lines using manipulative materials devised to

lead the child to the development of classification Opera-

tions; number, measurement, and space operations: and

8eriation operations.

As these models indicate, the various model early

childhood education programs place varying degrees of em-

Phasis on motor, perceptual and cognitive skills. Language

a11d creative expression are also emphasized to different

6“tents in the programs. However, there appears to be

cOmmon agreement that these areas are interrelated and

each should be included keeping in mind the individual dif-

ferences of each child and providing for his varying needs.

lIbid., p. 78.
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Summary

In this chapter a review of the historical develOp-

ment of kindergartens for early childhood education has

been presented. Various philosophical and theoretical

justification of current approaches to the problem of early

childhood education have been presented. Various current

model programs and their methods of evaluation have been

identified and examined. From this review of the litera-

ture support for four major tasks of kindergarten teaching

is evident. These tasks are:

1. Providing for the development of feelings of com-

petence and adequacy (affective);

2. Providing opportunities for the development of

feelings (social), of mutual helpfulness and

respect of others;

. Fostering intellectual development (cognitive);

4. Developing the skills for observation, communi-

cation, motor competency and manipulation (basic

skills).1

Another dimension is also added by child develop-

mentalists, that is, the need for providing for creative

self-expression. The interrelationships of these various

aspects of early childhood education have been continually

emphasized in most research. It can be concluded that a

total kindergarten program would continue to provide a

balance of all of these interrelated tasks. The total

environment should be prepared to meet the individual needs

of the children in each area of develOpment. To meet the

 

1Ebel, Educational Research, p. 325.
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varying individual need some model programs have placed

emphasis on early identification of basic skills and in-

structional needs of the child.

From the review of the literature and examination

of various model early childhood education programs, the

following conclusions can be drawn for developing an ade-

quate kindergarten program. The kindergarten program:

1. Should identify the basic learning skills and

instructional needs of each individual child

in the program.

Should provide for the development of motor

skills.

Should provide for the development of visual

and auditory perceptual skills.

Should provide problem solving situations for

the development of cognitive skills.

Should provide situations for ample expression

through movement, music, free dramatics, and

creative dramatics.

Should provide for growth in the child's

language and vocabulary.

Should provide for the development of a posi-

tive self-concept through the process of be-

coming competent in cOgnitive-perceptual-motor

skills, problem solving, making choices in a

self-selective environment and interacting as
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a self with the environment in dramatic play,

expressive movement, creative drama, and role

playing situations.

From these conclusions can be established the guidelines

for developing the kindergarten program in this study. It

is toward developing these objectives, the sequential

organization of the basic learning skills and identifi-

cation techniques, the implementation procedures and the

evaluation of growth in basic learning skills and vocabu-

lary concepts that the balance of this study is directed.

 



CHAPTER III

DESCRIPTIVE FEATURES OF THE STUDY

AND PROGRAM

Selection and Description of the Participants

The kindergarten program in this study is designed

for children from the ages of four years eight months to

five years eight months. For purposes of evaluation, only

a sampling of the ten kindergarten classrooms involved in

the kindergarten program was included. The kindergarten

subjects included in the sample were from two kindergarten

Classrooms from the public school system in a predominantly

White area. As indicated by the school district's Title I

records, the socio-economic level of ‘the area consisted of

Predominantly middle class, blue-collar workers, although

tz-l'iere were some instances at the extremely low and ex-

tremely high socio-economic levels. Approximately five

per cent of the school age children would qualify in the

1°W-income economically deprived category.

The sampling was done by selecting two complete

kindergarten classes, one morning (n = 19) and one after-

I19°15!) (n = 21), at the same school but taught by different

teachers. The children were placed in the classrooms on

t .
he basis of their composite ratings assigned from their

101

h
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performance on a diagnostic kindergarten test battery ad-

ministered to all of the entering kindergarten children

at kindergarten roundup in the spring before they were to

enter school. An attempt was made to have each of the two

classes in the study have the same profile by having them

contain approximately the same number of children scoring

in the lower half of the group and the same number in the

upper half of the group. Thus, the children in the kinder-

garten classrooms in the sample were assumed to be repre-

sentative of a normal kindergarten sample.

The implementation workshops for the program not

only :included the teachers of the two classrooms from which

the Cfliildren were drawn, but also, other kindergarten and

readiness-room teachers (n = 21) within the same district

that volunteered to participate. The teachers varied in

exPerience from first year teachers to twelfth year

tel“filers. Educational experience ranged from Bachelor's

Degrees to Master's Degrees.

Development of the Kindergarten Program

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the

study through a description of : (l) the development of the

d I

1agrhastic kindergarten test battery, (2) the development

<3

f time instructional program, (3) the process of implemen-

t .

atlon and, (4) evaluation procedures.

\
 

1See infra, pp. 209-11.
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Based on the review of current theories and re-

search in child development, a kindergarten program was

developed which attempted to meet the objectives which

formed the guidelines_for the program. These objectives

were as follows:

1.

2.

To identify the basic learning skills and in-

structional needs of each individual child in

the program.

To provide for the development of motor skills.

To develop visual and auditory perceptual

skills.

To provide problem solving situations for the

development of cognitive skills.

To provide situations for ample expression

through movement, music, free dramatics, and

creative dramatics.

To provide for growth in the child's language

and vocabulary development through "moving into

drama" activities.

To provide for the development of a positive

self-concept through the process of becoming

competent in cognitive-perceptual-motor skills,

problem solving, making choices in a self-

selective environment and interacting as a self

with the environment in dramatic play, expres-

sive movement, creative drama, and role playing.
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To meet the first objective a diagnostic test

battery was developed. The diagnostic test was adminis-

tered to each child to provide information about the child

in the basic skill areas of motor development, visual and

auditory skills, cognitive skills, and language development.

These skills areas were subdivided into the following areas:

1. Motor skills.

a. Gross or general movement

b. Fine or manipulative skills

2. Visual skills.

a. Acuity

b. Discrimination

3. Auditory skills.

a. Acuity

b. Discrimination

4. Speech and language.

5. Cognitive skills.

Tfime instructional program consisted of sequentially planned

activities in each of these areas. To provide a proper

balance between skill development and creative activities

ax: expressive aspect was included in the program through

the self-selection of skill activities and through the

"nubving into drama" program.

To provide an evaluation of the effects of the kin-

deil‘garten program on the growth of basic learning skills and

vocabulary concepts of the children during participation in

the program, the following hypotheses were formulated:

1. Individual children may exhibit significant

growth in basic skill areas and vocabulary con-

cepts that may not be evident by focusing
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entirely upon statistical evaluations of the

whole group.

There will be no significant gain in the means

of the pre- and post-test scores of children

participating in the kindergarten program on

the following:

a. Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT).

b. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT).

There will be no significant difference between

the means of the post-test scores on the Metro-

politan Readiness Test of children partici-

pating in the kindergarten program and the

normative population used for standardization

of the Metropolitan Readiness Test.

There will be no significant difference between

the means of the post-test scores on the Pea-

body Picture Vocabulary Test of children par-

ticipating in the kindergarten program and the

normative population used for standardization

of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.

There will be no significant differences be-

tween the mean raw scores made by two classrooms

participating in the kindergarten program

regardless of being taught by different teachers

on the following:

a. Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT).

b. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT).
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Description, Development, and Administration

of the Diagnostic Test Battery

The role of the teacher as a diagnostic teacher was

incorporated as an integral part of the kindergarten pro-

gram. The screening of children entering school was de-

signed to provide an opportunity for the launching of a

treatment program before problems in basic learning skills

become grievous to the child and perpetuated emotional and

behavioral difficulties. The need for early identification

of potential learning problems has been stated by many

researchers. Ilg and Ames propose an individual behavior

examination be given to every child and that his level of

Performance be determined before entrance to school.1

DeHirsch has demonstrated "that valid prediction of

reading, spelling, and writing achievement can be made by

evaluating children's perceptual motor and language behavior

2at early years." and that many "intelligent but education-

ally disabled children . . . would not have required help

had their difficulties been recognized at early ages.

\

Read' lFrancis L. Ilg and Louise Bates Ames, School

YOkaness Behavior Tests Used at the Gesell Institute (New

in ~ .Harper anTRow, 1965), p. 18; similar information

DeHirsch, Deutsch, Kephart, and Bangs. (Hereinafter

1'-‘e’£'eJ:-r:ed to as School Readiness.)

Wil . 2Katrina DeHirsch, Jeannette Jefferson Jansky and

Y0 11am S. Langford, Predicting Reading Failure (New

rk; Harper and Row, 1966), p. vii.
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Earlgr identification would have obviated the need for later

remedial measures."1

The diagnostic test battery needed for this study

was based on child growth and development to give a de-

velopunental profile of each child's proficiency in each of

the basic skill areas as well as the affective area.

Therefore, Gesell's growth and development norms were con-

sulted as a basis for "determining normal development and

the Exertinent areas in which assessment would be needed for

"2 A growth and developmenta developmental diagnosis.

charm: representing the characteristics of children from

four years nine months to six years eight months is in-

eluded in Chart I. The chart includes the following areas

for assessment:

1. General physiological growth patterns,

2. Neuromuscular coordinations (motor coordin-

ation),

3. Rhythms,

4. Eye-hand coordination (integration),

5. Language and speech,

6. Emotional behavior,

7. Cognitive behavior (including visual and audi-

tory perception),

\

lIbid., p. 92.

no , 2A. Gesell and C. S. Armatruda, Developmental Diag-

WNomal and Abnormal Child Development, C nica

Hit 068 and Pediatric A lications (New York: Paul B.

eber, Inc., 19 , p. .
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CHARI? 1.--Growth and develOpment chart.1

 

Grade

Age

K

4 yr. 9 mo. to

5 yr. 9 mo.

1

5 yr. 9 mo. to

6 yr. 8 mo.

 

General Physio-

logical Growth

Patterns

\

Nem‘Orlvluscular

c3°°rdination

(Motor-

Development)

Rhythm

\

C;

a lfornia).

Achievement in school

is the function of

total growth of a

child. When parents

of a child are of di-

vergent physical

builds, there may be

a wide range in the

different physical

measurements of a

child--ht., wt., etc.

Emotional stress may

also affect the

physical growth of a

child for as long as

six months. At this

age range there is

frequently a homo-

geneity of all

measures of physical

and psychological

growth.

Rides tricycle;

climbs, does tricks;

begins detailed con-

struction with

blocks; begins to

coordinate prehen-

sion more and more;

skips.

Likes to march to

music. Responds

well

Slow growth with

wide variations.

Active, apt to

fatigue easily.

In constant move-

ment; balls bounced

and tossed; likes

to dig, play tag,

wrestle; likes to

construct on a

gross level. Ma-

jority can skip.

Hopping, skipping,

clapping, etc.

r 1Office of the County Superintendent of Schools,

'-§¥Eh_and Development Through the Grades (Sonoma County,
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CHART l . --Continued

 

Grade
K

Age 4 yr. 9 mo. to

5 yr. 9 mo.

1

5 yr. 9 mo. to

6 yr. 8 mo.

 

Eye-Hand 4-7% apt to be left-

Coordination handed. May print

(Integration) from right to left.

Can draw a circle,

cross, square. Girls

generally have better

coordination. Can

button and lace.

¥

COQnitive Can note differences

Behavior of materials. Can

note simple analo-

gies. Can make com-

parisons of things

he sees. May be

capable of counting

from 1-2. Attention

span rudimentary; is

just developing

verbal communication

that is purposeful

for general use.

Minimum interest in

symbols. Notes com-

mon cultural forms

i.e., triangle,

hexagon, square,

circle, diamond, etc.

Memory good for con-

crete, sequential

tasks, i.e., num-

bers, letters, ob-

jects. Memory

adequate for simple

sentences only.

Capable of printing,

but frequently re-

verses numbers and

letters. Cuts,

pastes, likes to

hammer. Can use

large sewing needle.

Needs help in com-

pleting tasks. Fre-

quently tasks must

be structured for

the child to give a

"rolling start."

80-90% of group can

catch and bounce a

ball.

Concept of left to

right not yet es-

tablished in many.

Can reason through

simple mazes. Can

reproduce tasks.

Knows values of

coins. Knows ad-

dress. May know

simple measures.

Should recognize

name. Notes pic-

torial differences

and similarities.

Capable of foresee-

ing and planning the

solution to simple

problems. Recog-

nition of words and

phrases. Majority

ready to read.
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CHART l . --Continued

 

 

Grads: K 1

Age 4 yr. 9 mo. to 5 yr. 9 mo. to

5 yr. 9 mo. 6 yr. 8 mo.

Language and Likes to talk, ex- Speech problems fre-

Speech aggerates, tells tall quent here and

tales. Vocabulary

comprehension mostly

concrete--some

functional. Fre-

quently an incom-

plete mastery of

consonant sounds.

Speech reflects

socio-economic back-

grounds. May use

aggressively; call

names, argue, con-

tradicts, etc.

¥

finotional Upset by sudden

BehaNior change of routine.

Extremes of fear,

joy, affection,

anger, shyness,

aggressiveness.

Behavior reflects

family relation-

ships, but are

amenable to change.

Egglcal Rapid alteration be-
avlor tween "good" and

"bad" behavior. May

blame others for

misdeeds.

should be watched

for. This is a

period of tension

and stuttering may

be frequent. Inter-

est in new words;

will frequently re-

peat words; learns

that language is

more and more func-

tional. Still apt to

use language aggres-

sively. Vocabulary

may vary from 200

words to 2200 ac-

cording to the home

the child comes

from.

Learning to share

affection. Begin-

ning to identify

male and female

roles in society.

Beginning to inter-

act adequately with

own age groups.

More interest in

acting and dressing

like the peer group;

choice of friends

apt to be influ-

enced by social and

economic status.
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CHART l . --Continued

 

Grade

Age

K

4 yr. 9 mo. to

5 yr. 9 mo.

1

5 yr. 9 mo. to

6 yr. 8 mo.

 

Play Activi-

ties and

May play in one loca-

tion for periods.

Likes to use mate-

rials and ideas re-

 

Interests Boys and girls play lated to home and

I together in small community. In-

groups without much terest in TV,

identification of movies, comics,

sex differences. radio, puzzles,

Play is not well "gadgets." Much

organized. imaginative play.

Beginning of col-

lections.

Guidance Stress use of Permit for slow re-

language. Wide va- actions; the indi-

riety of experience rect approach is

necessary; active; frequently the most

boisterous games.‘ effective. May re-

Expression through spond to isolation

movement, i.e., rather than punitive

visual auditory, measures that are

kinesthetic, verbal. verbal in nature.

Needs, invites, and Directions must be

accepts some super- in clear, simple,

vision and direc- sentences. Needs

tion. Needs time to structured estab-

adjust to change. lished routine.

Expansive and in- Praise and encour-

quisitive about agement necessary.

human relations.

\
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8. Ethical behavior,

9. Play activities and interest,

10. Guidance.

A review of the current tests available for kindergarten

did not provide a test suitable for this program in each of

the developmental areas desired. Therefore, several tests

and subtests were combined to form the kindergarten test

battery. These tests are listed on Chart 2 Tests Corre-

lated with the Growth and Development Chart.

For assessing the general physical growth patterns

and expressive behavior of the child a checklist was de-

vised (see Appendix A, p. 267). This checklist was based

on the checklists included in the Lippincott Reading Readi-

ness Test1 and the Brenner Developmental Gestalt Test of

School Readiness.2 After observing the child during the

testing administration the teacher would check the items.

TPhe checklist was short and considered as only superficial

(Screening. If it appeared that further vision and hearing

‘Dr other physical tests were needed the child was recom-

lmended to the school nurse for further screening.

1Pierce H. McLeod, Li incott Readin Readiness

Fmest (Philadelphia: Lippincott Co., I965), p. 2.

2Anton Brenner, The Anton Brenner Develo mental

(Eeverly Hills, CaIIf.:Gestalt Test of School Readiness

Western Psychological Service, 1964): p. l. (Hereinafter

Jreeferred to as Brenner Gestalt Test or BDGT.)
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If social or emotional problems were indicated the

child was referred to the school social worker and school

psychologist for further evaluation.

Three tests were included in the area of neuro-

muscular coordination or motor development. The subtests

of jumping, walking board, and body image were selected

from the Purdue Perceptual-Motor Survey.1 Kephart states

that the jumping subtest is "helpful in detecting children

with laterality, body image, rhythm, or neuromuscular con-

trol problems ."2 The walking board, according to Kephart,

is helpful in detecting children with a general balance

problem. The examiner can observe whether the child has

developed enough postural flexibility to meet new situations

requiring balance. Many writers have stressed that postural

skills serve as essential preparation for more refined

skills in later years. Chaney states that "through activi-

ties of balance and posture, the child determines where the

line of gravity is and the direction of its force." She

feels that this knowledge is essential for the development

3
of the coordinates of spatial system. (See Appendix A,

p. 264.)

L

1Eugene G. Roach and Newell C. Kephart, The Purdue

Perceptual-Motor Surve (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill

Books, Inc., 196 , pp. 28-36. (Hereinafter referred to as

Egrdue P-M Survey.)

21bid., p. 32.

3Clara Chaney and Newel Kephart, Motoric Aids to

§2££22£22}_252$gigg,(Columbus, Ohio: CharIes . Merrill
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Kephart stressed the importance of establishment

of body image early in the development of the child. He

states that body image is "the point of origin for all the

spatial relationships among objects outside our body."1

Bender has also stressed the importance of body image. She

views body image as a Gestalt determined by laws of growth

and development.2 (See Appendix A, p. 263.)

When participating in rhythm activities the child

is required to interrelate neuromuscular coordination with

auditory perception and express this in a temporal sequence.

Kephart's jumping test required the child to coordinate

gross motor movements in a specific rhythmic pattern. This

test, therefore, is beneficial in indicating problems in

both gross motor coordination and rhythm. (See Appendix

A, p. 266.)

DeHirsch includes a test of "imitation of tapped-

out patterns" in her test to predict reading failure. She

substantiates this test by stating:

Hardy suggests that the ability to perceive, to pro-

cess, and to reproduce sequences is a prerequisite for

spoken and printed language. Some children experience

difficulty even with nonverbal sequences. Ability to

bmitate tapped patterns, according to Stamback,

Pub. Co., 1968), p. 9. Similar information in Gesell

(1947), Kephart (1960), and Cratty (1967).

1Kephart, Slow Learner, p. 50.

2Lauretta Bender, as stated in Katrina DeHirsch,

et al., Predicting Reading_Failure, p. 16.
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increases with age; and Myklebust maintains that this

ability differentiates nirmal children from those

with learning disorders.

Therefore, a test of aural coding was devised. The exam-

iner taps out a simple rhythmic pattern with a block out of

sight of the child. The child is then given a block and

asked to tap out the same pattern. (See Appendix A, p. 2580

To assess the area of eye-hand coordination or fine

motor control, Gesell's original Copy Forms Test and the

Goodenough Draw-a-Man test were used. Much research has

been conducted with these Copy Forms by Lowder.2 Lowder

has found a significant relationship between performance

and the copying task and school achievement.

Swanson also has found that there is a significant

relationship among kindergarten children's ability to copy

the forms and first grade achievement.3

The copy forms consist of six forms increasing in

difficulty beginning with a circle, then a cross, square,

triangle, divided rectangle, and the diamond. The signifi-

cance of this test is not merely in the final product but

in observing the way the child copies, the size of his

forms, the place on the paper where he draws the forms and

 

lDeHirsch, PredictinijeadingFailure, p. 18.

2R. G. Lowder, Perceptual Ability and School

Achievement (Winter Haven, Florida: Winter Haven Lion's

Ciub, i956).

3Swanson, in Roach and Kephart, Purdue P-M Survey,

p. 630
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the position in which he holds his paper. Therefore, it

was suggested that the teacher be trained in the adminis-

tration of the test, following the Winterhaven Copy Forms

manual to enable her to make the pertinent observations.

Thus the teacher would have the information to use when

planning the educational program for each child, enabling

her to work as a diagnostic teacher. (See Appendix A,

p. 261.)

Human figure drawings have long been used by

kindergarten teachers as indicators of eye~hand coordina-

tion and body image concepts. The draw-a-man test has been

included in reading readiness tests such as the 52223

Brenner Development Gestalt Test of School Readiness,1 Egg

Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test,2 and DeHirsch's Pre-

dicting Reading Failure Tests.3 Elizabeth Kappity found

the human figure drawing score at the beginning of the first

grade was predictive of the child's reading level at the

end of the year.4 (See Appendix A, p. 262.)

 

1Brenner, Brenner Gestalt Test, p. 16.

2Gertrude H. Hildreth, Nellie L. Griffiths, and

Mary E. McGaurran, Metropolitan Readiness Test (New York:

Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., I965), p. I} (Hereinafter

referred to as M52.)

 

3DeHirsch, et al., PredictipgReading Failure, p. 16.

4Elizabeth Kappity, et al., "Prediction of First

Grade School Achievement with the Bender Gestalt Test and

Human Figure Drawings," Journal of Clinical Psychology,

XV (1959), 168.
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To simplify the evaluation of the human figure

drawing test the scoring from the Brenner Gestalt School

Readiness Test was used. The child is given points for

specific items included in the drawing thus giving the

teacher a numerical evaluation as well as her own obser-

vations. (See Appendix A, p. 262.)

Both expressive and receptive language evaluating

instruments were included in the diagnostic test battery.

Receptive language was measured by an Auditory Memory Test

from the Macomb Test Battery designed by Pierce McLeod.

The Auditory Memory Test consisted of a series of fifteen

dictated sentences which become progressively longer and

more complex. The child was asked to repeat each sentence

after the examiner. The examiner was then able to note not

only the child's ability to retain related information, but

also orient speech patterns which the child may have pro-

duced in repeating the sentences. (See Appendix A, p. 257.)

Expressive language included a rather subjective

observation by the teacher of the child's language through-

out the testing situation and was recorded on the checklist.

However, to provide more spontaneous language on the part

of the child the initial interview from the Ilg and Ames,

§ghool Readiness Behavior Tests. was included in the diag-

nostic test battery. This test consists of questions

about age, birth date, birthday party or favorite activity,
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siblings, names and ages; father's occupation.1 (See

Appendix A, p. 256.)

For purposes of selection of the diagnostic tests

the area of cognitive behavior was further subdivided into

visual perception, auditory perception, and mathematical

ability. Since the diagnostic test battery was viewed as

a screening device it was necessary to include tests that

would identify any lack of skills which were viewed as

essential for beginning reading and number activities. If

extreme difficulties were noted on these tests then the

teacher would refer the child to a qualified school psy-

chologist for further evaluation.

Durrell has found that the ability to name letters

at the beginning of first grade is highly predictive of

2
reading achievement at the end of the year. The importance

of letter knowledge has also been stated by Monroe3 and

DeHirsch.4

The Letter Knowledge and the Matching subtests from

5
the Lippincott Reading Readiness test were included for

 

1Ilg and Ames, School Readiness, pp. 41-44.

2Donald D. Durrell, "First-Grade Reading Success

Study: A Summary,” Journal of Education, CXL (1958), 1-6.

3Marion Monroe, "Reading Aptitude Tests for the Pre-

diction of Success and Failure in Beginning Reading," Edu-

cation, LVI (1935), 14.

4DeHirsch, Predicting_Reading Failure, p. 24.

5Pierce H. McLeod, Lippincott Reading_Readiness

Test (Manual): PP. 2-3.
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the visual perception tests. Letters rather than geometric

forms were used based on Harris' work which suggests that

only the ability to match letters rather than geometric

shapes and pictures is important for reading.1 (See

Appendix A, p. 259.)

Anton Brenner has found the copying of letter forms

in his Sentence Gestalt subtest as most predictive for

Reading Readiness.2 The children are asked to copy the

sentence "Fred is here." Scoring requires analysis of

recognizable letters and spaces with no score for omitted

letters or reversals, inverted or unrecognizable letters.

However, Brenner states that reversed or unrecognizable

letters suggest a higher degree of development than do

omissions or inability to produce.3

Two tests, the Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test4

and the Aural Coding Tests, were included in the diagnostic

test battery to provide the teacher with an assessment for

auditory skills. These tests could easily be used by the

teacher throughout the year when she felt a child might be

 

1Albert J. Harris, "Visual and Auditory Perception

in Learning to Read," Optometric Weekly, L (1959),

2115-2121.

2Anton Brenner, "Anton Brenner Developmental Gestalt

Test of School Readiness" (lecture given at the Merrill

Palmer Institute, Detroit, Michigan, 1968).

3Brenner, Gestalt Test (Manual). 9. 16.

4Joseph Wepman, Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test

(Chicago: Language Research Associates, 1 .
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having difficulty in the auditory area. The Wepman Audi-

tory Discrimination test consists of twenty alternate word

pairs which are presented by the teacher, the child's task

is to judge if the pair of words sounds the "same" or "dif-

ferent.” This test was included by DeHirsch since in the

test the child is required "to perceive fine differences

between sounds and to hold them in mind long enough to

make comparisons between them." DeHirsch states that

”appreciation of the meaning of words depends on such dis-

crimination, which follows a maturational pattern."1

Deutsch also reported a significant relationship between

auditory discrimination and reading achievement.2 The

Aural Coding Test required the child to reproduce a simple

rhythmic pattern. (See Appendix A, p. 258.)

Cognitive behavior is represented by the ability

to solve problems. Therefore, the simplest device for

screening cognitive behavior was assumed to be through

mathematical activities. Reading readiness tests such as

the Metropolitan Reading Readiness,3 the Anton-Brenner

 

1DeHirsch, Predicting_Reading;Failure, p. 19.

2Cynthia Deutsch, "Auditory Discrimination and

Learning: Social Factors," (December, 1962), reported in

DeHirsch, Predicting ReadingLFailure, p. 19.

3Hildreth, mam, p. 7.
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DevelOpmental Gestalt Test of School Readiness,1 and Ilg

and Ames School Readiness tests2 include number tests.

As suggested in School Readiness Test,3 the children

were asked to write their numbers as far toward twenty as

they could go. The teacher observed not only the writing

of the numbers, but the child's pencil grasp, posture, and

other behaviors while the child attempted to complete the

task.

The subtests of Number Producing and Number Recog-

4 test were also included innition from the Anton Brenner

the test battery. In number producing the child was asked

to pick out three blocks from a group of twelve blocks. He

was then asked to pick out enough more blocks to make

seven. Pertinent observations included: How the child

approached the task; did he have to count or could he easily

identify three? In the number recognition task the child

was required to identify the number of dots in each group.

Dots were arranged in different patterns with groupings

from one to ten dots. (See Appendix A, p. 260.)

A screening test for the assessment of affective

behavior provided a more difficult problem. The device

 

lBrenner, Gestalt Test, pp. 10-11.

2Ilg and Ames, School Readiness, pp. 54-57.

31bid., p. 54.

4Brenner, Brenner Gestalt Test (Manual). p. 10.
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needed to be simple to administer and flexible enough to

use for continuous evaluation throughout the year. The

Bert Brown Self-Concept Reference Test1 and the Lafferty

Measure of Self-Concept in Kindergarten2 were suggested as

optional devices for the teachers. However, the Brown

Self-Concept Referent Test was administered to all of the

children participating in the study upon entering kinder-

garten.

The Bert Brown-IDS Self-Concept Referents Test con-

sisted of photographing each child with a Polaroid camera

and then after taking the photograph, using it to stimulate

the children to report: (1) their perceptions of the ways

in which they suppose they are seen by each of the "signifi-

cant other" referents, and (2) their perceptions of them-

selves.

The test included fourteen bipolar adjectival items

on which the children were asked to report their perceptions

of themselves and their perceptions of their mothers', teach-

ers' and peers' perceptions of them on each of these items.3

 

1Bert Brown, The Assessment of Self-Concept Amogg

Four-Year-Old Negro and—White Children: AComparative Study

Using_theLBrown-IDS Self?Concept ReferentsfiTest YNew York:

Institute for Developmental Studies, New York University,

1966), pp. 14-18. (Mimeographed. ) (Hereinafter referred

to as IDS Self-Concept.)

2Lucienne Y. Levine and J. Clayton Lafferty, The

Measure of Self-ancept in Kinder arten Children (Livafiia,

Mich.: Research Concepts,’l967 , pp. - . Hereinafter

referred to as Self-Concept.)
 

3Brown, IDS Self-Concept, p. 12.
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The Lafferty Measure of Self-Concept used children's

drawings as an aid to understanding children. Lafferty

states:

Kindergarten teachers' use of drawing has long been a

source of information to them about the growth and de-

velopment of children. The new materials here pre-

sented have been designed so that they adequately fit

the needs of the teacher and the children. The ideal

use of these materials demands that they become an

integrated part of the kindergarten program. The

material consists of a set of ideas involving major

~concepts that children can and should understand. The

original set of ideas requires that the teachers have

the children produce, periodically, drawings on a

specific set of subjects designed to build better

understanding of the problems, fegrs, concerns, and

'strengths of individual children.

The measure consisted of sixteen drawing activities

which were included interspersed throughout the program on

a weekly basis giving a continual diagnostic profile of the

emerging self-concept of each child.

The tests selected (see Chart 3) were then arranged

in an order of presentation which would provide a variation

between passive and active tasks required of the child. In

order to establish rapport with the child it was suggested

that the informal interview introduce the test. The motor

tests were presented near the midpoint of the testing situ-

ation to provide some active movement which is necessary

with young children. The suggested sequence is as follows:

1. Language Expressive (Interview, Checklist)

2. Numbers (1. producing, 2. recognition)

 

1Levin and Lafferty, Self-Concept, p. 12.
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CHART 3.--Diagnostic tests for kindergarten.

 

I. Language (Expressive)

Interview - checklist

A. Age, birthday, brothers and School Readiness

sisters

B. Social - Emotional Behavior Brenner Gestalt

Checklist

C. Checklist Lippincott Read-

ing Readiness

II. Numbers

1. Number Producing Brenner Gestalt

2. Number Recognition Brenner Gestalt

III. Visual Discrimination

1. Letter knowledge test 1, Lippincott Read-

la, lb ing Readiness

2. Sentence Gestalt Brenner Gestalt

IV. Visual Motor--eye-hand

coordination

l. Winterhaven forms 1 through 4 Lowder

Have child write his name on

the paper if he can.

2. Draw-a-Man Score Brenner Gestalt

V. Neuro-Muscular Coordination

(Motor Development)

1. Body Image (Naming parts of Perceptual Motor

body) Survey

2. Posture and Coordination

a. Walking Board Perceptual Motor

Survey

b. Jumping Perceptual Motor

Survey

VI. Language (receptive)

l. Dictated Sentences Macomb Test

Battery

VII. Auditory

l. Aural Coding DeHirsch

2. Wepman Auditory Dis- Wepman

crimination

VIII. Affective

l. Self-Concept Bert Brown Self-

Concept Refer-

ent Test

 



I
!
4
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3. Visual Discrimination (letter knowledge test,

1, 1a, lb)

4. Visual Motor--eye-hand coordination (Winter-

haven Forms, Draw-a-Man)

5. Motor Development (1. body image, 2. posture

and coordination)

6. Language-Receptive (l. dictated sentences,

2. jumbled sentences)

7. Auditory (l. aural coding, 2. Wepman Auditory

Discrimination).

In the spring, preceding the entry to kindergarten

that following September, all of the children were asked to

attend a kindergarten roundup with their parent. At this

time the diagnostic kindergarten test battery was admin-

istered to each entering kindergartner. The average time

of actual testing was about twenty minutes per child during

a forty-minute interval. The classroom teachers, the ele-

mentary school counselor, the speech therapist, the school

psychologist and the principal worked together as a team

for this administration. Stations were set up so that each

was responsible for administering only a specific portion

of the test battery and each was able to meet with every

child.1

 

1For detailed description of the stations see

Appendix A, p. 205-
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Using the information gained from the diagnostic

test battery which was developed specifically for the

program, the children were rated in each of the six skill

areas (general movement, manipulative skills, visual

skills, auditory skills, speech and language, and cognitive

skills) as well as a pre-test which yielded data in the

affective domain. This information was used for placing

the children in their kindergarten classes and was available

for each kindergarten teacher in the fall so that she could

plan her instructional program to provide for the individual

needs of the children.

The diagnostic kindergarten battery was designed

to be readministered periodically to the children by the

classroom teacher, thus providing the teacher with tech-

niques to use diagnostically throughout the year. Using

the results of these tests to help her make adjustments in

the program, the teacher was better able to meet the

individual needs of the children and functioned as a

"diagnostic teacher."

Development and Procedures for the

Instructional Program

Overview

The instructional program was designed to foster

growth in effective, social, and cognitive domains by pro-

viding a structured environment with Opportunity for self-

selection and creative activities.
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The concept of self-selection was based on Murphy

and Murphy's child development view of letting the child

choose. Learning activities which the child selects relate

to his own interests, his stage of readiness and his pace

of learning, thus, the self-selection of activities pro-

vided an optimal chance for the fullest growth of the

child's potential capacity. The amount of freedom, as

suggested by Murphy and Murphy, varied depending on the

child's ability to "graSp and to organize situations for

himself" and on the child's capacity to handle the

complexity of the activity.1

Therefore, the program was developed so that basic

skills in all areas of development could be fostered through

a structured environment of materials that lead to cognitive

activity in which the child was free to cheese and select

his own particular activity. The program attempted to pro-

vide opportunities for development at all levels in the

areas of motor, perceptual, cognitive, and language de-

velopment. The program attempted to present activities

in problem solving situations which would foster creative

thinking.

Based on the concept that learning occurs when

there is a good relationship between the teacher and the

students, activities were included in the program to

1Murphy and L. B. Murphy, "The Child as Potential,"

in Breckenridge and Murphy, Growth and Development, p. 24.
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provide for positive motivation, creative self expression,

and positive self-image. The self-selection of learning

activities and the "moving into drama" program helped the

teacher to be more aware of and to focus on the affective

domain. Don Glines, director of the Wilson Campus School

Program, states:

With the proper match (of teacher and student) the

affective domain then becomes the focus. Self-image,

attitude toward life, being turned-on, good peer rela-

tionships, positive motivation, and perception of

others are crucial . . . The psychomotor domain closely

follows the affective domain in importance. Gross

motor, fine motor, visual motor, auditory discrimina-

tion, and others are keys in learning . . . Then comes

cognitive . . . Further we are concerned about indi-

vidual learning styles, especially those related to

the self-paced program.

Similar to the Wilson Campus School Program,2 the

kindergarten program in this study attempted to provide for

all phases of development with a balanced curriculum. Even

though cognitive skills were stressed, the organization of

the program was not subject-matter oriented. The organi-

zational plan adapted to meet individual needs was, as

stated by Nila Banton Smith, " . . . child psychology

oriented, utilizing particularly Dr. Willard Olson's theory

of seeking; self-selection and pacing in that the child

 

1Don E. Glines, "Implementing a Humane School,"

Educational Leadership (November, 1970). p. 185.

2ibid.
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seeks that which stimulates him, selects the book he de-

sires to read (or activity) and proceeds at his own rate."1

The instructional program from which the child

selects consisted of sequentially planned activities in

each of the following six skill areas:

1. general movement,

2. manipulative skills (eye-hand coordination),

3. visual skills,

4. auditory skills,

5. speech and language,

6. cognitive skills.

Emphasis was placed on perceptual motor training for

children that function in the lower quartile on the gross

motor coordination section of the pre-screening kindergarten

battery test. The teacher used the knowledge gained from

the testing as a diagnostic base from which to plan which

activities to have available for the children.

The first two months of school were considered to

be a period of adjustment to routine school procedures.

The teachers gradually introduced the activities in the six

skill areas and arranged them so that self-selection was

encouraged within the activity areas. The "moving into

 

lNila Banton Smith, "What Have We Accomplished in

Reading-~A Review of the Past Fifty Years?" in William

Durr, ed., Reading Instruction Dimensions and Issues

(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.,l9677. p. 11.
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drama" or expressive aspect of the program develOped in

the following manner:

Phase 1: After the first two months of school,

the perceptual motor activities were presented in problem

solving situations. According to Piaget intelligence

emerges as it is nurtured, it grows, as the child has

things to act upon. " . . . This understanding has led

teachers to provide sensory experiences as the undergirding

base for abstract concepts."1 Development of movement,

posture, eyes, and thinking are all related.2 Therefore,

total body movement was used to emphasize cognitive develop-

ment. The teacher provided situations in which the children

interacted with their environment in finding solutions to

problems in the motor modality. (See Appendix A, p. 274.)

The teachers were asked to provide an opportunity for the

children to participate in this activity period from three

to five times per week. The activity periods varied be-

tween fifteen minutes to twenty minutes depending on the

situation.

Phase II: Expressive movement began to receive

primary emphasis after the first four months of school.

 

1Jean Piaget as quoted in Mary Mindess and Alice

0. Keliher, “Review of Research Related to the Advantages

of Kindergarten" (Washington, D.C.: Association for

Childhood Education International, 1967), p. 2. (Herein-

after referred to as "Research Related to Kindergarten.")

2General information found in Kephart (1960), Get-

man (1969), Luria (1959, 1961), Vygotsky (1934, 1962).
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However, the teacher continuedto include perceptual

motor problem solving activities. In expressive move-

ment, the intelligence directs the movement, recalling

sensory experience, interrelating movement, sound, and

1 in the Infant Schoolsspeech. The work of Rudolf Laban,

in England provided a basis for develOping activities for

this period.

Phase III: Emphasis was placed on dramatizations

at the beginning of the second semester of school. In a

research study designed to systematically appraise the

ability of young children to understand and interpret their

social and physical world, Kenneth Wann found that:

1. Young children collect information which they test

and use in conversation and dramatic play.

2. Young children employ the essential elements of

concept formations.

Free dramatics or the children's spontaneous

dramatization of real life situations, role-playing and

pantomine were encouraged. Carlton and Moore3 also found

that self-directive dramatization of stories by children

 

1Rudolf Laban in A Report of the Central Advisopy

Council for Education, Children and Their Primary Schools,

 

 

Vol. I (England: Her Majestyrs Stationary 0 ice, ,

pp. 256-57.

2
Kenneth Wann, as stated in Mindess and Keliher,

Research Related to Kindergarten, p. 3.

3Leslie Carlton and Robert H. Moore, Readin Self-

Directive Dramatization andJSelf Conce t (Colhfihus, Ohio:

Charles Merrill Publishing Co., l96 , p. l.
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contributed to their total development--personal, social,

and educational. Therefore, the teacher attempted to

ultimately lead the children into dramatization of stories

for not only the language aspect but for affective and

social value. The teachers read stories suitable for

dramatization to the children. The children then drama-

tized the stories according to their own imaginative, spon-

taneous interpretation of a character of their own choosing.

During all three phases, many stories were read to the

children to provide a language background for the creative

dramatic work. These dramatizations were for the most part

done without costumes or predetermined scripts. Each child

was encouraged to improvise the character the way he felt

that particular character would act.

The classroom teacher was asked to arrange her room

in activity areas. The activity areas were to be equipped

with many varied manipulative materials for appropriate

stimulation of cognitive skills and to accommodate to each

child's developmental process by allowing self-selection

and self-pacing. Thus, they practiced the philosophy

stated by Biber:

Young children learn through their own exploration and

activity, realize themselves through the impact they

make on the world and extend their understanding

through rehearsing and reliving experience through

play.

1Biber, "Challenges Ahead," p. 204.
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The six skill areas provided a foundation for

learning skills and were considered as basic readiness

activities. Recognizing the interrelatedness to each of

these skills areas, an attempt was made to categorize the

areas sequentially from lower level skills, which consisted

of the previously mentioned areas of: (1) general move-

ment, (2) manipulative skills or eye-hand coordination,

(3) visual skills, (4) auditory skills, to the upper level

skills of, (5) language and (6) cognitive behavior. The

remaining portion of this section will be devoted to de-

scribing the recommended types of activities and determin-

ing relative sequence of difficulty.1

Seqpential Skill Areas

A. General Movement.--Many children upon entering

kindergarten are awkward when running and walking, lack

eye-hand coordination, lack skill in organizing and show a

confusion about judgment of time, direction, distance and

size.

Charles Drake, Director of the Perceptual Educa-

tional Research Center in Wellesly, Massachusetts, believes

that it is important to begin at an early age to teach

children in a carefully worked out sequence of motor

competencies that follows a hierarchy of development.

 

1See Appendix B for Handbook of Lesson Plans for

Activity Centers in A Self Selection Kindergarten, pp. 269-

O8.
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This is especially important as a preventative program in

order that secondary psychological symptoms resulting from

continued failure will not become generalized in the child's

whole personality structure.1

2 of theIt has been estimated that 15 to 20 per cent

children in a typical school population have not developed

or are not developing their basic learning skills at a

rate that is apprOpriate to the demands of the learning

tasks that are presented to them. These learning problems

often indicate a type of perceptual disorder. Since be-

havior is both instigated by and guided by perception,

significant distortions in the way in which a child per-

ceives his environment will result in more or less serious

difficulties in learning to understand and to respond cor-

rectly to that environment.3

 

1Drake as stated in Mary Walsh Small, "Just What is

Dyslexia?” Instructor (Aug.-Sept., 1967), pp. 54-57.

2Pierce H. McLeod, The Undeveloped Learner (Spring-

field, Ill.: Charles C. Thomas Puhlishing, 1968). PP. 10-

ll. McLeod points out that in Macomb County surveys have

shown that more than 25 per cent of the children attending

public school benefit to a limited degree from the instruc-

tion they receive. McLeod lists other estimates as to the

number of children with learning problems have been made:

W. C. Olson (1959) estimates between 10-15 per cent of total

school population; Flower (1965) estimates over 15 per cent

of total school population; and J. Deboer and M. Dallman

(1960) estimate as high as 30 per cent of the total school

population.

3Kephart, Brain Injured Child, p. 3.
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The general motor activities were developed not

only to help the child with problems that stem from a per-

ceptual disorder, but were planned following the sequential

stages of child growth and development. Piaget describes

sensory-motor intelligence as consisting of coordinating

successive perceptions and overt movements. Thus, he views

this behavior as the basis for the child's developing an

appreciation of spatial relationships and temporal and

causal sequences.1 Based on the work of Piaget and on the

work of Kephart,2 the premise that all learning was based

on initial motor learnings was accepted. The child finds

out about himself and the world around him through motor

experience. Therefore, the general motor activities would

benefit all children to some degree.

Piaget and Inhelder point out that motor learnings

become the foundation upon which subsequent learnings are

based.

Language and communication demand the use of verbal

symbol which must stand for a motor pattern, an image

of a motor pattern, or the data from motor patterns

particularly as these are combined with sensory ele-

ments to form perception.

 

1See Supra, pp. 82-85 of this study.

2Kephart, Slow Learner, passim chapters i and ii.

0

3Jean Piaget and B. Inhelder. The Child's Conce -

tion of S ace (London: Southledge and Paul Kegen, 1956 ,

p. 53.
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The importance of gross motor and perceptual motor

activities has been rather controversial. Some research

has shown a relationship to intellect and achievement

while others have not. Cratty summarizes the research in

thiS‘way:

The programs espoused by Kephart, Harmon, and Getman

purport to improve the intellectual functioning as well

as the motor development ofineurologically handicapped

and retarded children and youth. Experimentalists who

have investigated these relationships have arrived at

conflicting findings. When Oliver found that physical

improvement positively affected mental functioning, he

concluded that the effect could have been caused by

the improvement of the childrpgjs self-concep_.

Corder attempted—to replicate Oliver‘s study, utilizing

fewer subjects, and found substantially the same re-

sults. A more definitive study by Prangle and Solomon

concluded that although motor functioning can be im-

roved by engaging in motor activity, intellectual

gunctioning is largely independent of the motor domain.

Robbins similarly found that a program of basic motor

activities had no significant effect upon intellectual

or perceptual functioning.

Perhaps in no other area can researchers competent .

in carrying out studies in perceptual-motor functioning

make a more significant contribution. PrOponents of

various systems of perceptual-motor training continue

to postulate various relationships between motor, per-

ceptual, intellectual, and emotional functioning. The

data supporting these contentions, however, fiequently

contradicts the supporters of these theories.

Despite this controversy and even if basic motor activities

only help improve the child's self-concept and motor func-~

tioning itself, it is worth including basic gross motor

activities in a developmental program for young children.

 

1Bryant J. Cratty, Movement Behavior and Motor

Learning (Philadelphia: Lea and Febiger, 1967). PP. 66-67.
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The sequence of the basic motor program was based

on Kephart's developmental theory. According to Kephart

first movements are generalized movements. Out of these

generalized, undifferentiated movements more specific re-

sponses develop. Simultaneously a second developmental

process is taking place. Specific reflex responses are

being integrated to occur together in related groups rather

than isolation. The two structures of specific movements

and integrated reflexes are then combined so that movement

patterns can be built up. After the movement patterns have

been integrated the child no longer has to attend to the

purely motor aspects of behavior but his attention is free

for control of the behavior. Kephart states that "only

patterned motor behavior provides the flexibility necessary

to allow for changes in specific movements as these are

dictated by the details of each new problem."1

Following this developmental pattern, (1) beginning

with gross motor activities, (2) followed by developing

control and coordination, (3) establishing patterns of move-

ments, and finally (4) flexible differentiated control) the

following guidelines by McLeod were adopted for organizing

the motor activities:

There should be an effort to relate this motor training

to a sequence of skill development as outlined below.

 

lKephart, Brain Injured Child, p. 7.
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1. Develop coordination within and between the large

muscle systems of his body. These activities should

be confined to one relatively limited area.

2. Help the child to develop a conscious awareness of

the sensory stimulus produced by these coordination

activities.

3. Encourage the child to learn the names for his

various body parts and their relationships to one

another so that he eventually will develop a mental

hmage of his physical being which he can relate to

Objects in the space which surrounds him.

4. Develop an awareness of body sides so that the

child can perceive the existence of the two oppo-

site sides of his body.

5. Develop skills which enable the child to move his

body sides in concert with one side assuming a

dominant or lead role. In theory a child should be

right-eyed, right-handed and right-footed or left-

eyed, left-handed and left-footed.

6. Once the above mentioned skills are in evidence, a

variety of activities should be provided which

give the child opportunities to move through his

environment using a variety of methods of locomo-

tion at various speeds. Vary the environment peri-

odically. Help to make the child consciously

aware gf the visual-motor experiences he is under-

going.

The motor activities were divided into three levels.

The first level consisted of gross motor activities to de-

velop coordination and body image concepts. This level

included physical fitness exercises, Kraus-Weber Tests and

games to help establish body image. The second level con-

sisted of bilateral activities to develop patterned move-

ments, coordination, and balance. This level included

activities used by Kephart such as Angels-in-the-Snow,2

 

1McLeod, The Undeveloped Learner, pp. 83-84.

2Kephart, Slow Learner, p. 230.
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1 2
walking beam, and ladder exercises.balance board,

Chart 4 gives an outline for the sequential procedures for

the development of gross motor skills. (See Appendix B,

p. 299-300 for example lesson plans.)

B. Mahipulative Skills.--Manipulative activities

were devised which involved the child as an active partici-

pant in the learning situation as he acquired knowledge.

Also important in the development of manipulative skills

and eye-hand coordination was providing learning activities

apprOpriate for the state of development of the child.

3 5
Based on the work of Piaget, Montessori,4 Kephart,

Zaporozhets,6 and others, training for the development of

sensory abilities was provided by using manipulative toys

such as peg boards, large beads to string, blocks, puzzles,

shape boxes, stacking toys, nesting blocks, stacking pyra-

mids, etc. The importance of this manipulation is pointed

out by Hamlin, Mukeyi and Yonomura. They state:

We are extremely clear about the need for direct con-

tact and physical manipulation of the environment in

the years before a child develops a large vocabulary.

 

1 2
Ibid., pp. 217-21. Ibid., pp. 222-24.

3Piaget, supra, pp. 58-66 of this study.

4Montessori, supra, pp. 31-32 of this study.

5Kephart, supra, pp. 81-84 of this study.

6zaporozhets, supra, pp. 72-74 of this study.
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CHART 4.--Sequential activities to develop general movement

patterns.1

 

 

Level I Gross Motor

A. Physical Fitness Activities

B. Basic Movement

1. Bend knee sit-ups

2. Sit-up

3. Feet lift

4. Toe touch

5. Stomach roll

6.‘ Rolling sit-ups

7. Roll from back to hands to knees

8. Roll from back to hands and feet

Level II Bilateral

A. Angels-in-the-Snow, Bear Walk, Walking

Board, etc.

Level III Cross Pattern

A. Walking, running, skipping

B. Rhythmical work with music, skipping, hop-

ping, dancing, etc.

C. Catching and throwing games

1
For more detail and further activities see:

"Primary Guide for Motor Patterning," Patty Rice and Sue

Chojnacki (mimeo) and "Primary Guide to Creative Movement

and Planned Variation Perceptual-Motor Group Activities,"

Patty Rice and Sue Chojnacki (mimeo); available from

Macomb County Intermediate School District; Kephart,

Success Throu h Pla ; McLeod, Readiness for Learning,

Teacher's manual.
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We must, however, caution ourselves against forcing a

too hasty and unwarranted retreat from manipulative

and exploratory learning just becguse a child can com-

municate verbally to some extent.

They continue to state that:

Manipulation as a tool for learning is matched only by

vigorous activity and large movement. The demand for

large movement from infancy through childhood is in-

escapable; exercise, practice, and repeated efforts

are entertwingd with maturation, which cannot occur

without them.

The first types of manipulative materials were

simple toys that provided experiences in eye-hand coordi-

nation and visually matching of shapes, sizes, textures,

inside, outside top or bottom, curved or flat, light or

heavy. This material included such objects as simple

puzzles consisting of only basic shapes (circle, squares,

triangles); stacking pyramids; large and small plastic or

wooden circles, squares, and triangles; nested toys;

posting boxes; shape-o-balls; and toys which required but-

toning and lacing.3 The color cones, consisting of large,

brightly colored wooden doughnuts to be placed on a wooden

dowel according to color or size were found to be valuable

 

1Ruth Hamlin, Rose Mukeyi, and Margaret Yonemura,

Schools for Youngrpisadvantaged Children (Columbia, New

York: Teachers College Press, 1967), p. 129.

2Ibid., p. 130.

3For a detailed list of materials suggested see

Appendix B, pp. 308-16. A recommended materials list was

given to the teachers. The teachers inventoried the

existing materials, and ordered additional materials as

listed. For materials purchased see Appendix C, pp. 341-43.
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for beginning work. Color discrimination and learning of

such concepts as largest, larger, smaller, smallest were

emphasized.

Activities which involved catching and throwing

large balls and bean bags provided opportunity for both

eye-hand coordination and gross motor skills. Bean bag

games were made with the target consisting of circle,

square, and triangular shaped holes. The child named the

shape before throwing the bean bag through the hole.

Activities were included which would help the child

become more aware of the tactile sense. These activities

were also used as a means to stimulate language. The

teacher encouraged the child to produce verbal descriptiOns

of exactly what he was feeling as he manipulated the ob-

jects. Touch boxes with pieces of cloth of different tex-

tures such as velvet, taffeta, net, flannel, felt, fur, and

sandpaper were made by the teacher. The children matched

pieces that felt the same, and used words such as soft,

smooth, rough, fuzzy, etc. to describe the pieces. Touch-

ing games such as a grab bag or mystery box were included.

The children would take turns feeling the objects and at-

tempting to identify them by touch. The teacher encouraged

the children to use descriptive terms such as soft, rough,

smooth, small, wide, narrow, pointed, dull, etc.

The next level of manipulative materials were

chosen to provide many Opportunities to follow directions,
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develOping a sequence, and transferring from a visual, two

dimensional symbol to three dimensional forms. Following

Weikart's concept of moving from the real object to the

index and then to the symbolic level of representations,

visual pattern cards with representations the actual size

of the real object were used with toys. Manipulative

games were used with visual pattern cards.1

It was suggested that the teachers make pattern

cards for stringing the large wooden beads. These began

with only three bead sequences and gradually developing

more complex patterns in which the child must attend to

likenesses and differences in size, shape, and color of

the beads. This type of activity also provided opportunity

for counting and, as the child related his production to

the pattern, for develOping concepts of one-to-one corre-

spondence.

One-inch wooden cubes of various colors were also

used with simple pattern cards. The child began by match-

ing the cubes directly on top of the pattern card, later

moving to viewing the card and constructing the pattern be-

side it. Thus, the activity provided visual clues that

matched manual clues as the child manipulated the materials

successfully.2

 

lWiekart, Preschool Demonstration Project, p. 9.

2Detailed description of the patterns and activi-

ties can be found in "Activities to Develop Basic Learning
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Similar visual pattern cards were used with

parquetry blocks, construction toys, rig-a-jig and plastic

mozaics.

Square pegboards with an assortment of colored pegs

were helpful in developing fine motor control, spatial

relationships, and the ability to follow visual patterns.

The first designs were simple and constructed by the teacher

in the presence of the child.

Susan Gray describes the activity thus:

Continuous reinforcement is supplied as the child

chooses the correct color and moves along his construc-

tion. When he successfully completes the line he is

rewarded materially for his efforts. Opportunities to

develop positional concepts incidental to the pegboard

designs form an important part of the activity. As a

simple square (box) is made, two red apples (pegs) can

be placed inside the box, and so forth. Many varia-

tions on this theme are possible and the children can

be given tge opportunity to give directions for others

to follow.

As skills developed, more complex designs were

introduced for the children to follow. Pegboard designs

as outlined by Gray,2 and Kephart,3 and Developmental

Learning Material Cards4 were suggested.

 

Skills for Pre-School and Kindergarten Children" by Patty

Rice and Sue Chojnacki available from Macomb County Inter-

mediate School District.

1Susan W. Gray, et al., Before First Grade: The

Early Trainipg Projec§_for Culturally Disadvanta ed Children

(New York: Teachers College, I966Y. pp. 34-35. (Herein-

after referred to as Before First Grade.)

2 3

 

Ibid. Kephart, Slow Learner, pp. 266-74.

4Developmental Learning Design Cards for Pegboards.

See Appendix B, p. 311.
.- -..- -. a..-
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Following the Piagetian program developed by

Wiekart,1 as many activities as possible were included

which helped the child to make the transition from the

object level of representation through the index level to

the symbolic level and later to the sign level. Activities

were designed to begin with matching real objects or fol-

lowing patterns made with the real object.

The children made prints with various objects in

paint, hand prints, and splatter paintings of objects rep-

resenting the index level. Design cards the actual size

of the blocks, beads, and parquetry sets were also used.

The child could build his reproduction with the real ob-

jects directly on top of the card. Gradually small design

cards that were symbolic of the real objects were intro-

duced.

Art materials were very useful for the integration

of hand movements and the resulting visual pattern.

The children traced shapes, objects, templates,

stencils, and their own names. Finger painting, easel

painting, coloring, cutting, and tearing were included in

the program not only for their creative artistic contri-

bution but for the opportunities they provided for basic

skill development.

 

1
Wiekart, Preschool Demonstration Project, passim,

pp. 5-150
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For children that had difficulty with cutting and

manipulating scissors sequential steps for teaching these

skills were developed.1

Following the work of Kephart2 and Getman3 the

children with specific problems in eye-hand coordination

were given additional training at the chalkboard.

Chalkboard activities began with simple scribbling

activities. Control of movements was developed through

making circles, straight lines, and follow-the-dot patterns.

The children proceeded to do similar perceptual motor eye-

hand coordination exercises using large sheets of paper and

crayons. Templates were traced at the chalkboard and on

paper. The purpose of these activities was to provide ex-

perience in matching visual clues with manual clues and

thus provided a perceptual-motor basis for interpreting

spatial relationships and other perceptual information.

An outline of the procedures for the development of

manipulation and eye-hand coordination skills can be found

on Chart 5.4

 

1Phoebe Lazaras and Harriet Carlin, "Cutting: A

Kinesthetic Tool for Learning," Excpptional Children (March,

1967). PP. 361-65.

2Kephart, Slow Learner, pp. 139-46.

3Getman, Developing Learning Readiness, pp. 55-66.

4See Appendix B, pp. 301-03 for sample lesson plans.
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CHART 5.--Coordination of manipulative patterns.

 

A. Eye-hand experience in manipulating shapes, sizes,

textures, temperatures; developing the concept inside,

outside, curved or flat, top or bottom, light or heavy,

smaller or larger through games, nested blocks, stack-

ing pyramids, puzzles, Lincoln logs, tinker toys, etc.

B. Integration of hand movements and a visual pattern by

using parquetry blocks and pattern cards, one-inch

cubes and design cards, wooden beads and sequence pat-

terns, pegboards and design cards.l

C. Art activities which involved cutting, tearing, color-

ing, easel painting, and fingerpainting.

D. Work at chalkboard:

l. Scribbling

2. Two handed circles

3. Two handed straight lines

4. Rhythmical horizontal writing patterns with the

dominant hand.2

5. Follow-the-dot.

E. Use large sheets of paper and crayons and proceed fol-

lowing chalkboard exercise sequence.

F. Use templates to trace at chalkboard and on paper.

G. Trace shapes, objects, stencils, and name.

 

1For more detailed activities see "Activities to

DevelOp Learning Skills for Pre-School and Kindergarten

Children," by Patty Rice and Sue Chojnacki, at the Macomb

Intermediate School District. -

2See Kephart, Slow Learner in Classroom; Purdue

Perceptual Motor Survey; and Success Through Play; and Get-

manTs How to Improve Your Child's Intelligence and Develop-

ing LearninggReadiness.
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C. Visual Skills.--Based on Piaget's and Hunts'

Interactional Theory, the activities to develop visual

skills began with many materials similar to those used in

develOping manipulative and eye-hand coordination. The

work of Kephart, Getman, Frostig, Montessori, and Harris

also provided guidelines for developing the visual percep-

tion program.

Kephart, Getman, and Frostig agree that the child

who has difficulty in discriminating likenesses and dif-

ferences among forms and symbols has not developed form

perception adequately. Getman states that this child will

not be able to learn to read as the letters will appear too

much the same to him. To help the child to develop form

perception, tactile-kinesthetic and visual senses are

used. Getman advocates that the child practice tracing a

circle, square, or other geometrical shapes, which are cut

out of cardboard, called templates. When the child can

reproduce these forms free-hand, the template is no longer

needed.1

The importance of perceptual form constancy, the

ability to perceive an object as possessing properties of

size, shape, or color regardless of the variability of the

impression on the sensory surface, was also stressed by

Marianne Frostig. According to Frostig shapes do not

 

lGetman, Developing Learnipg Readiness, pp. 25-30.
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always appear the same to some children. These children

can not recognize a word as the same if it appears in a

different color, type, size, or position. If the child

has not had apprOpriate experiences to prevent this type

of difficulty the child may have difficulty learning to

read, to do arithmetic and spell. Frostig believes that

perceptual constancy depends on the child's learning and

experience. Therefore, the child can be given experiences

that will teach form constancy. Frostig suggests that this

is best done by starting with simple objects. The child

is given the opportunity to identify the objects in a

variety of increasing complex groupings, of different sizes

and colors and at different angles. She recommends that

all beginning work in this area start with three-dimensional

objects seen in three dimensional space, such as sorting

buttons, blocks, and matching shapes of felt or cardboard.

Whenever a child begins having difficulty at the symbolic

level, Frostig feels that attempts should be made to relate

the symbolic material through three dimensional objects,

and from three dimensions to two (i.e., making block de-

signs from a pattern made of blocks then progressing to the

use of design cards.)l

Frostig recommends that because objects can best be

taught in relation to their background, training in form

 

1Marianne Frostig and David Horne, The Frosti Pro-

ram for Development of Visual Perception (Teacherrs Gui e)

iChicago: Follett Pub. Co., 1964), p. 31. '
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constancy should be given in conjunction with training in

figure ground perception. Objects are perceived in rela-

tion to their background. The human is so organized that

it can select from all of the incoming stimuli that limited

number which will become the center of attention. When one

fixes his attention on a given object, this object stands

out against the background, although the person may see the

surrounding objects clearly. To the child with figure

ground difficulty, no one object stands out. The child

with the difficulty does not know on what to fix his at-

tention and, therefore, often has difficulty in catching a

ball, accurately judging distance, size, or shapes. This

child tends to be distractable and disorganized. He will

have difficulty in learning to read as he often loses his

place in the book skipping lines and words. To prevent

this problem in reading the kindergarten child may be given

tasks which involve finding various objects in the room

such as round things, blue things, large things, etc.

finding a different object in a box of round ones; or

sorting objects according to size, shape, and color.1

Harris points out the relationship of perception in

the reading process. He states that the reading sequence

involves motor adjustments, sensory excitation, perception,

grasp of meaning, reaction, and readjustment, the cycle

 

1Ibid., p. 32.
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being repeated over and over as one reads. Harris defines

perception as "the awareness of Objects or relations of

qualities, primarily controlled by the excitation of sense

organs, but also influenced by the individual'sppast ex-

perience and by his immediate set." Harris further estab-

lishes the importance of visual perception in reading

readiness by stating:

Every reading readiness test has at least one part

that involves the ability to note similarities and

differences in pictures, geometric forms, alphabet

letters or words; usually the task is to find an iden-

tical item among several that are slightly different.

Research has shown that differences in ability to make

such discriminations are definitely correlated to

success in beginning reading. However, these percep-

tual skills are highly specific. Malmquist used five

different tests of visual perception with first grade

children. Those tests which involved geometrical

shapes or meaningful pictures had very low correla-

tions with reading, while those which used groups of

letters and groups of digits showed substantial corre-

lations.

Goins found appreciable correlations between reading

achievement of first grade children and their scores on

various perception tests. She concluded that the good

readers were those who were able to hold in mind a total

gestalt or configuration at the same time that they

attended to the parts of the whole. Difficulty arises

when the child either perceives the whole in a general

way without discerning the individual letters or at-

tends to the letters without perceiving the words as a

whole. This tendency to perceive either undifferen-

tiated gestalten or unintegrated parts is emphasized by

Vernon.

Thus, Harris illustrated the fallacies in many of the visual

perception activities included in many kindergartens which

center around reading readiness workbooks.

 

1Albert Harris, "Perceptual Difficulty in Reading

Difficulty" (presented at the International Reading Asso-

ciation, Chicago, 1968), pp. 4-5. (Mimeographed.)
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Due to the interrelationships between manipulative

skills, eye-hand coordination, and visual skills, the

visual perception activities included in this kindergarten

program were based on and grew out of the types of activi-

ties used for developing eye-hand coordination. Children

began working with basic shapes such as plastic circles,

squares, rectangles, and triangles matching them to a

representation of the shape the same size but printed on

black paper.1

Similar activities were devised for individual

flannel boards. Model designs composed of circles, squares,

and triangles were made on cardboard for the child to dup-

licate with similar flannel pieces. Verbalization was en-

couraged during the activity.

Puzzles were selected in varying degrees of diffi-

culty. The simple puzzles provided training in form and

color discrimination. In these early puzzles complete

objects, such as shapes, vegetables, fruits, houses, tracks

or animals were to be placed in appropriate spaces. As the

 

lGeorge Manolakes, Robert Weltman, Marie Scion, and

Louis Waldo, Try Experiences for Yogng Children (Pine

Brook, New York: NOble and Noble, Pfibliihihg, Inc., 1969).

Task 1. Child learns to discriminate basic geometric

shapes first by shape, then by size, then by rotation.

Task 2. Child encounters more intricate design patterns

created with three dimensional red and white blocks.

Task 3. Child uses alphabet tiles to create words and word

groups as he recognizes letter forms.

(See Appendix B, p. 312 for list of materials suggested for

develOping visual patterns.)
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children progressed they used puzzles in which important

parts of objects were to be fitted together in order to

produce a whole. These were developed by teachers. Gray

and Klaus state:

A puzzle in which each piece is a meaningful part of

the whole will be more valuable than one consisting of

randomly out parts, since to put together one of the

former, the child must focus on the meaning and rela-

tionships Of the different pieces. An animal which has

been cut into body, head, legs, feet, and tail is mean-

ingfully assembled according to relevant features of

the animal. Extension of this experience to developing

the concept of functional use of parts is possible.

Language was used throughout all activities for

orienting and focusing attention as well as for the de-

velopment of vocabulary and communication skills.

Visual perception skills were also~developed

through the organization of the classrooms. The children

were asked to return their own materials back on the proper

shelves or storage places. The children sorted and matched

materials such as blocks, dishes, and hats to the appro-

priate outline on the shelves when storing them. Thus they

had practice in matching the real object to the index level

of representation.

Games to develop visual memory required the child.

to look at a group of objects or pictures then look away

and name as many as possible. Another game required the

child to look at a group of objects. Then, while the child

 

1Gray, et al., Before First Grade, p. 34.
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was looking away, the teacher would change something or

remove an object. The child would then look back and

describe what changes had been made.

Following Harris' work on the relationship of

letters and develOpment of reading readiness, activities

which involved manipulative letters were included. Mag-

netic boards and plastic letters were available for simple

manipulation and for matching the 3-D letters to the

printed letters in alphabetical sequence. Letter forms

that punched out, leaving a stencil of the letter shape,

were used in spatter painting activities and in matching

games. The children made letters of clay or other art

materials. Activities in which the children matched raised

alphabet tiles to printed letters of the same size to cre-

ate words under a picture were used.1 In this way moti-

vation to read was provided as the children learned to

match letters. (See Appendix B, pp. 304-06 for sample

lesson plans.)

Chart 6 gives an outline of procedures for develop-

ing visualization patterns.

D. Auditory Skills.--Auditory adequacy was con-

sidered to be important in the development of speech,

reading readiness and basic learning skills. Auditory

 

1These and other materials of a like nature are

contained in the kit Try Task III (Noble and Noble Pub-

lishing Inc., 1969). (See Appendix B, p. 312.)
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CHART 6.--Visualization patterns.

 

A. Visual Comparison (perceptual constancy, figure ground

and spatial relationships)

1. Sort and compare objects according to size, shape,

and color. Ask: How are they alike? How are

they different?

Jigsaw puzzles and Try Task I and II activities

Flannel board pattern games

Sort and match materials such as blocks, dishes,

etc. to appropriate outline on shelves when

sorting them.

Visual Memory

1.

2.

Look, look away, and name objects, pictures, etc.

Look, look away, look back: child tells what has

changed.

Visual Discrimination

1. Magnetic alphabet boards and plastic letters

Rubber stencil and letter forms

Try Task III, letter activities

Make letters with clay or other art materials
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adequacy, according to Dechant, includes three things:

auditory acuity, auditory comprehension, and auditory dis-

crimination. Auditory acuity refers to the adequate trans-

mission of the sound waves and recognition of discrete

units of sounds. But also the child must be able to dis-

criminate and retain what he hears. Dechant states that:

Studies generally have indicated that the ability to

discriminate speech sounds is important for speech and

reading develOpment. Without it, children cannot iso-

late the separate sounds in words and thus find phonics

training incomprehensive.

Dechant adds that the child must also be able to

comprehend and interpret what he hears.2

DeHirsch reminds that ability to listen should not

be taken for granted. Moreover, DeHirsch states that the

child's short auditory memory span and undifferentiated

auditory discrimination, interferes with interpretation of

what is heard. DeHirsch advocates early training in audi-

tory discrimination.3

Auditory discrimination practice clarifies auditory-

perceptual Gestalten for the child whose language re-

ception is diffuse. It is an essential aspect of

training in a transition class.

 

1Emerald V. Dechant, Im rovin the Teachin of Read-

in (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., l964), pp. 5l-53.

Hereinafter referred to as Reading.)

 

2Ibid.
 

3DeHirsch, et al. , Predicting Reading Failure, p. 88.

4Ibid.
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The kindergarten program attempted to train the

children in the awareness of sound, beginning with gross

auditory discriminations such as listening to sounds

around the school, the house, the farm or the city.1 As

the children developed proficiency they were asked to make

finer discriminations such as matching sound boxes, bells,

etc. Other listening activities provided training for the

children in fine auditory discriminations such as initial

sounds and rhyming. Rhythm activities were included in

which the child would tap out simple rhythmic patterns and

clap to the rhythm of the syllables of names.2

In addition to the auditory adequacy that was

necessary for reading readiness, auditory activities were

considered to be important in helping the child in orienting

his responses and interpreting the directions as he was in

the process of achieving a goal. Based on Zaporozhet's3

work concerning influence of language or verbal interaction

on the "orienting reflex," the children were taught to

 

1These are on records contained in the kit Sounds

I Can Hear, Scott Foresman Company. See Appendix B, p. 313.

2Dechant, Reading, pp. 143-52. Provides exercises

or auditory training. See also Patty Rice, "Primary Guide

Handbook," (mimeo), available from Macomb Intermediate

School District and Patty Rice and Sue Chojnacki, "Activi-

ties to Develop Basic Learning Skills."

3Zaporozhet in Berlyne, Soviet Research, pp. 180-81.

See supra, pp. 72-74 of this study.
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listen for specific purposes. Directions were given simply

but explicitly to help the child organize before beginning an

activity. The child was to be aware cf the goal of each

activity he engaged in before beginning the task. Simple

verbal clues were given when the child needed help in

directing his attention to the right cues. Thus the child

received feedback from both the external situation (verbal

cues by teacher) and his own action (interaction with

materials). (See Appendix B, p. 307 for sample lesson

plan.)

An outline of the procedures for sequential teach-

ing of auditory skills follows on Chart 7.

E. Language and Speech.--The language development

aspect of the program provided the basis for interrelating

all of the skill development activities and was interwoven

throughout the program. Based on Piaget's work it was

assumed that children first form mental images of objects

by manipulating them. In addition, based on the work of

the Russian researchers and others, it was assumed that

knowing and associating verbal labels while manipulating

the objects would help the child to identify the objects

and grasp the meaning of the labels. Soviet psychologists

 

lMichael Cole and Sheila Cole, "Russian Nursery

School: Children and Learning," Psychology Toda (Oct.,

1969), pp. 23-28. Similar informatIOn in Maya nes, "can

You Raise Your Child's 1.0.," Reader's Digest, XCIII

(Dec., 1968), pp. 116-21.
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CHART 7.--Auditory skills.

 

Auditory Skills

I.

II.

III.

Make gross auditory discriminations

A. Children identify gross sounds by the use of

different sounds around the house, etc.

B. Children match sound boxes and matching bells.

C. Produce three different sounds and have the

children imitate the sequence.

Rhythm

A. Use rhythm instruments or clap simple patterns.

B. Children clap their hands to the tempo of their

names such as "Ju-dy Jones."

C. The teacher beats on a drum a certain number of

times, then a child is called to clap the same

number of times.

Make fine auditory discriminations (initial con-

sonants, rhyming)

A. Identify initial sounds of objects, match ob-

jects with same initial sound.

B. Identify rhyming pictures.

C. Identify rhyming words in a sentence from famil-

iar context.

D. Identify rhyming words in a sentence from un-

familiar context.

E. Identify rhyming words in a series of isolated

words.

F. Supply rhyming words in a familiar and unfamil-

iar context.

G. Supply a word to rhyme with a given word.
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have shown that children learn more rapidly when they can

name things or talk about the problems as they are working

with them. These researchers believe that verbal ability,

perception, and intelligence are inseparable.1

Vygotsky points out that the role of language

changes as the child grows and develops. Language begins

by serving merely a social function of expressing the

child's immediate needs or moods. However, gradually

language becomes internalized as an instrument for thought

which Vygotsky calls inner speech. Young children often
 

talk aloud in a disconnected monologue which Vygotsky calls

"egocentric speech." This is an intermediate stage which

fills the function of inner speech. Vygotsky has found that

"egocentric speech" can alter the course of the child's

activities. According to Vygotsky early"egocentric speech"

marks the end of an activity. However, as the child ma-

tures, this form of speech tends to move to the middle of

the activity and eventually to the beginning of the

activity. At this stage egocentric speech takes on a di-

recting, planning function which provides for purposeful

behavior on the part of the child, Vygotsky has concluded

from his research that instruction can change a child's

 

1Michael Cole and Sheila Cole, "Russian Nursery

School: Children and Learning," Psychology Toda (Oct.,

1969), 23-28. Similar information—In Maya P nes, "Can

You Raise Your Child's 1.0.?" Reader's Digest, XCIII

(Dec., 1968)! pp. 116-210
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verbal develOpment, which in turn directs the child's

thought.1

The importance of specific instruction in language

was recognized in the development of the kindergarten pro-

gram in this study. Language development instruction was

planned and carried out during all activities in which the

children participated. During the sensory training activi-

ties (manipulative, visual, and auditory) language was used

informally. Thus the child was taught to use his senses,

at the same time he was taught the meaning of what he per-

ceives and what words he could use to describe these sen-

sory experiences. This automatically led to other cogni-

tive skills as the child was encouraged to generalize his

immediate sensory experiences. Generally the language

activities were planned in three stages to follow Bruner's

levels of representation.2 When listening to a story, the

children would physically act out parts of the story (en-

active representation). For example, if the spaceman in

the story stood up, the children stood up: when the spaceman

stretched, the children stretched. The next stage involved

the child in forming a mental image (iconic representation)

through pictures. The children would retell stories using

 

1Berlyne, Soviet Research, pp. 174-75. Similar

information in Eleanor Duckworth, "Thought and Language--

Vygotsky and Piaget" (Canada: 1966), p. 8. (Mimeographed.)

2Bruner, Cognitive Growth, pp. l-15.
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the flannel board or their own drawings related to the‘

story. The third stage (symbolic representation) involved

the child in retelling the story in his own words, dic-

tating a sentence about his picture, describing the sequence

of what happened in the story, or having a child retell the

story while the rest of the group pantomined it.

Activities for developing language were of both

receptive and expressive nature. However, receptive activi-

ties were planned to include involvement of the child in

more than simply listening. Carlson's book, Listen and

Help Tell the Story,1 provided an excellent source of play-

action stories in which the child listened intently to dis-

cover what he should d2 next. Another activity included

verbal directions to which the child complied. These

children began with simple one-step commands such as "Put

the block under the table." "Put the block on Egp.of the

table." Then two-step directions were added such as "Run

to the gggk_and then wglk.to the chalkboard." "Touch the

2225.0f your Egag.with your left hand." The directions

gradually become more complex.

After reading a story to the child, the teachers

would ask a child to retell the story in his own words,

 

1Bernice Carlson, Listen and Help Tell the Story,

(New York: Abingdon Press, 1965).
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answer questions regarding the content or to organize a

series of pictures from the story in proper sequence.1

Expressive activities involved speaking on the part

of the child. Children were encouraged to express them-

selves through a variety of free dramatic play activities

as well as more formal activities. During "Show and Tell"

the children were encouraged to talk about their interest

and activities. The children were asked to talk about

pictures beginning with simple descriptions then leading

into telling imaginative stories related to the picture.

Flannel boards and flannel characters were available for

the child to manipulate as he composed his story.

Games were played in which the child would describe

an object while the other children attempted to locate it

or guess what it was.

The children were asked to describe sequences such

as a trip to the grocery store, the ride on the school bus,

a story they saw on T.V., or how to go someplace. Many of

these activities were recorded through dictation to the

teachers. Class books were made. The children also dic-

tated sentences about their own pictures. Many suggestions

of this type were included in the program from the Van

 

1Other activities similar to these may be found in

Merle Karnes, Helping Young_Children Develop Lan ua e

Skills (Arlington, Va.: Council of ExceptionaIC ren,

I568).
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Allen, Language Experience Units.l (See Appendix B, p.

308 for sample lesson plan.)

Drama activities also provided opportunities for

language develOpment. These provided the basis of the

"moving into drama" program. Chart 8 provides the outline

for activities to provide for the development of speech

and language.

F. Cognitive Skills.--Cognitive activities were
 

based on Piagetian theory, which indicates that during the

sensorimotor period the foundation is laid for later repre-

sentational thought. Gradually, actions become internalized

and are represented in thought processes. During the pre-

operational (eighteen months to seven years) stage, language

and thought become interrelated. The child at this stage

is still perceptually oriented. Piaget states that per-

ceptual judgments enter into the child's thinking about

matter, space, time, number, and causality. Also important

according to Piaget is that the child tends to "center" on

one variable only, lacking the ability to coordinate vari-

ables. Thus when you pour water from a short, fat container

into a tall, thin container, the child will fail to coor-

dinate the change in height with the change in width and

will believe there is more water in the tall container.

 

lRoach Van Allen, Lan ua e Experience in Reading

(Chicago: Encyclopedia Br tan ca,—l969).
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CHART 8.--Language and speech communication patterns.

 

Receptive
 

I.

II.

III.

IV.

VI.

Describe shapes and colors, stress appropriate

labels. "This is a red square." "This is a yellow

square." Child feels the shape and repeats the

sentence.

Give simple oral directions and check for success in

following them.

Read stories to the child

A. Ask him questions

B. Ask him to retell the story noting sequence or

arrange a series of pictures in sequence

C. Begin a story and let the children add different

endings

D. After reading a story discuss with the children

if it could be true or not

Read play action stories in which the child partici-

pates such as "The Lion Hunt" or "Brave Little Indian"

Play games holding conversations in different voices

such as Billy Goat Gruff, The Three Bears, etc. Have

children identify them with their eyes closed.

Use language without pictures or concrete objects

A. Games such as I am thinking of something--describe

until child guesses what

B. Describe person until child guesses whg_

C. Describe a place until child guesses what and

where
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8.--Continued

 

Expressive

I.

II.

III.

IV.

VI.

VII.

Encourage the child to talk about his interests and

activities--Show and Tell

Have him talk about activities that serve to identify

other children and adults

Show the child a picture. Let him hold it and feel

it. Encourage him to talk about it--first description

then a story

Use flannel board pieces to develop a story

Have child describe and locate objects around the

room

Use language without pictures or concrete objects

A. Describe a sequence

1. A trip to the grocery store

2. A story he saw on T.V.

3. How to go to school, to grandma's house, or

some other place

4. How to go someplace, what the landmarks are,

and other interesting sights along the way

Describe a situation or use a picture of a situation

and let the child dramatize what he would do to

solve the problem
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Thus activities were planned to allow the child to manipu-

late and experiment with real objects to provide a back-

ground of experience to discover concepts for himself.

Activities were planned to develop concepts in the area of

classification, seriation, conservation, one-to-one corre-

spondence, number relations, and understanding cause and

effect.1

The math program provided a vehicle for developing

many of these concepts. Classification not only involved

sorting objects into sets according to perceptual qualities

(size, color, shape) but also according to functional

qualities. For example, the children would place buses,

trucks, trains, and planes together in a set, or hammer,

screwdriver, saw, and pliers together. Also children made

books of things that were round or things that were tri-

angle shape by finding pictures to classify according to

similar qualities of shape.

_Numbers and letters were organized in sequence.

Children placed objects and pictures in sequence according

to size, such as width, length, and height, or variations

in color or pitch. Children worked with clay and water to

experience changes in shape without changes in volume. A

water pan with various plastic containers was recommended

 

1Educational Testing Services, Let's Look at First

Grades (New York: Board of Education of the CIty of New

York, 1965).
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for water play activities to provide for preconservation

experiences.

Many informal activities provided opportunities for

one-to-one correspondence. Setting the table in the doll

house corner, passing out napkins and cookies at snack time,

or matching hats to dolls helped the child establish the

concept of equality.

Manipulative materials, bead frames, and other

counters were used to help the child understand cardinal

value.

To help the child develop an understanding of cause

and effect the teacher was asked to encourage the child to

ask "why." The child was asked to hypothesize what he

thought would happen before an action in a problematic

situation.

Many activities which were included in the kinder-

garten program of this study were similar to those recom-

mended by Weikartl in his cognitive curriculum and

Lavatelli2 in her Piagetian Early Childhood Curriculum.

Chart 9 provides an outline of the suggested

activities for the development of cognitive skills.

 

lWeikart, Preschool Demonstration Project, pp. 6-11.

2Lavatelli, Early Childhood Curriculum. pp. 81-145.
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CHART 9.--Cognitive skills.

 

I.

II.

Classification

A. Sort objects according to one perceptual quality--

shape, color, texture, size, or match one of a

pair with the other.

Sort objects into sets according to two perceptual

qualities. Example: red squares, blue squares,

and red circles, could be grouped in a class of

squares and a class introducing intersecting

sets. String or yarn could be used to make the

circles around the sets. Flannel boards and

flannel pieces could also be used.

Sort objects according to function such as things

that are tools, things that belong in the

kitchen--foods, machines, transportation, etc.

Sort objects according to similar qualities.

Example: things that are round such as apple,

balloon, pumpkin, orange, ball; things that are

triangular such as sail boat, bird's wing, etc.

Seriation

A. Sorting objects according to size and arranging

in sequence from smallest to largest, widest to

narrowest, tallest to shortest, or vice versa.

Stringing beads according to a pattern of beads

or pattern cards.

Arranging numbers and letters in proper sequence.
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CHART 9.--Continued

 

III.

IV.

Preconversation Experiences

A. Water pan with various shapes and sizes of con-‘

tainers to pour back and forth.

B. Clay and balance scales. Children are given two

equal balls of clay. They make each into various

shapes and balance them.

One-to-one Correspondence

A. Counting objects

B. Setting table, passing out materials to each

child, etc.
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Expressive Activities--"Moving

into Drama"

The expressive activities began with expressing

oneself through bodily movement. Breckenridge and Murphy

describe the importance of body movement perception and

language in the development of imagination.

Ability to express himself with any fluency depends on

the acquisition of controls over his body, on accumu-

lation of knowledge which will permit him to judge and

to handle objects intelligently (sense perceptions and

judgments), on language facility and on increasing

capacity to have and to use ideas in concept formation,

problem solving and thought.

The first phase of the "moving into drama" activi-

ties was based on an extension of the perceptual motor

training activities. The children were asked to partici-

pate in perceptual motor activities in a problem solving

situation. It was assumed that the child's learning en-

vironment should not only provide Opportunity for inter-

action of movement, multisensory experiences, appropriate

labeling and communication of the experience, but also

finding solutions to the problems through the motor

modality.2 Most of the activities suggested for perceptual

motor-problem solving are not generally considered to be

 

1Breckenridge and Murphy, Growth and Development,

p. 375. - ""

E'

2Some work of this type has been carried on by Dr.

Walker of Gesell Institute in New Haven, Connecticut. How-

ever, no printed material is presently available. (See

Appendix B, p. 318 for a sample lesson plan.)
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sequential activities. Instead, they were considered ex-

panding activities which were introduced and then used

intermittently with other activities.

One activity which allowed the children to explore

problems in sensory-motor organization and spatial trans-

formation was the "road game." The children drew a road

on the floor. Different children walked down the road.

The children explained "How was the walking different from

the way the previous child walked?" or "How was it the

same?" The children worked in pairs matching the other

child's walk and thinking of variations in ways to walk.

One child taught the other his new variation. Stepping

stones could be added for a variation. The child used his

left foot on the green blocks and his right foot on the red

blocks. Pictures of animals were used to encourage the

children to try different animal walks when traveling

the road.

Another activity required the making of a river on

the floor. The children thought of different methods by

which they might cross the river. In this activity the

children decided to use various apparatus such as the

walking rail, skate boards, ladders, ramps, stepping

stones, eth.thus setting up their own obstacle course.

The perceptual motor problem solving activities

also included visual and auditory stimulation thus inter-

relating these modalities through movement. The children
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produced rhythms following symbolic pattern cards. The

pattern cards included a drawing of a hand to indicate a

clap, a foot indicated a stomp of the feet, or picture of

animals for animal sounds. For example:

@2334}; (:2; £32323 6:: at:

Thesepictures indicated three claps, two stomps, three

claps, two stomps. The children also developed their own

symbol to represent various actions. They then arranged

these in a visual pattern and then produced the rhythm.

Thus, the children supplied both the auditory movement and

suggested the code.

The second phase of the "moving into drama” program

added the dimension of expressive movement. In expressive

movement thechildren participated in responding to music,

stories, and ideas. The child interpreted the mood of the

music or story and directed his movements to express this

mood, constantly recalling the sensory experience of the

present and interpreting it based on past experiences.

Based on the work of Rudolf Laban,l the expressive

movement activities combined the concepts of weight, time,

and space to produce movement qualities. The teacher

 

1Rudolf Laban, in Joan Russell, Creative Dance in

theIPrimary School (London: MacDonald and Evans Ltd.,

1965). pp. 16-18.
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directed the children's attention to these qualities and

helped the children learn how to move and where to move

through verbalizing the experience.

Activities began by providing experiences to dis-

cover parts of the body that can move. Any part of the

body such as hands, feet, knees, head, and elbows could

lead a movement. These experiences helped the young child

to develop body awareness. The commands by the teacher

verbalized the quality of movement to be performed while

the children enacted the appropriate movement in their own

individual manner. Time in movement was taught with di-

rections such as "Punch down at the floor quickly!” or

"Lift your arms up slowly and gently." For teaching body .

awareness movement activities such as the following were

suggested:

1. Curl up as small as you can. Slowly make your

elbow go up towards the ceiling. Quickly curl up

as small as you can again.

2. This time let your nose (or some other body part)

go up to the ceiling.

3. Now slap your knees softly, raise your knees as

high as you can, slowly. Move with your knees

going quickly up to your chin.

Activities to develop self-control provided ex-

perience in control of the body as well as the problem of

discipline. One activity suggested was running quickly and

stopping abruptly. As the children developed control they

were told to stop "high up in the air" or "low down near

 

1Gray and Percival, Music, Movement and Mime, p. 4.
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the floor," frozen like statues. Movement lessons were

developed to teach the children to avoid being rough and

bumping into each other and to help the children learn to

use their eyes to find a space to move in. Chart 10 pro-

vides a sample lesson plan on Use of Space and Movement

for Primary Children.

Other suggested activities for teaching weight,

space, and time were as follows:

1. "Walk very slowly, you are very tired."

2. "You are an old, old man. Walk like an old

man."

3. "Now walk slowly up a mountain." "Run down the

other side of the mountain."

4. "Now you are carrying something very heavy."1

The movement lessons were designed to use movement

as the child's natural language to teach abstract concepts

such as weight, time, space, and emotional feeling by

making the concepts concrete through the movement media.

When the child experienced them with his body, the abstract

concept became a first-hand experience. The learning

activities followed the sequence of becoming aware, ex-

ploring, improvising, organizing into the child's own pat-

tern of thinking and doing, and then communicating to

 

1Other similar suggestions may be found in Gray

and Percival, Music, Movement and Mime, passum, Appendix

A.
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CHART lO.--Lesson plan on use of space and movement for

primary children.

 

Main Idea: A space can be used best when every child has

room to move freely.

Behavioral

Objective: Each child will find a space in the room and

stretch in different directions without touching

another child. Each child will solve the

problem of finding a new space to move to with-

out colliding with another child.

Learning Activities Teaching Activities
 

l. Stretching Movements Show: Ask leading questions.

How high can you stretch?

Discuss: Close to the floor on

knees. One leg in back of you.

Apply: Children stretch.

2. Identifying a Space Show: Stretch your arms out

away from your sides.

Discuss: Are you in a space of

your own? If you are you will

not be able to touch anyone.

This is your very own space.

Apply: Children move until they

cannot touch anyone.

3. Finding a New Space Show: Finding a space

Discuss: With your eyes look for

Moving to a new a space that you would like to be

space without in. Now keep your eyes on that

colliding with space and don't lose it. Let's

other children see if you can slowly move to

that space. Check to see if

this is your very own space.

Apply: Move and discuss keeping

Space in mind.

4. Returning to "Home Show: You moved so nicely to

Space" without that new space, you were so

colliding with careful not to interfere with

other children anyone elses Space.

Discuss: Look back at your home

space. Think how you could move

quickly to your home space.

When you hear the sound of the

triangle you move quickly to

your home space.
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Learning_Activities

Swing and turning

movements with a:

quiet ending. Ex-

ploring the use of

rhymes for move-

ment

Teaching Activities

A 1 : Quick movements back to

Home space.

Show: Who could let their arms

and back go swinging?

Discuss: Swing and swing and

swing and turn right around.

Lift way up high. Now sit right

down.

Apply: Move to rhyme.
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others. Thus the teacher devised her teaching activities

to parallel the child's learning sequence. The teacher

would first show the children through movement what it was

she wanted them to 99, this may have been demonstrated by

another child. Then followed a discussion to see if the
 

children understood and to clarify the goal of the activity.

Next the teacher asked the children to practice (apply) the

behavior under supervision. At this stage all children

participated--everyone is moving according to his own in-

terpretation. The teacher reinforced by praising children's

actions. Last the children verbalized how they felt when

doing their movement. Chart 11 provides a sample lesson

plan for An Expressive Movement Activity.

These activities of expressive movement naturally

lead into pantomime and improvising the dramatization of

stories. This type of drama began with the reading of

stories such as Sppy. After the reading the children

would pantomime getting dressed to go out in the snow,

snowflakes falling on their projected tongues, feeling the

cold wind blow, sliding down the hill, rolling in the snow,

climbing hills, making tracks and angels in the snow, and

constructing a snowman.

"The Lion and the Mouse" was read and the children

would choose partners and "act out" the story together

making the lion talk with "long lion sounds" and the mouse

talk with ”short mouse sounds."



CHART ll.--Lesson plan for expressive movement activity.

 

Main Idea: Movements can vary by placing the weight on

different parts of the body and by being heavy

or light.

Behavioral

Objectives: 1. Each child will participate in placing

weight of his body on his toes, hands and

various parts of his body.

2. Each child will make heavy and light move-

ments.

Ideas Taught

1. Weight can be placed on

different parts of the

body.

Wei ht on toes.

MOVlng in space without

being rough or bumping

each other.

Changing weight to other

parts of the body when

they hear the line

”Around the house"

Control of movement with

ending—wQuIet as a

mouse"

 

 

 

2.. Movements can be heavy

or light.

Learning Activities

Show: "Stand on tip-toes.

AlI of your weight is on

your tip-toes." "Put your

hands on the floor, too.

Now your weight is on your

hands and toes." "Sit on

the floor." "Put your heels

and your hands on the floor."

"Put all of your weight on

your heels and hands."

Tip toe, tip toe

Here we go

Tip toe tip toe

To and fro

Tip toe tip toe

Around the house

Tip toe tip toe

Quiet as a mouse

(Let the children suggest

meaning and ways to move to

the poem.)

Discuss:

22: Children move to the

poem.

Show: "You are a very fat

oId lady. Walk like a fat

lady." "Now you are as

light as a feather. You can

hardly stay on the floor.

You want to float away."

"Now you are carrying some-

thing very heavy."
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CHART ll.--Continued

 

 
 

Ideas Taught Learning Activities

Nonsense Song Discuss:

Elephants are large and One elephant went out to

heavy animals. Spiders play

webs are light and Out on a spider's web one

delicate. Heavy ob- day

jects can more care- He had such enormous fun

fully. He called for another ele-

phant to come

Two elephants--repeat verse

22: Children move to the

song.
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The children listened to several stories and fairy

tales which they acted out by improvising and talking when

it came natural to them. Dance a Story Records1 were used

to encourage their own interpretation of stories and music.

Free dramatic activities were encouraged in the

doll house corner, with dress up clothes, with various

hats and in the play store. The telephone was a very popu-

lar toy for carrying on dramatic conversation.

Summary of the Instructional
_V

Program

Even though the kindergarten program in this study

attempted to provide a sequence of activities in six basic

skill development areas the interdependence and interre-

lationships of these was recognized. There appears to be

some controversy in planning programs for young children.

At one end of the continuum is the highly structured pro-

gram, while at the other end are advocates of "open edu-

cation" with apparent freedom of learning activities.

Cronbach's summary of the research leads her to

state:

What research seems to say is that leaving the child to

discover is not nearly so good as providing him with a

guided sequence to maximize the possibility of early

discovery.

 

1Dance a Story Record Series (Arlington, Ill.:

Ginn and Co). (See Appendix B, p. 316 for detailed list

and price.)

2Lee Cronbach, "Learning Research and Curriculum

Development," Journal of Research in Science Teachipg, II
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It was the thesis of this study that this sequence

and structure could be part of the learning environment,

thus, allowing the child the freedom to make choices

within this prepared environment.

This concept is supported by Silberman, an advocate

of more humane practices in American Schools:

Most advocates and practitioners of informal education,

in short, reject John Holt's romantic notion that

children should simply be turned loose to do their own

thing, that as soon as one introduces adult notion of

what is worth learning, one destroys the fidelity of

the child. What the child wants and how much he wants

is largely determined by his environment, Mary Brown

and Norman Precious write, in criticism of Holt, and

the school and the teacher must play a vital role in

this choice.

The teachers were asked to arrange their classroom

in activity centers or stations. The activity centers were

arranged by the teacher to provide a stimulating environ-

ment that encouraged active participation on the part of

the child. The centers were organized to provide for de-

velopment of the six basic learning skill areas:

1. General Movement

2. Manipulation

3. Visual

4. Auditory

5. Language

6. Cognitive Skills.

 

1-Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom

(New York: Random House, 1970), p. 211.
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Within this environment the children were allowed to select

and choose their own learning materials. If a child tended

to stay at one activity center, the teacher would encourage

him to try a new but related activity. The teacher used

the information from the diagnostic tests which were ad-

ministered periodically to guide her in selecting appro-

priate activities to have available for the children.

In the self-selection environment the goals for

each child were based on a belief in: (1) the worth, the

value, and dignity of each individual within the classroom,

and, (2) recognition that meaningful interaction with

others is a basic need for young children. The teachers

then attempted to guide the child through critical and

creative thinking into: (1) selecting and setting worth-

while goals for himself, (2) arriving at purposes that

would give direction to his behavior, and (3) planning and

carrying out the necessary actions to realize these goals

in terms of the child's purposes. In the self-selection

environment the ultimate goal for the child was the acquir-

ing of self-discipline, learning how to make his own de-

cisions, and knowing whether his behavior was acceptable

to others.1

As the child interacted and adapted to his environ-

ment while developing his basic learning skills at his own

 

1Sarah Leeper, Ruth Dale, Dora Skipper, and Ralph

Witherspoon, Good Schools for YoungChildren (New York:

Macmillan Co., 1968): p. 60.
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pace, opportunities were also provided for the child to

create and express himself in a variety of modes. It was

suggested that three types of activities be made available

in the self-selection classroom. These would include:

(1) independent activities with materials that were self-

correcting and gave immediate feedback as the child inter-

acted with them, (2) creative or expressive activities

where the child was free to experiment or express himself

in a variety of ways, and (3) planned learning activities

where the child and the teacher interacted with each other.1

The creative or expressive activities included

art, music, and dramatic situations in which the child was

an active participant. The child was allowed to express

himself in creative ways through paints and clay, through

rhythm and bodily movement and in dramatic play of various

types. These expressive activities were called the "moving

into drama" program, which was generally conducted as a

large group activity. Chart 12 illustrates the time guide-

lines for the expressive "Moving into Drama" activities in

relation to the rest of the program.

Implementation of the Program

The main vehicle for preparing teachers to imple-

ment the program was an extensive series of in-service

 

1See Appendix B, p. 295 for Handbook for Planning

Activity Centers in a Self-Selection Kindergarten Program.

Samples of lesson plans for various activities are included.
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CHART 12.--Time guide for "Moving into Drama" program.

 

Introduction to School--September through October

0

1. Help children learn the routine of a self-selection

classroom.

2. Introduce new materials and their use in learning

centers.

3. Teach gross motor activities Level I and IIa (15

minutes per day).

4. First week in November administer standardized

pre-test for evaluation of grewth of children during

participation in the program.

Phase I--November through December

1. Continue basic skills development through self-

selection in learning centers.

2. Perceptual-motor problem solving, 15 minutes, 3

times per week.

a. Describe similarities and differences in activi-

ties. ~

b. Try to match performances.

c. Let the children try before telling.

3. Read stories to the children daily--minimum of 5

minutes.

Phase II--January through February

1. Expressive movement, 15 minutes, 3 times per week.

2. Continue perceptual-motor problem solving in the

gross motor program.

3. Self-selection of basic skills activities in

learning centers and read stories daily.

Phase III--March through April

1. Self-directive dramatization, 15 minutes, 3 times

per week.

2. Continue regular program.

May (last two weeks) administer post-tests for evalu-

. ation of growth of children during participation in

the program.

 

aSee sequential list of gross motor activities,

p. 143.
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workshOps which attempted to familiarize the teachers with:

(l) the objectives of the program, (2) the importance of

early identification of learning problems and providing for

the child that lacks basic learning skills, (3) the concept

of the teacher as a diagnostic teacher, and (4) the use of

testing as a means for furthering instruction. The work-

shops presented methods and materials as well as diagnostic

tests in six specific areas to provide a foundation of

learning skills. While discussing the six areas of: (1)

general movement, (2) manipulative skills, (3) visual

skills, (4) auditory skills, (5) speech and language, and

(6) cognitive skills, emphasis was placed on stressing

language development throughout all activities.

An orientation meeting for all primary teachers

interested in participating was held in the fall to present

the objectives of the program and the in-service workshops.

The objectives of the workshOps were stated as:

1. To help the participant develop an understanding

of the importance of early identification and

provision for the child that lacks basic

learning skills.

To help the participant develop the concept of

the teacher as a diagnostic teacher.

To help the participant develop skill in using

the results of testing as a criteria for plan—

ning further instruction.

“
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4. To help the participant begin to develop a

sound philosophical framework in child de-

velOpment and early childhood education.

5. To help the participant develop the ability to

plan effectively for learning experiences in

visual, auditory, and motor skills.

6. To help the participant develop skills in pro-

viding problem solving situations for the de-

velopment of cognitive skills.

7. To explore means of providing situations for

ample expression through movement, music, and

creative dramatics.

8. To help the participant provide for growth in

the child's patterns of language and vocabulary

development through "moving into drama."

All primary teachers in the school district were

invited to participate in the in-service training workshops

for implementation of the instructional program. Although

teachers participated on a volunteer basis, they were reim-

bursed financially for time spent beyond the school day or

given the option of taking the course for college credit.

The teachers participated in approximately twenty-six hours

of in-service workshops prior to full implementation of the

program. These workshops were conducted from September

through February. At the completion of this training the

teachers were competent in the administration of the
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diagnostic screening test battery to be given in May to the

entering kindergarten children. At the completion of these

workshops two kindergarten teachers volunteered to partici-

pate the following year to implement the program in their

classroom.

The workshop session was organized to provide for

interaction and active involvement on the part of each

participant. An outline of the in-service training program

follows:

In-service WOrkshop Outlinel’z'3

I. Current Theory and Research in Early Childhood Edu-

cation

A. Basic Assumptions of Early Childhood Education

Current Theory and Research by J. McV. Hunt,

Piaget, Bruner, Cazden, Bernstein, Vygotsky and

Luria.

l. The expression of a child's intelligence is

not fixed at birth, but rather is essen-

tially dependent on a set of developed

skills.

2. Children have an inherent motivation to

explore and learn: however, manipulation of

the environment can produce changes in this

willingness and ability to learn.

 

1A more detailed outline of each workshop session,

a sample lesson plan of a workshop session, and a bibli-

ography are included in the Appendix C, pp. 323-31. The

teachers were also provided with resource papers available

from the Macomb County Intermediate School District.

2See Appendix C, p. 319 which provides a time guide

for the sequence of the phases of the program.

3See Appendix C, p. 345 for the budget covering the

in-service, visitations, and new materials.
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The child's development results from his

maturation plus continuous interaction with

his environment particularly in his early

years.

The child's intellect develOps through a

sequence of related changes that produce

"qualitative" and "quantitative" changes in

his ability to function in his environment.

When a child is provided with an environ-

ment of rich and varied learning oppor-

tunities, he will select and develop his

own learning pattern.

The child's mastery of language, other

symbolic systems and concepts conveyed by

these systems is especially vital to in-

tellectual development.

Importance of Early Identification and Remedi-

ation for Children Who Lack Basic Learning

Skills

Concept of Grouping and Pacing

1. The kindergarten teacher as a diagnostic

teacher.

Testing as a means for planning further

instruction.

Kindergarten Program

Provides an instructional program which

accommodates the individual stages of de-

velopment of the children.

Provides Optimal opportunity for the child

to develop his abilities.

Uses a planned sequence of activities based

on knowledge of stages of developmental

learning.

Provides an environment which provides for

self-selection within a structured choice

of learning experiences rather than pre-

senting the child with only random un-

organized activities.

.
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5. Provides opportunity for self knowledge

through self expression rather than rote

learning.

6. Utilizes the intrinsic motivation to learn

rather than extrinsic motivation.

7. Provides activities to develop a foundation

of learning skills.

Sequential Activities to Develop a Foundation of

Learning Skills

A. General Movement

1. Perceptual motor activities

2. Creative movement activities

Manipulative Skills

1. Fine motor coordination

2. Eye-hand coordination

Visualization Skills

1. Position in space

2. Spatial relationships

3. Perceptual constancy

4. Figure ground relationship

Auditory Skills

1. Discrimination of grossly different sounds

2. Discrimination and reproduction of rhythms

3. Finer auditory discriminations

4. Discrimination of speech sounds

Speech and Language

1. Language experience approach (Van Allen)

2. Language Patterns (Bill Martin)

3. Creative Drama (Brian Way) (Gray and

Percival)
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4. Role playing problem solving situations

(Shaftel)

F. Cognitive Behavior

1. Problem solving situations--motor and

verbal levels

2. Classification

3. Seriation

4. Beginning logical concepts

5. Relationship

6. Cause and effect

7. Influence

III. Diagnostic Test for Early Identification of Learn-

ing Skills

A. Suggested Diagnostic Tests Correlated with

Child Growth and Development

B. Procedures of Administering Tests

C. Interpretation and Use in Planning Instruction

The full implementation of the program in the

classroom actually began in the following September when

these children entered school. During this second year

the two kindergarten teachers and others that wished to

join them were involved in monthly workshops which focused

on activities which emphasized the use of language as a

vehicle for directing thought and interaction. These work-

shOps stressed the presentation of perceptual-motor activi-

ties in problem solving situations, expressive movement,

and creative drama, which constituted the ”moving into

drama" program.
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The workshop director conducted classroom demon-

stration teaching and classroom visitations to help the

teachers with problems in implementation as they arose.

Video tapes were made of classroom activities. These were

used in the workshops to illustrate teaching methods. The

teachers also made visitations to other model programs to

help them in implementing various activities after seeing

similar procedures during the visitation. (See Appendix

C, p. 339-40 for a sample video taped demonstration lesson.)

Evaluation

Standardized pre- and post-tests were administered

to all of the children in both kindergarten classrooms

(n = 19 and n - 21) participating in the study to assess

the growth in vocabulary concepts and basic learning skills

which were defined as fundamental skills in the motor, per-

ceptual, cognitive, and language areas which are interre-

lated and are involved in the development of "reading

readiness."

The problem of selecting an appropriate test for

young children from the point of view of anticipating sig-

nificant reliability and validity was pointed out by Anna

Freud's statement, " . . . there is in childhood no stable

level of functioning in any area of any time."1 However,

 

 

1Anna Freud, Normality and Paphology in Childhood

(New York: InternationaI University Press, , p. .
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acknowledging these and other limitations in selecting

apprOpriate standardized tests for kindergarten children,

an attempt was made to find tests that could be adminis-

tered to small groups of the children and adequately assess

their progress during the program.

To measure growth in vocabulary concepts the Peabody

Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT)1 was selected. This test

was designed by Lloyd M. Dunn to provide an estimate of a

subject's verbal intelligence through measuring his re-

2 It is a picture vocabulary test inceptive vocabulary.

which the child is asked to point to the best picture in

a choice of four possible responses to the stimulus word.

The test must be administered individually. However, it

required only ten to fifteen minutes to complete with the

usual kindergarten-age child.

The PPVT was standardized on 4,012 subjects

ranging from ages two and one-half to eighteen. All sub-

jects were administered both Form A and Form B. The relia-

bility coefficients (the degree to which scores remain

stable) for the PPVT were calculated using the Pearson

product-moment correlations on the raw scores earned on

both forms at each age level by the normative population.

The resulting reliability coefficients ranged from 0.75 to

 

1See Appendix A, p. 293 for sample test sheet.

2Dunn, Peabody PVT, p. 25.
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0.97. Thus, Dunn states that the PPVT is a "reasonably

l
stable instrument." The validity (the extent to which the

test measures what it professes to measure) was "obtained

2 "Con-both for individual items and for the total test."

tent" validity was obtained by conducting a search in the

Merriam Webster New College Dictionagy for all words that
 

could be illustrated. Dunn claims that a "good cross

section" was obtained of words in common usage in the

United States and, thus, assumes that the final product

meets adequate standards for a picture vocabulary test."3

"Construct" validity was also claimed as the test correlated

highly with measures of academic performance, and research

had shown that vocabulary was the best single item for pre-

dicting success in school.4

Even though the validity evidence of the PPVT was

limited and has received some criticism, the test is one of

the best available at this time for assessing receptive

vocabulary for this age range of children. This test has

been used frequently in evaluating vocabulary concepts by

such researchers as Deutsch (1963), Karnes (1965), Gray and

Klaus (1963), Weikart (1964), and others. Therefore, the

 

1 2
Ibid. Ibid.

3Ibid.

4
May L. Hutt and Robert G. Gibby, The Mentally Re-

tarded Child (2nd ed.; Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,

1966), p. 262.
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Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test was chosen for this study

to evaluate growth in vocabulary concepts. Form A of the

PPVT was administered in November to all of the subjects

as a pre-test; Form B of the PPVT was administered in May

to all of the subjects as a post-test.

Since the basic learning skills in this study were

considered to be the linguistic attainments, the visual and

auditory perception, and the muscular coordination needed

for beginning reading, it was considered desirable to ad-

minister a "reading readiness" instrument for evaluating

growth in this area.

Of all of the evaluation instruments examined which

were group measures designed for kindergarten children, the

Metropolitan Readiness Test was the single standardized

instrument that contained the most subtests which would

parallel the areas of growth and development that the

kindergarten program in this study was attempting to

develop as "basic learning skills" required for reading

readiness. The Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT)1 consists

of the following six parts: word meaning, listening,

matching, alphabet, numbers, and copying. The subtests

corresponded as follows with the basic skill areas con-

sidered when develOping the program in this study:

1. Motor Coordination--the Copying Subtest

 

1See Appendix A, p. 277, for sample test booklet.
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2. Visual Skills-~the Matching and Alphabet

Subtests

3. Auditory and Language Skills--the Word Meaning

and Listening Subtests

4. Cognitive Skills--the Number Subtest.

Both the number and the listening subtests involved problem

solving ability as well as visual perception and auditory

perception in order to complete several of the items.

Table 3.1 shows the relationships of the tests to the

skill areas. Therefore, to measure the readiness for

reading of the kindergarten children in this study, the

Metropolitan Readiness Test, Form A, was administered as a

pre- and post-test. This test was administered to small

groups of children rather than individually. The MRT was

standardized on a sample of approximately 15,000 pupils in

some sixty-five school systems shortly after the opening

of schools in the fall of 1964. The manual provides de-

tailed information concerning the reliability and validity

of the subtests and total test. The total score is recom-

mended as adequate basis for measuring progress in reading

readiness.l

The pre-tests were administered during the last

week of October and the first week of November. This pro-

vided time for the teachers to gain a better knowledge of

 

lHildreth, MRT, p. 15.
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the children by having worked with them for two months.

This also allowed time for the children to adjust to the

school situation, the teachers, and the examiner. Both

pre— and post-tests were administered by the same examiner

to all the children in both kindergarten classes. The

post-tests were administered in May after the children had

been attending kindergarten and participating in the program

for nine months.

Analysis of Standardized Instruments

Scores obtained from all subjects on both the pre-

and post-test on both instruments, PPVT, and MRT, were

transferred to IBM cards. These IBM tabulated cards were

programmed for statistical treatment through Michigan State

University Computer Laboratory by the CDC 3600 Computer.

Standard computer programs for determining means, standard

deviation, least squares estimates, and t test statistics

were used in order to analyze the data of this study.

Summary

This chapter has provided a description of: (l) the

development of the kindergarten diagnostic test battery, (2)

the development of the kindergarten instructional program,

(3) the implementation procedures for the program, and (4)

the evaluation instruments. A description of the population

and analysis of the data from the evaluation instruments

was included.



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA AND RESULTS

Introductogy Statement

To identify the instructional needs of each child

participating in the kindergarten program, an informal

diagnostic test battery was compiled. The kindergarten

teachers were trained as diagnostic teachers in the use of

this battery as a tool for adjusting instruction to meet

the individual needs of the children within their groups.

Instruction in implementation of the program and

training in methods of administering and interpreting the

diagnostic test battery took place through an in-service

training program for the teachers. The teachers partici-

pated in a series of in-service workshops, visitations to

other model programs, classroom teaching demonstrations,

and video tape demonstrations.

Evaluation of the effect of the program in in-

creasing the child's vocabulary concepts and basic learning

skills in the areas of motor, perceptual, cognitive, and

language develOpment needed for "reading readiness" was

measured by administering the Peabody Picture Vocabulary

202
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Test (PPVT) and the Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT) as

standardized instruments for pre- and post-tests.

The data collected in this study was descriptive

in nature and included both standardized and non-

standardized measures. This chapter presents the de-

scription of the results in the following three sections:

(1) the results of the teachers' diagnostic procedures

using the kindergarten diagnostic test battery developed

for this study, (2) the procedures used in implementing

the kindergarten program, (3) the results of the instruments

for measuring the children's progress in the vocabulary

concepts and growth in basic learning skills which took

place during the time of participation in the study, as

measured by the PPVT and the MRT.

Results of the Teachers' Diagnostic Procedures

Upon the recommendation of a committee of teachers,

under the direction of the supervisor of elementary edu-

cation, the customary spring "kindergarten roundup" pro-

gram was expanded to include the administration of the

diagnostic test battery in order to provide a more complete

and improved understanding of the children entering school.

The diagnostic kindergarten test battery was administered

by the kindergarten teachers with the help of special per-

sonnel. The additional personnel enabled the diagnostic

testing to be completed with a minimum of release time for
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the classroom teachers.1 The children were rated in each

of the six skill areas (general movement, manipulative

skills, visual skills, auditory skills, speech and language,

and cognitive skills) and social and emotional development.

The information gathered about each child helped to prepare

the school for a more sensitive and consistent approach to

beginning students. The information obtained from the

kindergarten diagnostic test battery was available for each

kindergarten teacher in the fall so that she could plan her

instructional program to provide for the individual needs

of the children.

For convenience in administering the diagnostic

test battery at the kindergarten roundup, the battery was

divided up into sections relating to the skills tested and

was administered in areas set up as stations. At these

stations, the tests were administered by the regular class-

room teachers with the help of the special services per-

sonnel. By establishing stations and with several teachers

working together, several children could be scheduled con-

currently, thus shortening the total time required for ad-

ministration of the complete diagnostic test battery. This

 

1The number of personnel in the kindergarten testing

team varied depending on the number of children that were

to be tested during the day. With one reading consultant,

two speech teachers, three elementary school counselors,

and three classroom teachers working together, four

children could be scheduled for testing every ten minutes,

thus, enabling the test battery to be administered to ap-

proximately 145 children in one school day.
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also allowed the children to move around between the short

periods of time required for actual test administration.

The following stations were established for administering

the kindergarten diagnostic test battery: (1) speech and

language tests administered by two speech therapists, (2)

visual perception and number skills tests administered by

two school counselors and the reading consultant, (3) fine

motor tests (eye-hand coordination) administered by a

classroom teacher and an elementary school counselor, and

(4) gross motor tests administered by three classroom

teachers.1 Chart :13 shows these stations and the tests

administered at each station.

Prior to the kindergarten roundup, the school

nurse arranged for hearing and vision testing to be done by

the Macomb County Health Department. The nurse was present

to talk with parents about the importance of immunizations

and a physical examination of their child. 'While the

children were being administered the diagnostic test battery

 

1The Letter Knowledge Test was eliminated from the

"kindergarten roundup" testing because the same informa-

tion would be obtained from the Alphabet subtest of the

MRT, which was administered as a standardized test when

the children entered school in the fall. The complete

Brenner Gestalt Test was administered at the second sta-

tion, thus, including the number subtests and visual per-

ception subtests. The auditory tests, Wepman and aural

coding, were eliminated from the roundup screening because

the health department was conducting the hearing screening.

However, these tests were used during the school year by

the teachers.
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CHART 13 .--Stations for diagnostic screening test at

kindergarten roundup.

 

Station 1

Station 2

Station 3

Station 4

Station 5

Auditory Perception and Language Skills

Tests: Speech and Language

a. Dictated Sentences

b. Informal Interview

Administered by: two speech teachers

Visual Skills and Cognitive Skills

Tests: Brenner Gestalt Developmental Test

Administered by: two school counselors

one reading consultant

Manipulative Skills (fine motor and eye-hand

coordination)

Tests: Winterhaven Copy Forms

Draw-a-Man

Administered by: one classroom teacher

one school counselor

Gross Motor Skills

Tests: Purdue Perceptual Motor Survey

Administered by: three classroom teachers

Social-Emotional and Physical

Tests: Vision and Hearing

Questionnaire

Administered by: Nurse and Social WOrker
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the school social worker interviewed the parents who

accompanied their children. The basis of the interview

was information supplied by parents in a completed ques-

tionnaire which previously had been distributed and ex-

plained to the parents at an evening Orientation Program.

Thus, an opportunity was provided for the school to review

the information given by the parents and to clarify any

possible confusion or questions relating to the social

and/or health history of the child. The school nurse and

school social worker, as an integral part of the roundup

team, attempted to complete all available background mate-

rial in the social, emotional, and health areas: contribut-

ing from their respective disciplines to a better under-

standing of each child's individual needs.

Based on the results of the diagnostic test bat-

tery, each child was given a rating from one to four, from

the most mature to the least mature respectively, in each

of the developmental areas tested. The speech teachers

administered and scored the speech and language tests.

The median was found and used to divide the scores into

quartiles. The subjects were then assigned a rating ac-

cording to the quartile in which their score fell.

Table 4.1 shows the score ranges on the Brenner

Gestalt Developmental Test of School Readiness and the

rating assigned to each range. The ratings range from one

to‘four, the most mature range was assigned the rating of
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TABLE 4.l.--Brenner GDT raw score ranges and rating

 

 

assigned.

Brenner GDT Score Range Rating

45-80 1

34-44 2

15-33 3

0-14 4

 

Note:

This table should be read as follows: a child's

score falling within the range of 45 to 80 on the Brenner

Gestalt Test would receive a rating of 1, which would

place the child in the highest quartile of the group.

1, with the least mature range assigned the rating of 4.

The Brenner GDT was used to measure visual skills and cog-

nitive skills.

Fine motor skills were rated according to the

scoring descriptions suggested in the Winterhaven Copy

Forms Manual.1 The ratings for the gross motor items were

explained in the Purdue Perceptual Motor Survey Manual,

which gives descriptions of the expected performance for

2 (Seeeach rating on each of the three gross motor tests.

Appendix A, pp. 263, 264, and 266.) Even though a de-

scription was provided in the manual for assigning

 

l

4, and 6.

2

Lowder, Winterhaven Copy Forms (Manual), pp. 2,

Kephart and Roach, Purdue P-M Survey, pp. 31, 34,

and 36.
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the ratings, both of these tests tended to be rather sub-

jective in their interpretation. Due to their subjective

nature, these tests were administered and rated by the

classroom teacher while she observed the child perform the

tasks required. Thus, the teacher was able to record per-

tinent observations as well as assigning a numerical rating.

After the ratings were assigned to a child for each

skill area tested, an average was taken for the composite

rating. The subjects were then assigned to their respective

kindergarten classrooms on the basis of their composite

ratings on the complete diagnostic test battery. An at-

tempt was-made to have each of the two classes in the study

contain approximately the same number of children scoring

in the lower half of the group and the same number in the

upper half of the group. Table 4.2 illustrates the class

profile for each class, showing the number of children re-

ceiving each rating.

TABLE 4.2.--Profile of ratings within each classroom.

 

 

. Classroom I Classroom II

Rating No. of Children No. of Children

1 1 2

2 5. 7

3 11 6

4 . l 6

Total I83 II'

 

5One child in Classroom I was not administered the

diagnostic test battery, but was retained from the previous

year due to immaturity.
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In the fall the teachers used the ratings within

each skill area, rather than the total test ratings for

planning their instructional program. Children that

scored low in the gross motor tests were given specific

training in perceptual motor activities. For children that

functioned below average on speech and language tests,

additional emphasis was placed on language development

activities. Table 4.3 shows in more detail the class com-

position and ratings in each skill area.

In the fall the Bert Brown IDS Self-Concept

Referent1 Test was administered. The scores were divided

into quartiles and the subjects were assigned a rating from

one to four, with one the top quartile, according to the

quartile in which their score fell. The results were to

be used to enable the teacher to plan activities to promote

the development of a positive self-concept. Table 4.4

shows the raw score ranges and the ratings based on

quartiles.

Figure 4.1 graphically illustrates how the classes

scored on the Brown IDS Self-Concept Referent Test. The

instrument contained fifty-two items. The mean score

for Class I was 45 and for Class II the mean score was

43.6. The mode was fifty-two for both classes, with most

of the subjects falling within a seven-point range at the

 

IBrown, Self-Concept Referent Test, (manual).

(Mimeographed.)
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TABLE 4.3.--Profile of classes showing ratings in skill

areas on kindergarten roundup diagnostic testing.

 

Class I--AM: n a 19

Personal Self

 

Speech Gross Fine Brenner _ Composite

Child Hg:::h Language Motor Motor Gestalt :23: Rating

IA 2 2 2 3 4 3 3

IB 1 1 l 3 l l 2

IC 2 2 2 3 l 3 2-9

ID 1 l 2 4 4 2 3

IE (retention) 4

IF 2 ' 4 4 4 4 1 4

IG 1 l 2 4 4 l 3-

IH 2 3 2 2 2 2 2

II 1 3 4 l 3 2 3

IJ 2 2 4 3 2 4 3

IX 1 2 2 4 2 3 3

IL 1 2 l 2 l 3 1

IM 2 l 2 3 2 l 2

IN 1 2 4 3 3 2 3

IO 1 l 1 3 1 2 2

IP 1 2 2 4 3 3 3

IQ 1 2 3- 2 3 3 3

IR 1 1 2 4 2 2 3

Is 1 2 2 4 4 2 3-

Class II--PM: n - 21

IIA l— 2 2 2 1 2 2

IIB 2 l 3- 4 3 4 3

11¢ 1 2 3 2 2 1 2

IID 2 2 3- 2 l 3 2-

IIE 2 2 3- 4 4 2 4

IIF 1 2 4 2 l l 3

IIG l 2 2 3 2 4 2-

IIH 2 3 3- 4 4 4 4

III 1 l 2 3 3 3 3

IIJ 2 2 4 4 4 l 4

IIK l 1 4 3 3 3-

IIL l 2 l l 2 2 l

IIM l - 1 4 2 l l 2-

IIN 3 2 2 1 1 3 1

110 2 - 3 3 2 2 4 2-

IIP l l 3 4 4 3 4

IIQ 3 2 2 4 3 3 3

IIR 2 2 2 3 2 2 2

118 . l l 2 2 2 l 2

IIT l l 3 4 4 2 4

110 -v2~ 3 4 4 4 2 4

 

aAminus sign after a number indicates that the

child scored in the lower range of the rating assigned.
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TABLE 4.4.--Bert Brown IDS Self-Concept Referent Test raw

score range and rating.

 

 

Self-Concept Score Range Rating

50-52 1

45-49 2

40-44 3

20-39 4

 

ceiling of the test. (See Appendix D, p. 370 for Frequency

Distribution-Chart.) Since so many of the children scored

near the top of this test, the teachers felt that they

would gain more information concerning the child's self-

concept by using Lafferty's Measure of Self-Concept for

Kindergartgn“Children for further evaluation throughout the

program. ~This measure involved the use of children's

drawings and provided a method for scoring the drawings to

determine the self-concept rating. This device had the

advantage that the administration of the measure could be

extended through the entire year and samples of the drawings

could be collected at "specific intervals rather than using

one-shot testing.”1 Another advantage claimed by Lafferty

is ”increasing the scope of teacher awareness, by helping

to sharpen their skills in knowing what to look for in

children's drawings by use of a scoring system.”2

 V.

1 2
Lafferty, Self Concept, p. 15. Ibid.
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Referent Test.
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The kindergarten teachers participating in the

study were especially concerned with identifying the

learning needs of the child who was experiencing difficulty,

and then, developing the appropriate learning environment

necessary for that child to experience success. Therefore,

the diagnostic testing procedures were used more often with

the children that scored in the lower half of the class on

the kindergarten roundup screening procedures. It was

assumed that apprOpriate learning experiences during the

child's first exposure to school might prevent future need

for remedial teaching. The teachers carefully planned the

objectives of each learning activity with the students'

needs in mind. The kindergarten teachers, functioning as

diagnostic teachers, planned the learning activities to

include a preassessment for readiness for the activity which

was preplanned to develop the objectives and provided

alternative activities for the child that was not "ready."

Evaluation was conducted after the activity to determine if

the objectives had been accomplished.

Portions of the diagnostic kindergarten test bat-

tery were readministered periodically to the children at

the discretion of the kindergarten classroom teacher. The

teacher used these results to help her make adjustments in

the program so that it would continue to meet the individual

needs of the children. In March the entire diagnostic bat-

tery was readministered to those children who had received
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ratings of three or four on the pre-test during kinder-

garten roundup. Tflnmh, emphasis was placed on meeting the

individual needs of the children that were functioning in

the lower half of the class.-

Since the kindergarten program was designed to meet

the needs of individual children within the program, a

graphic representation was used which would illustrate the

growth of individual children in each of the separate di-

mensions assessed and would also graphically convey the

interrelationship of the multi-dimensionalities for each of

these children. Frank recommends the use of a polar coor-

dinate graph for this purpose, stating:

A polar coordinate is a graphic device showing a

circle with 360 radii which can be divided into a number

of segments each of which is allocated to the major

classes of recordings and dimensions. Within each such

segment, an individual radius can be assigned for show-

ing the rank order from 0 to 100 percentiles for each

selected dimensions . . . Then on each radius the in-

dividual child's rank order for each dimension will be

marked on the appropriate radius in terms of his per-

centile rank for that dimension, preparing a separate

polar coordinate for each child's record . . .

Polar coordinates may be especially useful for pre-

senting a comprehensive inventory of assessment of an

individual child's status and condition and should be

made at the beginning, at repeated intervals, and at

the conclusion of the program, as a way of evaluating

a project and discovering what and how the individual

child in the group has changed.1

Frank also points out that when the various points of the

polar coordinate are connected by a line, they will portray

 

1Lawrence K. Frank, "Evaluation of Education Pro-

grams," Young Children, XXIV (January, 1969), 172.
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"any discrepancies, imbalance, handicaps and impairments

as well as any favorable or superior rank orders for that

individual child."1 In this manner this graphic model of

each child was useful in revealing what each particular

child needed for normal development when planning for the

whole personality of the child. Frank claims that the,

prescribed methods for research designs which focus upon

statistical evaluations of the whole group ignore signifi-

cant improvements shown by individual children even though

the group as a whole may not exhibit what is considered as

significant gain.2 The Polar Coordinate Graphs for the

twenty-two children that had scored in the lower half of

the class on the pre-test (kindergarten roundup and stand-

ardized tests) are included with an explanation for reading

the graphs in the Appendix D, p. 346.

To examine significant gains made by these indi-

vidual students in the lower half of the kindergarten group,

the scores made by them on the standardized pre- and post-

tests .PPVT and BGDT) were compared to the norms. The BGDT

was administered during the kindergarten roundup in May

and re-administered in March of the kindergarten school

year to assess growth in numbers (cognitive skills) and

perceptual-motor skills. The PPVT was one of the standard-

ized tests administered in October and re-administered the

 

1Ibid., p. 172. 21bid.
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following May of the kindergarten school year to assess

the growth in vocabulary concepts as measured by the PPVT.

Since standardized norms were available for both pre- and

post-tests for these two instruments the scores of individ-

ual children on the PPVT and the BGDT were compared to

their respective norms for indication of significant gains

made by individuals. Using a t test, it was found that a

gain score of 13.71 or better on the PPVT would indicate a

significant gain from pre- to post-test made by that indi-

vidual in vocabulary concepts as measured by the PPVT. Of

the twenty-two children who had received a three or four

composite rating on the kindergarten roundup diagnostic

test battery, all but two of the children's gain scores on

the PPVT were greater than the normative population, with

six individuals making significant gains.

Using a t test, it was found that on the BGDT a

gain score of 32.52 or better would indicate that signifi-

cant gains were made by that individual in numbers (cogni-

tive skills) and perceptual-motor skills, as measured by

the BGDT. Of the twenty-two children who had received a

three or four composite rating on the kindergarten roundup

diagnostic test battery, all but two had gain scores from

pre- to post-test greater than the normative population for

the BGDT. Further analysis indicated that twelve indi-

vidual children made significant gains in numbers (cogni-

tive skills) and perceptual-motor skills as measured by
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the BGDT. Table 4.5 shows the gains made by the individual

children who had received three or four composite ratings

on the kindergarten roundup diagnostic test battery. This

table also indicates which individuals had made significant

gains as compared to the norm gain for the PPVT and the

norm gain for the BGDT.

Results of the Implementation Procedures
 

This section will attempt to describe results of the

procedures used to train teachers to implement the kinder-

garten program developed in this study. Training for imple-

mentation began with a series of in-service training work-

shops. The program and workshops were explained at a

meeting for all interested primary teachers in the Fitz-

gerald Public Schools in Macomb County, Warren, Michigan.

Any interested teacher was invited to attend. Partici-

pating teachers had the option of being paid for workshops

which extended beyond the normal school day or for taking

the series for college credit. A total of twenty-seven

teachersl participated in this in-service training workshop

series. It was assumed that the information gained in the

workshOps would be of benefit to all primary teachers and

would improve their teaching even if they used only portions

of the program. Table 4.6 illustrates the make-up of the

participating group of teachers.

 

1This number indicates 76.5 per cent of all those

invited to participate in the in-service training program.
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TABLE 4.5.--Gain made by individual children during period

of participation in the kindergarten program.

 

  

 

 

 

Children Peabody PVT Brenner GDT

Rating 4-3 _ _

on Round- gzzt :22: Gain Pre- Post- Gain

up Tests Form A Form B Score Test Test Score

N3§$:" 50.22 55.20 5 40.4 59.4 13.3

S.D. 8.17 7.00 19.1 14.52

P°Pu' r= 73 r= 55
lation ' '

Class I

IA 50 59 9 13 52 39*

ID 39 55 16* 8 37 29

IF 34 47 13 10 40 30

IG 58 57 - 1 38 60 52*

II 36 52 16* 16 66 50*

IJ 54 56 2 36 66 30

IX 44 72 28* 34 70 36*

IN 51 66 15* 32 68 36*

IP 56 62 6 21 52 31

IQ 51 58 7 24 6o 36*

IR 60 67 7 37 64 27

IS 57 59 2 10 38 28

Class II

IIB 63 59 - 4 19 58 39*

IIE 48 51 3 8 34 26

IIF 51 60 9 53 60 7

IIH 29 48 19* ll 20 9

III 43 53 10 16 42 26

IIJ 36 48 12 4 50 46*

IIK 32 54 24* 32 69 37*

IIP 52 58 6 14 59 45*

110 49 58 9 15 51 36*

110 41 42 1 8 41 33*

Note:

On the PPVT a gain score of 13.71 or better indi-

cates significant gains. On the BGDT a gain score of 32.52

or better indicates significant gains. Significant gains

are identified on this table by an asterisk (*).
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TABLE 4.6.--Participation in the in-service training.

 

 

Total No. of No. of Teachers

Teachers Invited Participating in

To Attend In-service Training

Classroom Teach- 28 21

ers (K through 2)

Elementary

Counselors 4 3

Speech Therapist 2 1

Elementary

Principals _4 ‘_g

Total 38 27

 

Teachers to help administer the kindergarten

roundup diagnostic test battery were selected from the

group that had participated in the in-service training pro-

gram. Thus there were several teachers that were capable

of administering the kindergarten test battery and they

worked together as a team. Chart 14 illustrates the team

of teachers that participated in administering the kinder-

garten roundup screening testing.

CHART l4.--Teacher participants in administering kinder-

garten roundup diagnostic screening tests and the stations

at which they administered the tests.

 

 

Stations Examiner Tests Administered

I Social Worker-Nurse Social-emotional, health

II Speech Therapists Speech - auditory

III Elementary School Brenner Gestalt DT

Counselors

IV Classroom Teachers Gross Motor

V Classroom Teachers Fine Motor
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The in-service training program began in late

September of 1968 and extended through February 1969.

Twenty-six hours of in-service training workshops were

held. The teachers then participated in two hours of

practicum for administering the test battery and adminis-

tered the complete test battery to two kindergarten children

individually. The Kindergarten Roundup Screening testing

was held in May of 1969. The kindergarten test battery was

administered by teams of teachers, working at skill sta-

tions to all children who would be entering kindergarten

in the following fall.

The actual implementation of the total program with

the children did not take place until September of 1969.

Two kindergarten teachers who had been involved in the

previous in-service training program volunteered to work

more closely with the study. During this school year these

two teachers and other interested teachers participated in

monthly workshops, periodic classroom demonstrations, visi-

tations by the workshOp director, video tape teaching

demonstrations, and visitations to model programs.

Special materials were purchased for the program

and introduced to the teachers in the in—service workshops.

The teachers used these materials in their classrooms and

returned to the workshops with their own comments and sug-

gestions about the use of these materials. Thus the

teachers were familiar with the materials when they started
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with the new class in the fall of 1969. (See Appendix C,

pp. 341-43, for the lists of materials purchased in 1968-69

and 1969-70. These materials were purchased with Title I

Funds as the children in this area qualified for Title I

monies.)

The following visitations were made by the two

kindergarten classroom teachers that worked with the sub-

jects in this study:

1. Curriculum Demonstration Project, David P.

Weikart, Director, Ypsilanti Preschool,

Ypsilanti, Michigan

a. Unit Base Curriculum

b. Language Training Curriculum (Berieter-

Engleman)

c. Cognitively Oriented Curriculum (Weikart)

2. Drama Program, the Lab School, Ann Flagg, Drama

Teacher, Evanston, Illinois

3. World of Inquiry School, Rochester, New York.

After these visitations the teachers attempted to incorpor-

ate some of the ideas that would pertain to the kinder-

garten program. They made video tapes in their classrooms

using the ideas with their own children. These video tapes

were shared with other teachers in the monthly in-service

meetings. (See Appendix C, p. 344, for a list of visita-

tions made by the workshop director to gain first hand

information for developing and implementing the kindergarten

program.)
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Video tapes were also used for demonstrating and

implementing many of the "Moving into Drama" activities.

By viewing the video tapes after the activity the teachers

could observe from the tape whether:

1. All of the children were actively involved.

2. The children were allowed to respond in their

own way rather than a pre-described manner.

3. If language was involved, were all of the

children joining in chanting the rhyme or

verse, rather than a few children?

4. The teacher occupied the main role or whether

the children used language and responded to it

with the teacher only "side coaching."

By watching for these points when viewing the tapes, the

teachers were more aware of attempting to incorporate the

children when planning the lessons. (See Appendix C, p.

339, for an example of a video demonstration of a creative

movement lesson.) Chart 15 outlines the schedule and time

sequence of the different phases and participation in the

program.

The teachers felt that the in-service training

workshops were valuable in presenting methods and materials

that were new to them. Also, they expressed the feeling

that the workshops provided them with an opportunity to

become familiar with methods of teaching and ways to evalu-

ate the effect of their teaching rather than merely
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CHART lS.--Participation and time sequence.

 

 

1968-69 26 hours in-service training workshOps

2 hours administration of complete kindergarten

diagnostic test battery to two children in-

dividually.

May 1969 Kindergarten Roundup administration of

diagnostic screening test battery to entering

kindergarten children.

1969-70 In-service Program

Two kindergarten teachers

and other interested

teachers

a. monthly workshops a.

b. classroom visita-

tions and demonstra-

tions by workshop

director b.

Video tape demon-

strations made by

the teachers

Visitations to

model programs by

the teachers

Two classrooms of kin-

dergarten children

(n - 40)

self-selection

activities to de-

velop basic learn-

ing skills

Moving into Drama

Program

1. Perceptual-

Motor Problem

Solving

2. Expressive

Movement

3. Creative Drama

Diagnostic evalu-

ation (March)

 

Evaluation of children's progress by standardized

instruments.

Pre-testing--OCtober-November 1969

Post-testing--May 1970
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listening to theories. The teachers felt that this actual

involvement was most valuable to them.

No formal evaluation was made of the workshops

themselves, however, the continued high amount of voluntary

participation appeared to be a positive evaluation.

Results of Standardized Instruments for

Evaluating the Growth in Vocabulary

Concepts and Basic Readiness

 

 

The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) and the

Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT) were administered to all

children in both kindergarten classrooms participating in

the program to provide a standard measure for describing

their growth during the year in vocabulary concepts and

basic learning skills required for reading. Random assign-

ment was not possible for this study. Therefore, students

were assigned to the classrooms in this study in such a

manner as to make the profiles of each classroom similar,

as explained on page 209.

Standardized tests were used to determine whether

the two classes differed in vocabulary concepts and basic

learning skills required for reading held by the children

at the beginning and at the end of the program. The

children were placed in the classrooms on the basis of the

diagnostic test battery. The standardized pre-tests found

essentially no difference between the groups at the be-

ginning of the program and tended to verify the results of

the kindergarten diagnostic test battery and the placement
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of the children. The post-tests, PPVT and MRT, also indi-

cated no differences between the two groups. As indicated

in Table 4.7 there was essentially no difference between

the two kindergarten groups in this study as measured by

the MRT (Form A) and PPVT (Form A and Form B).

Table 4.8 illustrates this difference in detail

and also indicates no significant differences between the

two classes during the treatment period.

TABLE 4.7.--Ce11 means of classrooms I and II on the pre-

and post-MRT and PPVT.1

 

MRT Pre- MRT Post- PPVT Pre- PPVT Post-

 

Form A Form A Form A Form B

I Classroom AM

(n = 19) 31.37 61.74 50.05 58.68

II Classroom PM

(n = 21) 36.67 61.95 51.19 57.24

 

TABLE 4.8.--Mean differences of pre- and post-MRT and PPVT

for each classroom.

 

 

 

 

Class Mean Post- Mean Pre- Difference

I AM MRT 61.736 31.368 30.368

II PM MRT 61.952 36.667 25.282

I AM PPVT 58.684 50.052 8.632

II PM PPVT 57.238 51.190 6.048

1
See Appendix D for frequency distribution charts

and histogram. ‘
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The analysis of the least squares estimates, which

mathematically indicates the gains of the students on the

MRT and the ppvw, was significant (a = .05) and was in a

positive direction. Further analysis shows that there was

no significant difference between classrooms at the .05

level. This indicates that the change was not classroom

specific. That is, every child changed regardless of the

classroom and the change was in the positive direction.

Table 4.9 shows this gain in detail.

TABLE 4.9.--Least squares estimates adjusted for covariates.

 

 

MRT Post- PPVT Post-

Overall Effect 20.302 36.933

Classroom Effect 3.718 2.050

 

Standard Errors of Adjusted Estimates

 

Overall Effect 7.407 4.899

Classroom Effect 2.667 1.764

 

Even though a significant gain is indicated in

growth in both vocabulary concepts as measured by the PPVT

and in basic learning skills as measured by the MRT, no

cause and effect relationships can be stated due to the

descriptive nature of this study. A comparison of the two

sample classrooms with the norms established for the PPVT
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and the MRT will, however, show the relative standing of

the classrooms used in this study. Table 4.10 shows the

difference of the means of the norm and the sample groups

on the post-test of the MRT. This comparison indicates a

significant difference in the positive direction at the

.05 level of significance for both sample classrooms at

the completion of the study when compared to the normative

population.

Table 4.11 illustrates the difference of the means

of the sample classrooms in this study and the normative

pOpulation of the post-test of the PPVT, Form B. This

TABLE 4.10.--Mean difference for post-test and norm for the

Metropolitan Readiness Test.

 

 

MRT Norma Class I AM Class II PM

Mean 53.21 61.736 61.952

Difference + 8.525* + 8.742*

 

Note:

The asterisk indicates a significant difference

(a = .05).

aHildreth, et al., MRT Manual, p. 16.

TABLE 4.ll.--Mean difference of post-test and norm for the

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.

 

 

PPVT Norma Class I AM Class II PM

Mean 55.20 58.684 57.238

Difference 3.484 2.038

 

aDunn, PPVT Manual, p. 28.
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comparison indicates no significant difference at the .05

level. This indicates that there is essentially no differ-

ence in vocabulary concepts as measured by the PPVT between

the two sample classrooms participating in this study and

the normative population for the PPVT.

The MRT was chosen as a standardized measure to

assess basic learning skills because the MRT subtests cor-

responded closely to the areas of basic learning skills

which the kindergarten program in this study emphasized.l

Therefore, an analysis of the subtests was also made and

compared with the norms for each subtest. A t test sta-

tistic was used to compare each subtest for each class with

the appropriate norm to test significance. Table 4.12

shows the mean, standard deviation, and t test statistic

for each subtest for each class in the study and the norma-

tive population for the MRT. This table shows a significant

difference in the positive direction at the .05 level for

the subtests of word meaning, alphabet, copying, and the

total score. Classroom I AM shows a significant difference

in the positive direction at the .05 level on the matching

subtest, while Classroom II PM shows a significant differ-

ence on the listening subtest.

 

1The MRT subtests correspond to the basic learning

skill areas in the following way: (1) Manipulative (eye-

hand coordination)--the Copying Subtest, (2) Visual Skills

--the Matching and Alphabet Subtests, (3) Auditory-Language

Skills--Word Meaning and Listening Subtests, (4) Cognitive

Skills--Listening and Numbers Subtests.
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Summary of Standardized Evaluation

Procedures

The MRT indicated that classrooms in the study

changed significantly in a positive direction in basic

learning skills as measured by this test, but did not differ

significantly from each other in their growth. When the

two sample classrooms were compared to the norm for the

MRT this gain was beyond that which was expected. Further-

more, the greatest growth was in the areas of manipulation

skills, visual skills, and auditory-language skills as

measured by the MRT subtests.

The PPVT indicated that growth had taken place in

each classroom in the study but that comparing this growth

to the norm there was no significant difference. This im-

plies that the program did not develop vocabulary concepts

as measured by the PPVT beyond that normally expected, but

also did not hinder expected growth of the child in vocabu-

lary concepts as measured by this test.

Summary of Results

This study, being descriptive in nature does not

attempt to make any cause and effect statements. However,

the results of the program were described in terms of:

(l) the diagnostic procedures used with children, (2) the

procedures for training teachers to implement the program,

and (3) the procedures used to evaluate children's progress.

The diagnostic testing procedures indicated growth for
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individuals in specific skill development areas. This

growth was graphically illustrated on polar coordinate

graphs. This growth was in a positive direction and showed

significant gains for fourteen of the twenty-two individuals

who had received a composite rating of three or four on the

kindergarten roundup screening tests, when their individual

gains were compared to the norms of the PPVT and the BGDT.

The procedures for training teachers to implement

the program held the continued participation of twenty-seven

teachers (or 76.5 per cent of all those teachers invited to

participate) ever a period of a year in in-service training

workshops. Two teachers volunteered to participate more

intensively in the program during the second year with

several other teachers continuing to attend the monthly in-

service sessions. f

The standardized testing data obtained on the

children indicated a change in a positive direction over

the period of the study. This gain was not significant

for the PPVT when compared to the norm, however, it was

significant at the .05 level for the MRT. When analyzing

the subtests of the MRT, all subtests, except for the number

subtest, showed significant gains (a - .05), with the copy-

ing test or manipulation skills, the alphabet test or

visual skills, and the word meaning test or auditory-

1anguage skills indicating a significant gain for both

classes.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Review of Design, Objectives, Hypotheses,

and Results

The purpose of this study was to provide a descrip-

tion of the development of a kindergarten program, tech-

niques for training teachers to implement it, and evaluation

of the program. The objectives of the study were:

1. To develop a kindergarten program based on the

selected theories and research in child develOp-

ment.

To prepare teachers, through an in-service edu-

cation program to implement the kindergarten

program.

To provide simple diagnostic techniques that

could be used effectively by classroom teachers

to assess basic learning skills of children.

To provide a standardized evaluation of the

growth in basic learning skills and vocabulary

concepts of the children participating in the

kindergarten program.

The kindergarten program developed in this study

provided for affective, social, and cognitive interaction
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in an environment carefully structured to provide

opportunities for developing basic learning skills in the

areas of motor development, visual and auditory skills,

language develOpment, and cognitive skills. Within this

environment the child could select his own learning experi-

ences. The objectives for the kindergarten program which

was developed were:

1. To identify the basic learning skills and in-

structional needs of each individual child in

the program.

To provide for the development of motor skills.

To provide for the development of visual and

auditory perception skills.

To provide problem solving situations for the

development of cognitive skills.

To provide situations for ample expression

through movement, music, free dramatics, and

creative dramatics.

To provide for growth in the child's language

and vocabulary concepts through "moving into

drama" activities.

To provide for the development of a positive

self-concept through the process of becoming

competent in cognitive-perceptual-motor skills,

problem solving, making choices in a self se-

lective environment and interactions as a self

with the environment in dramatic play,
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expressive movement, creative drama and role

playing situations.

The hypotheses formulated to ascertain the effects

of participation in the kindergarten program on the growth

of vocabulary concepts and the basic learning skills of

the children were:

1. Individual children will exhibit no significant

growth in basic learning skills and vocabulary

concepts as compared to a normative population.

Growth made by individuals may not be evident

by focusing entirely upon statistical evalu-

ations of the whole group.

There will be no significant gain in the means

of the pre- and post-test scores of children

participating in the kindergarten program on

the following:

a. Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT).

b. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT).

There will be no significant difference between

the means of the post-test scores on the Metro-

politan Readiness Test of children participating

in the kindergarten program and the normative

population used for standardization of the

Metropolitan Readiness Test.

There will be no significant difference between

the means of the post-test scores on the Peabody
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Picture Vocabulary Test of children partici-

pating in the kindergarten program and the

normative population used for standardization

of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.

5. There will be no significant differences between

the mean raw scores made by two classrooms par-

ticipating in the kindergarten program regard-

less of being taught by different teachers on

the following:

a. Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT).

b. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT).

In order to identify the basic learning skills and

instructional needs of each child a diagnostic test battery

was compiled. This battery provided a means for assessing

gross motor skills, manipulation and/or visual motor skills,

visual skills, auditory skills, language skills, and cogni-

tive skills. To provide for development in each of the

above, guidelines were developed for learning activities in

each of the develOpmental skills areas: (1) general move-

ment, (2) manipulation skills, (3) visual skills, (4) audi-

tory skills, (5) speech and language, and (6) cognitive

skills. The guidelines were based on the review of recent

research and visitations to current programs in early

childhood education. Emphasis was placed on the child's

mastery of language throughout all activities. Opportuni-

ties for self expression also were provided through dramatic
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play and the "moving into drama" program. The "moving into

drama” program progressed from perceptual-motor activities

presented in problem solving situations to expressive move-

ment activities to creative dramatics and role playing.

Training the teachers to implement the kindergarten

program was done through a series of in-service training

workshops which presented new methods and materials, demon-

stration classroom teaching, video tape demonstrations made

by classroom teachers, and visitations to other early child-

hood education programs. Teachers volunteered to partici-

pate in this in-service training and continued to partici-

pate over a period of two years.

The classroom teachers were trained in techniques

necessary for administering the diagnostic test battery to

enable them to become ”diagnostic teachers." This instru-

ment was administered to all of the children in the kinder-

garten classrooms to provide criteria for planning an

instructional program based on the learning needs of the

children. The teachers readministered portions of the di-

agnostic test battery periodically to adjust their program

to the individual child's changing needs. The growth in

each of the interrelated basic skill areas for individual

children, as measured by the diagnostic test battery and

standardized tests, was illustrated graphically on polar

coordinate graphs which were useful in revealing what each

particular child needed for normal development when planning

for the whole personality of the child.
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Growth in basic learning skills was measured by

administering a pre- and post-test in readiness with mean

growth used in comparison with the normative population for

the instrument. Growth in vocabulary concepts was measured

by administering a pre- and post-picture vocabulary test

with mean growth used in comparison with the normative popu-

lation for this instrument.

Statistical comparisons between the two classrooms

participating in the program were made by use of the mean

raw scores on the picture vocabulary and readiness pre- and

post-tests to determine if the difference between these

groups taught by different teachers was statistically sig-

nificant.

The findings of this study were as follows:

1. Individual children exhibited significant

(a - .05) growth in basic skill areas that may

have been submerged by focusing entirely upon

statistical evaluations of the whole group.

2. In basic learning skills, as measured by the

standardized readiness test (MRT), children

participating in the kindergarten program made

positive gains at the .05 level of significance

during the time of the study. Furthermore, when

comparing this gain to the norm it was beyond

that which was expected and was significant at

the .05 level.
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3. Growth in basic learning skills was greatest in

the areas of manipulation skills, visual skills,

and auditory-language skills as measured by the

subtests of the standardized readiness test.

4. In vocabulary concepts, as measured by the

picture vocabulary test (PPVT), children par-

ticipating in the kindergarten program made

positive gains at the .05 level of significance

during the time of the study. However, com-

paring this gain to the norm it was not signifi-

cantly different from that which was expected.

5. No significant differences were found between

the two classrooms participating in the kinder-

garten program in vocabulary concepts and basic

learning skills even though they were taught by

different teachers.

Educational Implications and Conclusions

This study provided a description of the development

of the kindergarten program and the diagnostic test battery.

The study also provided a description of the training pro-

cedures for teachers to enable them to implement the pro-

gram. An attempt was made to evaluate the growth of the

children in basic learning skills and vocabulary concepts,

by use of both nonstandardized and standardized measures.

From the data, the following conclusions and impli-

cations are presented:
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The kindergarten program developed in this study

appears to be an effective means for providing

for basic learning skills of individual children

as well as the class as a whole.

In-service education appears to be an effective

means of preparing teachers to implement a pro-

gram and was effective in helping the teachers

select appropriate methods and materials in

planning for the individual needs of children.

The use of a diagnostic test battery to assess

basic learning skills appears to be useful in

assisting the teacher in planning effectively

to meet the learning needs of individual

children.

The data appear to indicate that the program was

more effective in developing the basic learning

skills and language concepts which involved

reasoning rather than the vocabulary concepts as

measured by the picture vocabulary test. The

reason for this discrepancy may be that the ex-

pressive aspect of the program emphasized a

general understanding of language patterns

rather than specific vocabulary concepts.

The data appear to indicate that the groups

that the teachers worked with were fairly equal

in both kindergarten classrooms and remained so
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throughout the study since there was no differ-

ence between the groups at the .05 level of sig-

nificance as measured on the standardized pre-

and post-tests. This would indicate different

teachers did not influence the effect of the

program. This may have been a result of the

influence of the in-service training during the

program.

Recommendations for Further Research

The limitations of this study point up the need for

further research to determine the cause and effect rela-

tionships of the kindergarten program developed in this

study. There is a particular need to investigate the rela-

tionship of the diagnostic test battery compared with a

criterion measure throughout the program to establish the

reliability and validity of the test battery. From this

study and according to the measures used in this study, it

would seem that there is a close relationship between the

battery and the readiness test. However, further research

would be indicated to determine whether the relationship

remains over a period of time and how close this relation-

ship is.

Since this study was concerned with providing a

description of the development of the program, implementa-

tion procedures and evaluation procedures, an experimental
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study might reveal causal relationships between specific

activities and gain in basic learning skills and language

concepts.

Further research to determine the growth in sentence

patterns and expressive language is indicated. From this

study and the measures used, the evidence does not clearly

indicate what the influence of the program was on language

develOpment.

In view of the fact that this study was a descrip-

tive study of one type of kindergarten program which in-

volved reviewing other early childhood programs it would

be recommended that further research of this type might

make a compilation of various kindergarten programs now

being conducted. This would provide a guide of the current

trends and also provide a reference for making visitations

to programs that might be attempting to meet similar ob-

jectives.

From this study recommendations could be made for

the support of the public school system to provide oppor-

tunities for in-service for their classroom teachers. It

appears that the public school and the children both would

benefit from the participation of classroom teachers in

in-service programs designed specifically for classroom

teachers and their current problems.
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INFORMAL mrenvmw'

A short initial interview not only puts the child at ease, since the questions are within

the realm of his immediate knowledge and experience, but also gives the examiner a quick

glimpse of the child's level of performance and of his powers of organization.

You, as an examiner, need to be deft and fluid. It the child hits an impasse, it is up

to you to shift questioning or proceed with the next item.

Observe and, it you can, jot down what he says.

This sentence construction, grammatical errors, pronunciation, all tell a story about this

specific child in this specific situation. The exact information is not the important aspect of this

tfask. Rather how he proceeded, his methods the way he answered each question is more signi-

ncant.

QUESTIONS

1. How old are you? When is your birthday?

2. How many brothers and sisters do you have? How old are they?

00 you like being older, younger, middle? Why? (etc.)

3. What is today? (date - date)

What is the month?

What is the year?

What did you do yesterday?

4. Where are you? What town do you live in? Street?

5. What do you like to do at home?

What games do you like to play?

What jobs do you have at home?

Do you have any pets at home?

‘Reprinted from

Ilg and Ames, School Readiness, p. 4|.
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DICTATEO senrences ‘

Directions:

Say: “I am going to read some sentences. I want you to listen carefully. When I finish,

I want you to say them back to me. Say them just the way I say them. Don't change any of .

the words."

"If I say, 7719 birds sing. What would you say?" Correct him if necessary.

"Now try this one, The rain began to fall." Correct him if necessary. If he fails both

examples, go back over them until he repeats them correctly. Then go on to the test. Say the

sentences only once after going over the sample.

Test Sentences:

l. The boy hit the baseball.

2. The Jack-in-tlev box p0pped up.

3. The children played with the puppies.

4. The little kitten drank her milk.

5. The big dog barked at the black cat.

6. The boys threw snowballs at the snowman.

7. The fish took the worm from the boy's hook.

S The bell rang for the children to come in to school.

9. The snow falls in the winter, the rain falls in the summer.

10. When the weather is good, we go out in a boat to catch fish.

ll. After the rain st0pped, the-birds looked for worms in the grass.

12. In summer the little animals play in the green forest.

13. The ball bounced into the backyard, and rolled under a rosebush.

14. l have two red sweaters and one pair of black boats.

15. The wind began to blow, the leaves began to fall, and the clouds covered the sun.

(Discontinue after 5 consecutive errors.)

Observation:

This test is designed to provide some measure of auditory memory. From the test the

examiner may observe the student's skill in retaining related information received auditorily. The

examiner may also be able to observe the child's skill in relating to the correct language pattern.

Observation of the child's reaction as the task increases in difficulty should be made. Observe

enunciation, sentence structure, verb tense, and usage.

 

Il’ierce H. McLeod, Macomb Test Battery, Macomb County Intermediate School District,

mimeo., l963.
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AURAL comm;1

Directions:

Say: “Now we are going to play with blocks." (Hand the block to the child.) "Can you

do this? (Tap the corner of the block on the table tap 3 or 4 times.) ”I am going to tap on

the bottom of the table in a certain way and when I'm finished I want you to tap on the tap

of the table the same way I tapped on the bottom. Now, do you know what the hardest part

of the game is? It's waiting until I've finished before you start. I'll help you. I'll nod my

head when I'm finished. Wait for the nod. Ready? Listen!"

Tapping Patterns

1. dot - dot

2. dot — dot

3. dot dot — dot dot

4. dot - dot dot dot

5. dot dot dot - dot

6. dot dot — dot dot dot

7. dot dot dot - dot dot

8. dot - dot dot - dot dot dot

9. dot dot dot — dot dot — dot

l0. dot — dot dot dot — dot — dot dot

——--— --“—_———..—._————_—_.-
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LETTER xnomeoce resr‘

Materials needed: Lippincott Reading Readiness Test

Pierce McLeod, Lippincott Company,

You need the test booklet and the letter flash cards.

Directions For Administration:

Say: "I am going to show you how to play some games with letters. "

"There are four letters in this box. Let's say their names together: .1 - M - O - G.

(Pbint to the letter named.) New look at the letter on this card."

Hold up a card with 0 on it.

“Is the letter on the card the same as the first letter? (Point) No, it isn't. Is the letter

on the card the same as the second letter? (Point) No, it isn't. Is the letter on the card

the same as the third letter? (Point) Yes, it is. So you point to this letter." (Point to

the 0.)

Follow the same procedure for the second line using letter A, and the third line using

letter 3;

Check to see that the children understand and that they are following these procedures.

Say: "Now, open your booklet and place your marker under the first line." (Demonstrate)

“I am going to show you a letter on a card. I want you to look‘at the letter carefully and

then find it among the letters on the first line and point to it. We will be doing the same

thing that we just did on the other page (cover). Ready? Look!"

Show the flash card for five seconds. Put the card down.

“Find the letter and point to it." “Move your marker to the next line, etc."

Continue as described above presenting the letters on flash cards in the following order:

12345678910111213

FSOICLPARB T X N

"Now go on to the next page. Put you marker under the first line."

12345678910111213

DJHYUWZEKO M G V

1Reprinted from
. .

Pierce H- MCI-900. Letter KDOMEdQe Reading Readiness Test, (Philadelphia: Lippincott

company. '965) I p. 2 . 3.—_
——

—
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houses enooucmc‘

Materials needed: Seven 7 blocks

Brenner Developmental Gestalt Test of School Readiness Booklet

Directions: Place blocks on table in a random manner. Do not have them in groups.

I. Say: "Here are some blocks. Will you place 4 in my hand?"

00 not make any sign of correctness or incorrectness.

2. Say: "Now give me three blocks."

3. Say: "Now I put them all together and how many do I have?"

If a child produced the wrong responses in l or 2 silently correct the

mistakes by adding or taking army bloc/rs from those at hand.

' NUMBER RECOGNITION

Materials needed: Number recognition dot figures from Brenner Gestalt Test Manual.

Directions: Examiner shows child Number Recognition page I of dot figures, and says:

“Here are some groups of dots I am going to point to a group. How many are here . . .

here . . . here?"

fxaminer points to groups in an irregular manner. Each group of dots must he

asked before going to Number Recognition page 2 and Number Recognition

page 3.

Scoring: Check correct identification of all dot groups with same number of dots: all 1's, all 2's,

all 3's, all 4's, etc. in column. If one or more groups with the same number of dots are

wrong or not answered, check the whole column.

1Reprinted from

Brenner, Brenner Gestalt 1351: p. l0 - 11.
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WINTERHAVEN COPY FORMS

Materials needed: Furnish each child with a plain sheet of paper and pencil with aneraser.

You need the Perceptual Forms Teacher's Test Manual.

Directions for Administration:

Say: "We are going to make some drawings on this paper. To do the drawings I want

you to copy these forms (flip through cards, one at a time, first 4) on your sheet

of paper."

"First, make one like this."

If child asks where he should draw it on the paper tell him, “Draw it on the paper

anywhere you think it belongs." Allow the child to position the paper as well as

move it while drawing.

Proceed in a similar manner through the succeeding drawings. Use only the circle,

cross, square, and triangle with 439 to 5 year olds.

 

1Reprinted from

Winter Haven Lions Publication Committee. PerceFtual Co Forms, Teacher's [gs_t Manual

(Vlfinter Haven, Florida: Winter Haven Lions tcatton, 63) p. 3.
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new a MAN I

Materials needed: Paper and pencil with eraser.

Directions:

Say: "On this paper make a picture of a man. Make the very best picture that you can.

Take your time and work very carefully."

If a child is excenively avoidant or negative, suggest that he draw: daddy - mother -

brother - sister - or self.

Scoring: Ten items are scored. Where more than one detail is mentioned, all details must be

present for a score. This applies to 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

d a Head

Eyes, nose, mouth

Neck

Trunk

Two arms

Hands with fingers

Two legs

Clothes: two or more articles

s
e
p
w
s
i
s
-
e
s
-
s
e
t
v

Hair and ears

d 9 Good proportion of body parts.

IBrenner, Brenner Gestalt Ie_st_, p. 16.
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IDENTIFICATION or eoov ennrs‘

Specific Instructions:

Age: All children of school age.

Material: None.

Procedure: Instruct the child to stand facing you. Say to the child:

"Touch your shoulders."

"Touch your hips."

"Touch your head."

"1'ouch your ankles"

"Touch your ears."

"1'ouch your feet."

"Touch your eyes."

"Touch your elbows."

"Touch your mouth."3
9
9
°
.
“
9
’
9
‘
9
9
’
N
.
”

Scoring: A rating is assigned based on the child's over-all performance. Assign the child one of the

following ratings. '

If the child performs adequately throughout.

If he shows only slight hesitancy or confusion.

If the child shows hesitancy in more than one or two of the commands.

If he points to only one of the paired parts.

If the child is unable to identify one or more of the parts called for, he shows marked

hesitancy (except elbows) or if he "feels around" to find the part.

m
e
w
w
-

Observations:

Among the behavior to be considered evaluating the child's responses are the following:

Is the movement toward the part called for prompt and certain or does he hesitate as though

he had to "think out" where the part is located before he begins response? Does he contact

the described part accurately and surely or does he move his hand in the general direction of

the part and then "feel around" until random contact results? Is he aware of the bilateral

relationships of pared parts as shown by prompt belateral response, touching both members of

the pair simultaneously? Some hesitation and confusion may be permitted in response to the

command, "Touch your elbows ," because of the cross lateral response required of the hands.

However, the child should, after some experimentation, be able to solve the problem.

 

1Reprinted from

Roach and Kephart, Purduefl Survey, p. 34 - 36.
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WALKING aoAno'

General Rating considerations

Kephart had recommended that the walking board be laid flat on the floor for initial testing.

However, since all of the data collected in the normative study were obtained on a walking board

using brackets, it is necessary to collect the performance data on a board similar to the one used in

the normative study. Some current research indicates that a board which is just a few inches off the

floor may have an effect on performance, particularly among poor performers.

Several normative studies using the walking board as a device for measuring a dynamic balance

are reported in the physical education literature. Seashore was probably the first to quantify and

standardize the walking board as a test, and he reports that improvement occurs with age and

growth. Most of the improvement occurs in the early years where a steady increase in performance

with age is shown. At the age eleven or twelve the curve of improvement flattens out and does not

rise appreciably again during the "average" lifetime. (Wallon, et. al. recently reported similar find-

ings with a study of French children.)

The scoring criteria for this item in the survey are in no way as detailed or rigorously defined as

those used in the earlier studies cited. The primary question to be answered by observation of per-

formance on this item is whether the child has a general balance problem. Has he learned to use

both sides of his body in the balancing task? Are appropriate muscle groups brought into action

when he is faced with losing his balance? Has the child developed enough postural flexibility to

meet new situations requiring balance and to transfer and generalize his prior learning in this area

from one specific situation to another similar but not identical situation? Does he avoid the task?

Specific Instructions

Administer: No age limitation (norms are for 6-10).

Material: The walking board should be a section of two-by-four board measuring eight to twelve

feet long and placed on brackets so that the board is at least six inches off the floor. The four-inch

side of the two-by-four is the surface on which the child is asked to walk.

Procedure

The child walks on the four-inch flat surface of the board as he would walk on a fence rail. Be

sure the child has plenty of room to use his arms in balancing without a wall, a chair, or other ob-

jects Position the child on the floor at one end of the board. Tell him, "Get up on the board and

walk to the other end." When he has come to the far end of the board, say, "Now walk it back-

ward." When he has walked across the board again, say, “Now walk it sidewise." When he has

walked sidewise in one direction, say, "Now come back sidewise." Be sure he faces in the same di-

rection as before so that in walking back he uses the opposite foot to lead. Many children will turn

180 degrees so that in the second sidewise task they use the same lead foot that they used in the

first sidewise task.

 

1Reprinted from Roach and Kephart, PPMS
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In each task of the survey, it is desirable to elicit as nearly normal or customary behavior as pos-

sible. For this reason the specific task instructions have been left as unstructured as possible. Thus,

in the first task, the instruction is, "Walk to the other end." The child is not told how to walk the

board nor is he given any hint regarding any approach which he might take to the problem. Should

he ask a question concerning method or approach, the standard answer is, "Do it the way you think

it should be done." Try not to structure the task in any way for the child.

If the child is unable to start the task under conditions of such lack of structure, a second level

of structuring is used. Verbal descriptions of the task and possible methods of approach to the task

are given. Here the child is given verbal symbolic structure but is required to translate this symbolic

structure into concrete movements

If he still cannot start, a third level of instruction is used. The examiner demonstrates the per-

formance. In this case the examiner says, "Do it like this." He then gets on the board and walks to

the end. In this instance, structuring of the task is supplied through demonstration and the child is

permitted to perform by imitation.

lf performance is still not elicited, the final level of structuring is used. Here the child's move-

ments are guided in the proper direction. On the walking board the examiner will hold the child's

hand to help him balance and, if necessary, will grasp his ankle and guide the foot to the pr0per

position. Structuring is thus provided at the concrete motor level.

Scoring

The child is assigned a rating on each of the three tasks.

Forward ‘

1. If the child walks easily and maintains dynamic body balance throughout.

2. If the child has occasional difficulty but is able to regain balance each time.

3. If the child steps off the board more than once. If he pauses frequently and has diffi-

culty regaining balance.

4. If the child cannot perform or if more than one-fourth of his performance is out of

balance.

Backward

I. If the child walks easily and maintains balance throughout without looking behind him.

2. If the child has occasional difficulty but is able to regain balance each time.

3. If the child steps off the board more than twice. If he pauses frequently. If he cannot

perform without looking behind him.

Sidewise

1. If the child walks easily in either direction.

Z If the child has occasional difficulty but is able to regain balance each time.

3. If the child steps off the board more than two times in one direction. If he pauses fre-

quently and has difficulty regaining balance.

4. If the child cannot perform. If his performance is markedly out of balance. If his per-

formance in one direction is markedly better than in the other. (Consider difference

in performance in the two directions without reference to the level of performance.

An obvious difference is indicative of difficulty.)

 

IReprinted from Roach and Kephart
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Juueruc'

Specific Instruction

Age: All children of school age can be administered all eight tasks.

Materials: None.

Procedure: It is best to administer this item in a room which is relatively free of furniture or

other obstacles. Particularly in tasks E through H, the demonstration level of instruction will be

needed. The child should not be penalized if he required this additional help with those tasks

which are difficult to describe verbally.

Task A (Both F eet)-—lnstruct the child. "Place both feet together, Jump one step forward."

(Describe performance on the test blank if inadequate.)

Task 8 (Right Foot)--—lnstruct the child. "Stand on your right foot with your left foot off the

floor. Jump one step forward without putting your left foot down." If the child is not able to

maintain balance on right side do not discontinue the task but note this behavior. (Describe per-

formance if adequate.)

Task C (Left Foot)-Same as Task 8 except that the child hops on his left foot keeping the right

off the floor.

Task D (Skip)—Place the child at one side of the room with as much space as possible directly in

front of him. Instruction him: "Skip across the room." Make certain the child has enough room

to achieve good free rhythmic movement. (Describe performance if adequate.)

Task E (Hop l/ll-Say to the child: "I want you to hop once on the right foot, then once on

the left, once on the right, then on the left, etc." If he stops, say "Keep going." If he pauses mark-

edly between each hop, say “Can you go faster?" If he moves forward as in running or walking, say

"Stay in one place and keep happing." He should sustain this performance for at least thirty sec-

onds. (Describe performance if inadequate.)

Task F (Hop 2/2l-Same as Task E, except the child is instructed to hop twice on the right foot

and then twice on the left foot. (Describe performance if inadequate.)

Task 6 (Hop 2/l)—Say to the child: "Now hop twice with your right foot and once with your

left." If he spontaneously begins two with the left and one with the right, reverse the order of G

and H in the presentation.

Task H (Hop l/2)—Same as Task 6 except that the child is instructed to hop twice on the left

foot and once on the right.

Scoring: Each task is evaluated individually as adequate or inadequate. The rating is then based

on the number of tasks adequately performed.

f. If the child performs all tasks easily.

2. If the child can alternate sides symmetrically. (Tasks A through F performed adequately)

3. If the child can hop on either foot at will. (Tasks A through E performed adequately)

4. If the child can only perform symmetrically. (Fewer than five tasks performed adeuqately)

 

1Purdue, p. 32-34
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READINESS CHECK LIST

Physically mature for age in size and weight.

lndulges in mature behavior (for age) in play and school activities.

Appears to have normal vision.

Can listen intelligently and follow oral directions without frequent

repetitions.

Expresses self intelligently in a social situation.

Can follow a story when read to, and react with appropriate behavior,

or with apparent comprehension.

Speaks in a manner appropriate for age level.

Speaks in complete sentences.

Can express ideas in a meaningful manner.

Can relate a story or some incident in a coherent manner.

Employs an appropriate vocabulary.

ls able to perceive opposites and express these perceptions through

language

Has an average fund of general information.
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QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO PARENTS

KINDERGARTEN ROUND—UP

FITZGERALD PUBLIC SCHOOLS

WARREN, MICHIGAN

We request your cooperation in completing the attached questionnaire. The information will be

helpful to your child's teacher in planning the instructional program and in a better understanding

of your child so that his/her individual needs will be met.

All personal data is held in strict confidence. It is available only to those professional people who

are directly concerned with your child's educational program.

Thank you for your interest and assistance.

 

(Principal)

 

(School)
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KINDERGARTEN ROUND-UP

PERSONAL DATA AND HEALTH HISTORY
 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

  
 

  

  

 
  

  

  

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

SCHOO L

DATE _—

Year Month Day

NAME BIRTHDATE

Last First Middle Year Month Day

ADDRESS

Number SIIIIIII City Zip Code

TELEPHONE AGI.

Years Months

PARENTS AGE

Father's Name

AGE

Mother‘s Name

HE Hl E Ml Y

BROTHERS , AGE SISTERS AGE

I. Is child living with someone other than natural parent?

Name of Person

Relation to child

2. How many different places has this child lived? Number

Comment

3. Are there others living in the household? Yes____ No

Comment 



10.

II.

12.

I3.

14.

I5.
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. Parent Employment Data:

Lame; J2me.

Wluuo einployrid

Type of Work

Hours worked

Has work been regular Yes No Yes No_—

. What arrangements for child care have been made during working hours?

. Was this child a full-term baby Yes No

Normal delivery Explain  

 

At what age did this child:

a) being to speak

b) get first tooth

 

 

r.) wulk nlunu without support
 

il) become toilet trained 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Are there any difficulties with this child's toilet habits? Yes No__..__.

Comment

Are there any difficulties with this child's eating habits? Yes No

Comment

Does this child sleep all night in his own bed? Yes No

Comment

No  Does this child have any unusual sleep habits? Yes

Comment 

Does this child have any major fears, worries, or temper tantrums? Yes No  

Comment 

No  Does this child need help getting dressed? Yes

Cnuununt 

Is this clulil's speech understood by persons outside the inunuiliiitu family?

Yes

Has it been necessary for the child to be separated from his parents as a result of visits, hospital-

izations, divorce, death, etc.? Yes No

Comment

No...___ 
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16. Does this child still take afternoon naps? Yes No  

Comment 

I7. How do you discipline your child?

Comment
 

18. Does this child have an opportunity to play with other children his/her own age?

   

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Yes No Comment

19. Is there anything you feel we should know about your child to help us in understanding him/her

better?

20. Has this child attended:

Nursery School Yes No

Church Schools Yes No

21. What experiences has this child had?

200 Yes No

Circus Yes No

Downtown Detroit Yes No

Farm I Yes No

Public Library Yes No

Bus Rift Yes No

Train Ride Yes No

Airplane Ride Yes No

Vacation Trips Yes No

Where

22. Do you read to your child? Yes No How Often   

 
23. What musical experiences has your child had?

 

24. Underline all of the following terms which best describe the behavior of your child:

Shy Aggressive Tactful Happy

Boisterous Deracted Approhensive Serene

Rough Nervous Humorous Worrying Typo

Stubborn Gentle Sensitive Temperamental

Demonstrative Destructive Constructive Creative

Sad Physically Active Quiet/Withdrawn Physically Passive



25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

272

  

 

  

Does this child have any unusual physical characteristics? Yes No

Comment

Has this child had any serious accidents, illness, or operations? Yes No

Comment 

Has this child had any high fevers? Yes No

How many degrees? ..___ For how long a period of time

  

 

Are you aware of any problems related to:

  

  

a) Vision Yes No

b) Hearing Yes No

c) Allergies Yes No  

Does this child have any nervous habits? Yes No  

Comment 

Is this child subject to convulsions or fainting spells? Yes No  

Comment 
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3 last first initial Test Date: ~ year month

)1 Teacher Birth Date: year month

Grade: K - 1 - 2 - 3 Chronological

ict (Circle) Date: year month

39'; Tel. No.

er’s Name Father’s Name Father’s Occupation

III. Ten Dot Gestalt IV. Sentence Gestalt V. Druw-A-Mon

+ ...... _

l. H. Top

. 2. H. Center

3. H. Bottom

4. V. Left

5. V. Center 5. Two arms

6. V. Right 6. Hands and

7. D. LB 7.

8. D. R-L Clothes 2

9. Form Hair and ears

1Total 10.     

 
Add

4.TotalMinus - +1 +11 +III +IV +V

 

(Zero Scores Are Not Used)

Use Table 1 in Manual to convert BGT Total Score to Readiness Evaluation.
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READINESS RATING SCALES:

DIRECTIONS: Circle the number most descriptive of the child for each aspect of behavior or trait. A circled “l” is the loweslraq

a circled “5" is the highest rating.

SCORING: Thesum of the circled ratings A-H is the Achievement-Ability Rating. The sum of the circled ratings LP is the Social-Err

tional Behavior Rating. If circles are connected by lines, a profile is constructed, showing relative values. Ratings are comers-dd

values by use of the table below.

ACHIEVEMENT — ABILITY: SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL BEHAVIOR

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

  

 

 
 

Scores: 8-13 14-19 20-26 27-33 34-40

Values: Inadequate Fair Average Good Excellent

Letter Values: E D C B A

l, A-H ACHIEVEMENT-ABILITY SCALE Score Value (Letter)

l I- P SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL BEHAVIOR SCALE Score Value (Letter)

A. Gives up Makes reasonable Persistent and

easily efforts absorbed

l 2 3 5

B. Depends on Needs some help Very independent

adults

1 2 3 5 l

C. Poor thinking Average thinking Superior thinking

1 2 3 5 l

D. Never methodical 2 Usually rgethodical Always methodical

E. Low reading Average reading High reading

achiever achiever achiever

1 2 3 5 J

F. Low number work Average number High number work

achiever work achiever achiever

l 2 5 -i

G. Lacks hand-eye Fair hand-eye Good hand-63’e

coordination coordination coordination

l 2 3 _5__,,.1

H. Poor environmental Aware of environmental Responds and 319T“?

adjustments problems environmental profit}2

1 2 3 5 A

I. Inconsiderate, Sympathetic Thoughtful.

unconcerned considemlfi

1 2 3 M

J. Oftendirresgggfible, Usuaély resdggirsible, Always mdggifiibk'

un epen e epen e epen 9

1 2 3 4L4

K. Lacks goal Usually is goal Always. high}?

direction directed goal directed

1 2 3 M

L. Lacks self- Is confident High degree 0‘

confidence self-confidence

1 2 3 y

M. Easily upset Fairly stable copes well)“th

most situatwfl‘

.1 _ 2 3 y

N- Lita? interest Interest in some High ititelt’filt l“

in earning learning areas earnlns

1 2 a y

0. Little motivation Fair motivation High motiviliw

1 2 3 J/

P. Lack: cooperation 2 Average cgoperation Higbfll
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FORM A

PEABIIIIY PICTURE vocnurlnr rm A
INDIVIDUAL TEST RECORD

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  
 

   

NAME SEX: M F GRADE

(Last) (First) (Initial) (circle)

SCHOO; TEACHER

(or address) (or parent or phone)

CALCULATION YEAR MONTH DAY

DERIVED SCORES

Selling item Date

- Mental Age (M. A.)
:rrors Born

iaw score Intelligence quotient (1.9.) Age

Percentile (%Ile)

EXAMINER TIME CODE

 

JAN. 1 FEB. 2 MARCH 3 APRIL 4 MAY 5 JUNE 6 JULY 7 AUG. 8 SEPT. 9 OCT. 10 NOV. 11 DEC. 12

¥

'EST BEHAVIOR

xamples needed:

Ype of response:

over 3

Examiner pointed

only 1 2 or 3

Subject pointed ___S. called numbers

   

  

   

   

  

 

   

 

   

 

 

 

   

   

   

   

 

 

apport: easily attained slowly attained poor rapport

uessing: prone to guess guessed when asked resisted guessing

Deed of response: fast average slow

erbalization: talkative average taciturn

ttention span: __.distractible _average very attentive

erseveration: none noted some freClU‘Bnt

eed for praise: ...—little needed some needed much needed

ther test behavior:

HYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

otor activity: _hyperactive average _hypoactive

edation: none slight heavy

'nbulation: normal walks with support none

Deech: intelligible fairly intelligible unintelligible

earing: necessity to repeat

stimulus words never seldom often

————5- wore hearing aid ___S. watched examiner's

lips and face closely

sion: distance of eyes from under 8" ' __..-.....average (8"-20") over 20"

page ___S. wore glasses _S. owned but did not

wear glasses during test.

:her physical characteristics:

¥

OTHER INFORMATION (previous tests, dates, scores etc.; teacher estimates of vocabulary, intelligence, achievement; school

or work record)

4

I!

 

 

 

”"1" ©. 1959 by Lloyd M. Dunn. All rights reserved. The reproduction of this form by mimeogreph or in any other way is e violation of the copyright law.

W”6111111117125m7235. 2.726 [BM/Mm'5’1117/1'1112' (117/? 1011M: .l/x’x/Imln/x/ xii/Ill
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FORM A

 

 

  

NAME

Item Resp. Key Word

1 __(4) car

2 __(3) cow

3 __(1) baby

4 __(2) girl

5 __(1) ball

6 ...—__(3) block

7 __(2) clown

8 __(1) key

9 __(4) can

10 __(2) chicken

11 __(4) blowing

12 ____(2) fan

13 __(1) digging

14 __(1) skirt

15 -_.__(4) catching

16 _(1) drum

17 ____(3) leaf

18 ___(4) tying

19 __(1) fence

20 __(2) bat

21 ____(4) bee

22 ______.(3) bush

23 __(1) pouring

24 __(1) sewing

25 __(4) wiener

26 __(2) teacher

27 __(3) building

28 __(3) arrow

29 __(2) kangaroo

30 __(3) accident

31 ___(3) nest

32 __(4) caboose

33 __(1) envelope

34 __42) picking

35.—__(1) badge

36 _____(3) goggles

37 _____(2) peacock

38 ___(3) queen

39 ___(4) coach

4o - (1) whip

41 ##(4) net

42 #44) freckle

43 ————(3) eagle

44 p (2) twist

45 ,.___(4) shining

46 ____.__(2) dial

47 ~———(2) yawning

48 ...—__(2) tumble

49 _.____(1) signal

50 L.,—”(1) capsule  

Item Resp. Key Word

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

9O

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

——~—(1)

———-——(1)

——————(4)

-——(4)

———(3)

——(4)

—————(3)

__(1)

———(1)

———(2)

———(3)

————(4)

(3)

———(4)

———(2)

———-—(3)

———(2)

——-(4)

———-(1)

_____(1)

(4)

 

————(3)

————-(4)

——————-(3)

————(4)

——(3)

————(2)

———(4)

————(1)

————(2)

——(3)

———(2)

__(4)

————(1)

———(3)

———(2)

————(3)

———(4)

————(2)

————(1)

(3)

—-——(2)

——(1)

—————(1)

__(1)

fi—(3)

‘01)

“(4)

“(1)

“(1)

 

submarine

thermos

projector

group

tacang

transportation

counter

ceremony

pod

bronco

directing

funnel

dehght

lecturer

communication

archer

stadium

excavate

assaulting

stunt

meringue

appHance

chemist

arctic

destruction

porter

coast

hoisting

wailing

coil

kayak

sentry

furrow

beam

fragment

hovering

bereavement

crag

tantrum

submerge

descend

hassock

canine

probing

anghng

appraising

confining

precipitation

gable

amphibian  

Item Resp. Key Word

101 __(3)

102 __(2)

103 __(1)

104 __(3)

105 __(4)

106 __(1)

107 ___.(2)

108 __(2)

109 __(4)

110 __(2)

111 __(4)

112 ___(3)

113 __(3)

114 __(1)

115 ...—(2)

116 ___(4)

117 __(1)

118 _.___(3)

119 ___.(1)

120 __(2)

121 __(3)

122 __(4)

123 __(2)

124 ...—(2)

125 __(4)

126 ___(2)

127 __(2)

128 ...—_(4)

129 ___(3)

130 __(4)

131 __(1)

132 ____(1)

133 ...—(2)

134 ____(3)

135 __(1)

136 ____(4)

137 ....___(3)

138 ___(4)

139 __.__(2)

140 ___(4)

141 ___(2)

142 __(1)

143 __(2)

144 __(4)

145 ___._(3)

146 __(1)

147 __.___(2)

14s .____(3)

149 ____.(4)

150 ____..(3)

graduated

hieroglyphic

orate

cascade

illumination

nape

genealogist

embossed

mercantile

encumbered

entice

concentnc

vitreous

sibling

machete

waif

cornice

timorous

fettered

tartan

sulky

obehsk

ellipse

entomology

bumptious

dormer

coniferous

consternation

obese

gaunflet

inclement

cu pola

obliterate

bu rnishing

bovine

eminence

legume

senile

deleterious

raze

ambulation

cravat

impale

ma rsu pial

predatory

incertitude

imbibe

homuncu'us

cryptogam

pensHe
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HANDBOOK FOR

PLANNING ACTIVITY CENTERS

SELF-SELECTION KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

 

 

 

Goals of a Self-Selection Program

In a self-selection program the goals for each child are based upon the belief

in (I) the worth, value, and dignity of each individual and (2) recognition that

meaningful interaction with others is a basic need.

The teacher then guides the child through critical and creative thinking into

(I) selecting and setting worthwhile goals for himself, (2) arriving at purposes that

will give direction to his behavior, and (3) planning and carrying out the necessary

actions to realize these goals in terms of his own purposes.

The ultimate goal for the child is the acquiring ol sell-discipline, learning

how to make his own decisions, and knowing whether his behavior is acceptable to

others.
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The Role of the Teacher

The self-selection classroom provides for a more individualized approach to

learning with the emphasis placed on learning through discovery. The teacher

prepares the learning environment, demonstrates, and then observes and offers

guidance when needed. The teacher carefully plans and arranges the environment

to ensure that opportunities are available for specific skill development while the

children interact with the materials she has set out for them to select from each

day.

Having carefully planned areas of interesting activities in various centers around

the room to develop motor skills, eye-hand coordination skills, visual skills, auditory

skills, language and cognitive skills, the teacher allows the child the freedom to choose

and select activities according to his own interests and abilities.

The teacher constantly acts as a ”facilitator of learning". When she sees a child

having difficulty, she acts as a "direct interventionist"and interacts with the child

to modify the instructional activity to insure the child's success at the task.

The teacher provides a balance between structured and creative activities in which

the child is free to express himself.
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Planning the Learning Activities

In a self-selection classroom the teacher structures the environment so that

the learning activities are in line with the theories of child development. The

learning activities are planned on the basis of the needs of the child and the

processes involved in the learning process.

Child‘s Learning I’roceeaes:l

Pereeive Think Try

(Awareness-Sensory Input) (Explore) (lmprovise, Organize.

Communicate)

:06 . Recall Analyze Try new ideas in

Tear‘h With Review Interpret action; see if they

OUL under- Compare Generalize produce results

Taste,etc. standi n3 Combine lnfer

Related Teacher Activities:

Show Discuss Apply

Show the students what you Raise questions Plan activities

want them to learn through Pose problems which require students

use of: Seek reasons to try out ideas.

objects real experiences Consider various points

pictures recordings of view

stories films

charts diagrams

The teacher acts as a diagnostic teacher and deliberately plans to relate the steps

in her lesons to the child's learning processes. She plans alternate activities to

allow for individual differences in learning among the children within her class.

 

 

ITeacher-Trainer Manual, Salt Lake City:Church of Jesus Christ of L.D.S., l989, p. l0.
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Three types of activities are available in the self-selection classroom, (I) independent

activities with materials that are sallcorrectino and give immediate feedback as the child

interacts with them, (2) creative or expressive activitieswhere the child is free to experiment

or express himself in a variety of ways and, (3) planned learning activates where the

child and the teacher interact with each other.

In evaluating these learning activities the teacher uses the following guidelines.

I. Did the activities relate to the (a) main idea and (b) specific behavioral objectives?

2. Was anything done to determine what the child already knew? This involves

preassessment to insure that activities match the readiness of the child to be involved.

Were alternatives available to alter the plan if necessary?

3. In planning the learning activities what was done to make the activities meaningful

in view of---

a. Child's Learning Procedures b. Teacher Activities

I. perceive-«awareness I. show

2. think-«explore 2. discuss

3. trymimprovise, organize, 3. apply-«verbalize to guide original

communicate thinking,

4. What evaluation was built into the lesson? Was the objective accomplished?

In planning her learning activities the teacher may use the following outline:

I. General Purpose or Main Idea

2. Specific behavioral objectives

3. Preassessment

4. Alternative activities to accomodate differences

5. Learning activities

6. Evaluation

The following pages present some sample activities that are planned for a learning

center that may be included in a self-selection classroom.

I. Ibid.
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GROSS MOTOR ACTIVITY

General Purpose: To develop balance and coordination of movement of large muscles.

Behavioral Objectives:

. The child will be able to travel in various ways through an obstacle

course consisting of various apparatus with a minimum of help.

The child will be able to crawl across a low ladder, stepping on each

step without falling.

The child will be able to balance on a pair of "boot straps’ and walk

the distance of approximately nine feet without stepping off.

The child will be able to jump on the inner-tube trampoline without

losing his balance.

The child will be able to tell in words when he is traveling low, high,

above, below, or between objects in the obstacle course.

9
'
9
5
”
!
”

Preassessmant:

Theewakling board may be used as a test to discover children that have a

great deal of difficulty with balance and coordination.

Alternate Activities:

If the child repeatedly loses his balance on the apparatus the teacher may

try activities to develop balance while sitting on the floor, such as, the seat pivet, rolling

sit-ups, etc.

Learning Activity:

Show: Children may be asked to demonstrate various ways to travel the maze or

obstacle course.

Discuss: The children should be encouraged to describe the demonstrated

activities in verbal terms, using vocabulary such as low, high,

above, below or between.

Apply: The children will travel the obstacle course in various ways.

Evaluation.

The teacher will observe children that have difficulty with balance and coordin-

ation as they travel the obstacle course. .
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FINE MOTOR ACTIVITY

Manipulative Skills

General Purpose: To develop fine motor coordination through the use of manipulative materials.

Behavioral Objectives: ,

1. The children will be able to join pieces of wood together with plastic huts and

2. T‘hfihildren will be able to verbally describe what they are making.

Preassessrhent: The teacher may ask the child to demonstrate how to screw the nuts and bolts

together.

Alternative Activities:

Children who have difficulty may participate by screwing covers on cans or larger

sized toys that involve screwing and unscrewing.

Learning Activity:

Show: The children will screw the nut onto the bolt attaching pieces of wood.

Discuss: The children will identify and discuss the materials used-«nuts, bolts, and wood.

Apply: Using the nuts and bolts, the children build an object such as an airplane or a

table; or they may merely link several pieces of wood together.

Evaluation:

The teacher may observe the following:

Did the children successfully screw a not on a bolt?

Did the children successfully attach two pieces of wood together using nuts and bolts?

Did the children successfully build an object of his choice or possibly teacher's suggestion?
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MANIPULATIVE SKILLS ACTIVITY

General Purpose: To provide the child with a means for motor expression and to develop

eye hand coordination through creative exploration with various art media.

Objectives: The child will experiment with letters, shapes, and animal sponges and a variety of

paint colors.

Preasassment:

The child will be asked the following questions to determine what he already knows

about the activity:

What do you usually paint with?

Do you know what this is? (Hold up a sponge cut in the shape of a letter or animal.)

How do you think we could use these to paint with?

Alternative Activities;

There may be other tables set up in the art center with brush painting, clay, end/or

cutting and pasting activities.

Learning Activities:

Show: Demonstrate using the sponges to make prints.

Discuss: While the child is dipping the sponges and printing, the teacher will

encourage the child to tell what color paint he is using and name the

shape, letter, or animal.

Apply: The child will use the various shaped sponges (circle, squares, triangles

and various letter shapes) to make his own picture.

Evaluation: Observe only. This activity is one for creative exploration.
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EYE-HAND COORDINATION ACTIVITY

Manipulative Skills

General Purpose: To develop eye-hand coordination and finger dexterity through

manipulative materials.

Behavioral Objective The child will be able to lace the shoe string in and out of

the lacing from without missing any holes.

Preassassment: The child may be asked to attempt to lace with the Montenori

lacing frames or other larger lacing toy.

Alternate Activities: If the child has difficulty he may string large beads or place

large pegs in the large pegboard.

Learning Activities:

Show: The teacher may demonstrate or ask the child to show how he

would lace the various shape frames.

Discuss: Can you name these shapes? Tell me how you would lace this?

(The teacher may also include color words and counting.)

Apply: The child will lace as many frames as he wishes.

Evaluation: This will be done by observation either during the task or by looking

at the completed frames.
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MANIPIJLATIVE SKILLS ACTIVITY

General Purpose: To develop eye-hand coordination, finger dexterity, and the

visual skills through manipulative materials.

Behavioral Objectives:

1. The child will be able to glue beans on the card to form each letter

of his name.

2. The child will be able to recognize his name.

3. The child will name the letters in his name.

Can you find your name on the name chart? Have the child locate

his own name.

Alternative Activities:

The child may also be asked to make his name with magnetic letters and name

the letters.

Pramsssment:

Learning Activities:

The teacher will print the child's name for him on a card as theShow:

child watches.

Discuss: The teacher will encourage the child to identify each letter as it

is written. When cards are finished the child will be asked to

find his own name when it is among other name cards.

Apply: The child will glue the beans over the letters of his name making

the name stand out from the colored card.

Evaluation: Evaluation is built into the activity as the teacher observes the child

forming the letters.
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VISUAL SKILLS ACTIVITY

General Purpose: To develop visual discrimination through tactile and visual inspection.

Behavioral Objectives: I. The child will trace around the shapes with his finger and

count the sides.

2. The child will count the different shapes.

3. The child will verbally name the basic shapes such as circle, square, triangle,

star, etc.

4. The child will be able to move the ball to find the proper opening for

the proper shape and place the shape in the ball.

Praassassmant: Hold up the shapes: Can you tell me what shape this is?

Can you trace what shape this is?

Can you feel the shape in the air?

What do you think you should do with the shapes and the ball?

Alternative Activities: If the child does not know the basic shapes have him hold them,

feel them and talk about them. If the child does know the shapes, he will work

with and discuss the more complex shapes.

Learning Activities:

Show: The child will demonstrate, with the help of the teacher, how he

places the shape in the proper opening.

Discuss: How many shapes can you show and name?

Apply: The child will hold the shape, and find the proper opening to place

it in the bell.

Evaluation: 1. Did the child place all of the shapes in the ball without failure?

A posting box may be used to see if the child recognizes a circle,

square, and triangle with other games.
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VISUAL DISCRIMINATION ACTIVITY

General Purpose: To help develop the concept of visual discrimination through

sensory motor manipulation of parquetry designs.

Objectives: The children will match the color shapes to the design card and place the block

directly on the card. Fine motor coordination will be developed by the

manipulation of the small block?

Preassassment: What shape is the block? Can you find something in the room that is the

same shape as this block? Find an object in the room that is the same color?

Alternative Activities: The children will begin the activity with only two shapes on the

design cards and progress to cards with several shapes.

Learning Activities:

Show: The children will use the design cards and the different shape parquetry blocks.

Discuss: Does your design match the card? What two shapes do you need to make the

shape on the card?

Apply: The child will match the block shapes on the design card and later try to

reproduce the design next to the picture rather than directly on the card.

Evaluation: The teacher will be able to evaluate the child's progress if he is able to

manipulate the blocks when placing on the design cards. The teacher may also

observe if the child can match the blocks on the design cards or reproduce

the design by looking at the card and making the design next to the card.
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AUDITDRY SKILLS ACTIVITY

General Purpose: To provide auditory discrimination of sounds heard in the child's

community and associate these sounds with pictures.

Objective: The children will identify sounds they hear on the recording by saying the

word and pointing to the picture which identifies it.

Praassassmant: The teacher may show the children the pictures and ask: What is this

a picture of? What kind of sound does it make? Can you make its sound?

Alternative Activities: The teacher can ask the children what sounds they hear around the

classroom, around the farm and near their own home.

Learning Activities:

Show: The teacher sets up the phonograph and earphones and demonstrates the use of

the listening post. The children are instructed to listen to find the sounds that go

with the pictures.

Discuss: The teacher should encourage the children to discuss each picture, the objects

used and the sound.

Apply: The children will listen to the sounds and point to the picture. Then they will

say the name of the object which makes the sound. If a tape recorder is available

the children may record sounds around the room and make their own cards to

illustrate the sounds.

Evaluation: The teacher can keep a record of how many sounds each child made and how

well they described the thing that made the sound.
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LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

General Purpose: To provide experience in expressing oneself verbally through characterization

and dramatization with puppets.

Objectives: l. The children will retell, create, or extend a story sequence to indicate a beginning,

a midpoint and an end.

2. The children will vary their voice intonation when portraying different roles

with the puppets.

3. The children will use expressive language patterns.

Praassassment: Ask questions such as ; How would you make your voice sound as if you were

"Daddy Bear", "Baby Bear", "Mother Bear"?

Alternate Activities: The children may dramatize the story with out the use of the puppets.

Learning Activities:

Show: Read or tell a short story .

Discuss: Have children indicate comprehension through follow-up questions:

1. Who were the main characters?

2. What was the first thing that happened, next, last?

3. Why did the character do particular things?

4. How did he feel? How would he talk?

APP'V: Allow children to partake in different characters to dramatize the story with

puppets. Guide and emphasize the correct sequence to reconstruct the story.

Evaluation: 1. Note the children's language patterns observing: use of descriptive adjectives,

expressive voice quality, and number of varied words.

2. Note sequence portrayed in the dramatization.

-
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KINDERGARTEN MATERIALS LIST

 

I. Materials for General Movement Skill1

1.* Walking Beam 4.* Boot Straps 7.* Tunnel

2. Mats 5.* Wooden Ladder

3.* Large Balls 6.* Inner Tube Trampoline

8. Records for rhythmical activities

Choose records similar to those on the following list:

A. Physical Fitness and Education Record Sales

Self Expression Songs $7.95 157 Chambers Street

1-12" 33 l/3 R.P.M. New York, New York 10007

Animal Rhythmics

1-12" 33 1/3 R.P.M. $7.95 "

Classroom Rhythms

(animal)

l-12" 33 1/3 R.P.M. $5.95 "

Classroom Rhythms

(interpretive)

1-12" 33 1/3 RoPoMo $5.95 "

Childcraft Records

1-12" 33 1/3 R.P.M. $1.98 each

14 record in series $22.72 Total

Creative Rhythms Album

4-10" 78 R.P.M.

4 albums in series

The Circus

Visit to the Farm

The Seasons

Visit to the Park $30.00 Total

 

1Starred items are highly recommended by previous kinder-

garten teachers that have used these materials.
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Counting Games and

Rhythms 1-10" 33

1/3 R.P.M. $4.24

Honor Your Partner

Albums - Album 7

Basic Rhythms 3-12"

78 R.P.M. $10.00

Album 11 - Marches

4—12" 78 R.P.M. $12.00

Album 12 - Rope

Skipping,

Ball Bouncing

4-12" 78 R.P.M. $12.00

Sing 'N Do $6.95

3-7" 45 R.P.M.

Albums 1 through 6 $38.10

Developing Body-Space

Perceptual Motor Skills ~

Album 1 Body Image $4.98

Album 2 Laterality &

Directionality $4.98

Rhythm Time (71613)

Scott & Wood

3 records $7.93

{Adventures in Rhythm

(8273) 1-10" LP $4.15

The Development of Body

.Awareness and Position

in Space

‘Album 605 - Records 8

Guide $5.95

Exploring Perceptual Motor

Needs of Primary Level

Children

‘Album 606-7 Records and

Guide $11.90

Education Record Sales

157 Chambers Street

New York, New York 10007

each Newman Visual Ed. Inc.

album 2023 Easter Ave. S.E.

Grand Rapids, Michigan

49507

Webster Division

McGraw-Hill Book Company

Folkways Scholastic

Records

906 Sylvan Avenue

Englewood Cliffs, N.J.

97632

Educational Activities

Box 392

Freeport Long Island,

New York 11520
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II. Materials for Manipulative Skills

Construction Blocks

Nested Blocks, Nested Barrels, etc.

Rig-O-Jig

Montessori type materials

Large Beads and Laces

No. 47 $6.50

Developmental Learning

Materials, Pegboards and

Peg Design Cards

No. M128 (pegboard) $1.50

No. M129 (40 pegs) $2.75

No. P150 (200 designs) $12.50

Large Parquetry

No. W113 $2.50

No. P114 (designs) $3.75

Colored Inch Cubes

No. W110 $4.50

No. Pll (designs) $3.25

Visual Motor Perceptual

Teaching Materials

(Kit of manipulative

materials--games) $65.00

Brie Program Perceptual

Motor Teaching Materials

(Kit of Manipulative

materials--individual-

ized) $77.00

FRI Perceptual Motor

Development--Fairbanks-

Robinson (individualized) $79.00

Five Chalkboard Templates

9" x 11” Single Set $15.00

Elementary Teaching Aids

Math-Master Labs, Inc.

Big Spring, Texas

DLM

3505 N. Ashland Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

Teaching Resources, Inc.

334 Baylston St.

Boston, Massachusetts

02116

Programs to Accelerate

School Success

P.A.S.S., Inc.

Box 1004

Minneapolis, Minn. 55440
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School Skill Tracing Board

Complete set (pattern, sheets,

tracing board, and plastic

cover) $27.75

Readiness for Learning

McLeod

Teacher's Guide 1.35

Workbooks 1.35

Stencil Boards

No. P104 (Shape Stencils) 3.50

No. P105 (Animal Stencils) 3.50

No. P106 (Farm 8 Trans.) 3.50

III.

Wooden Jig-saw Puzzles

TRY

Task I, Task II, Task III

1 Special Examination Set $14.96

Three dimensional letters

Developmental Learning Materials

People Puzzles -No. P101 $4.50

Shape Puzzles -No. P103 $4.50

Letter Constancy-No. P125 $3.25

Alphabet Cards -No. P109 $5.25

Materials to develop letter

knowledge

Language Development Laboratory

Alphabet includes:

1 set Masonite Kinesthetic letters

Upper and Lower case

Materials for Visual Skills

P.A.S.S., Inc.

Box 1004

Minneapolis, Minn. 55440

J. B. Lippincott

Educational Pub. Div.

E. Washington Square

Philadelphia, Pa. 19105

D. L. M. Materials

3505 N. Ashland Avenue

Chicago, Ill. 60657

 

Creative Playthings, Inc.

Princeton, New Jersey

Noble and Noble Pub. Inc.

750 3rd Avenue

New York, New York 10017

Creative Playthings, Inc.

DLM

3505 N. Ashland Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

The Learning Center

Elementary School Dept.

Princeton, N.J. 08540

Letter molding kit--26 plastic molds1

Molding compound 5 lbs.

2 Wooden word making strips

1 Box rigid lower case letters

1 Set wood stand up letters

Upper and Lower case

.1 Box interlocking plastic

Wordmaking letters

1 Teacher's manual

ER 4250 $79.50
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Filmstrips: $47.00

Visual Perception Skills

Visual Memory

Visual Constancy

Visual Discrimination

Figure Ground Perception

Visualization

Visual Matching

Educational Record Sales

157 Chambers St.

New York, New York 10007

IV. Materials for Auditory Skills

Kindergarten Rhymes No. 7003

Flannel Cutouts 8 Book $5.95

Sounds I Can Hear

02765-66

Set of 4 Albums $15.00

Auditory Familiar Sounds

No. T139-C $4.25

Auditory Training

No. T138-C $3.25

Getting Ready to Read

Manual $.96

Starter Set of Objects $2.40

Animated Key Cards $3.60

Time for Rhyme No. 30026

Language Auditory $5.95

Talking Time

Scott-Thompson $3.76

Listening with Mr. Bunny

Big Ears

6 records

12" 33 1/3 R.P.M. $23.95

Teacher's Publishing Co.

P.O. Box 1206

Darien, Connecticut 06820

Scott, Foresman 8 Co.

1900 E. Lake Avenue

Glenview, Ill. 60025

DLM

3505 N. Ashland Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

Houghton Mifflin

2 Park St.

Boston, Massachusetts

Teachers Publishing Co.

Webster Division

McGraw—Hill Book Co.

Manchester Road

Manchester, Missouri

63011

Educational Record Sales

157 Chambers St.

New York, New York 10007
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V. Materials for Language and Speech

Sounds 8 Patterns of Language

Bill Martin

Easel Display Board

6 Background Scenes

Magnetized Characters 8 Language

Patterns - Set $129.00

Choral Speaking 8 Speech

Improvement (book) $2.25

Manipulative Language Arts

Kindergarten $1.95

Various Library Books for Children

Language Experience in Reading

Teachers Resource Guide

Unit 1

Early Childhood Education each

Roach, Van Allen $8.25

See Quees Sequence Story

Boards $1.75

Experiential Development Prog.

Program A, You 8 Your Family

1 big book, 20 pupils books $18.00

Story Records for Listening

Comprehension

(A. The Story How-Vol 4

CC616 3 records

Single Album $5.98

Stories for Creative

Learning CC620

3 rec. 7" 33 1/3 R.P.M. $5.98

Storytime Favorite Audio

Books C301 2 rec.

16" 33 1/3 R.P.M. $2.35

Holt, Rinehart 8 Winston

383 Madison Avenue

New York, New York

10017

Teachers Publishing Co.

P.O. Box 1206

Darien, Conn. 06820

Encyclopedia Britannica

Educational Corporation

425 N. Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Ill. 60611

Creative Playthings, Inc.

Princeton, New Jersey

Benefic Press

1900 N. Narragansett

Chicago, Ill. 60639

Cheviot Corporation

Department 641

Box 34485

Los Angeles, Calif. 90034

National Council of

Teachers of English

508 8. Sixth Street

Champaign, Ill.
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D. EncyclOpedia Britannic Films

of Disney—Reading Readiness

Communication Skills Kit

Record, Film, Books

E. Golden Shape Books

Book and Record .69

Bear Book .69

Cat Book .69

Lion Book .69

Elephant Book .69

Encyclopedia Britannica

Films

Odyssey Press

850 Third Avenue

New York, New York 10022

VI. Materials for Cognitive Skills

Early Childhood Curriculum Kit,

Cella Lavatelli

Play Trays and Classification

Pictures

No. 502 Foods Card Set $6.45

No. 504 Clothing Card Set $5.45

Association Picture Cards

No. P124 (set 1) $1.00

No. P156 (set 2) $1.00

.Motor Expressive Language

Picture Cards I 8 II

No. 159 (set 1) $1.00

JNo. 160 (set 2) $1.00

Sequential Picture Cards

No. 127 (set 1) $1.00

No. 161 (set 2) $3.00

No. 162 (set 3) $3.00

Beginning Experiences in

Number Relations Through

Language

.1 rec. 12" 33 1/3 R.P.M. $4.98

Center for Media Dev.,

Inc.

American Science 8 Eng .

Boston, Massachusetts

General Learning Corp.

Early Learning Division

3 East 54th Street

New York, New York 10022

DLM

3505 N. Ashland Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

Educational Record Sales

157 Chambers Street

New York, New York

10007
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Introduction to Sets 8 Numbers

No. 1503

This flannelboard kit introduces

the basic concepts of sets

Sterns Structural Arithmetic

Kindergarten Kit

VII.

Books

1. Movement Education

for Children-Lorena Porter

Exploring Movement

Daily Sensorimotor Training

Activities-A Handbook for

Teachers and Parents of

Preschool Children, William

Broly, Geraldine Konacki,

Kathy Ludy

Development Sequences of

Perceptual Motor Tasks-

Bryant Cratty

Learning Through Movement

Betty Rowen

Music, Movement, and Mime

Vera Gray, Rachel Percival

Listen and Help Tell the

Story-Bernice Carlson

Words and Action, Role

Playing Problem Solving

Pictures-George Shaftel

and Fannie Shaftel

$3.00

$36.00

$1.00

$1.95

$2.98

$1.50

$2.95

$2.60

$4.95

$18.00

School Teaching Aids 8

Supplies

Models of Industry, Inc.

2100 Fifth Street

Berkeley, California

Houghton Mifflin

1900 S. Batavia Avenue

Geneva, Ill. 60134

Materials for "MovinggInto Drama" Program

American Assoc. of

Elementary Kindergarten

Nursery Educators

NEA Center

1201 Sixteenth St.

Washington, D.C. 20036

Educational Activities,

Inc.

Freeport, New York 11520

Oxford University Press

New York, New York

Abington Press

Holt, Rinehart 8 Winston

New York, New York



Records

l.* Learning Basic Skills

Through Music, Vol.

I AR514

Learning Basic Skills

Through Music, Vol.

II AR522

Learning Basic Skills

Through Music, Building

Vocabulary AR521

Come Dance With Me

Virginia Tanner

Dance-A-Story

About Little Duck

About Noah's Ark

About the Magic Mountain

About Balloons

About the Brave Hunter

About the Toy Tree

About Flappy and Floppy

About At the Beach

317

$5.95

$5.95

$5.95

$14.95

$3.33

$2.31

$2.31

$2.31

$2.31

$2.31

$2.31

$2.31

Educational Activities,

Inc.

Freeport, New York 11520

Hector Record Company

Waldwick, New Jersey

Ginn and Company

450 W. Algonquin Rd.

Arlington Hts., Ill.

60005
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DETAILED LESSON PLAN FOR PERCEPTOAL-MOTOR

PROBLEM SOLVING--“OIBCLES"

Ibin Idea: A circle is a geometric figure without any corners and is “round."

Behavioral Objective: Each child will demonstrate that he understands that a circle is round

by: 1. making a circle with a group of children, 2. traveling the "road"

in a circular motion, and 3. making a picture book of things that are

round.

Praessassrnant: Ask: “What figure do you know that has no corners?"

Learning Activities

1. Recognizing and making a circle with

a group of children to illustrate the

concept of round.

2. Travel the “road" in a circular motion.

3. Finding other things in the room that

are round like a circle-«perceptual

constancy.

4. Making circles with templates.

Teaching Activities

1. Show: Ask all of the children to stand in a

circle. Give no instructions.

Discuss: Is this round? How can we make

it round like a circle?

Apply: Children hold hands close together

like a “football huddle," then step backwards

to "blow the circle up."

2. Show: How could you travel our “road" in

circles? (Make a road on the floor using

masking tape.) A child demonstrates.

Discuss: How was this different from the

circle we made? Who can travel the road in

circles in a different manner? How were

these ways alike? How were they different?

Apply: Different children demonstrate a

variety of ways to travel in circles.

. Show: Place flannel circles, squares and tri-

angles on a flannel board. A child picks the

circles.

Discuss: How many other things in the room

can you find that are round like a circle? How

are they alike? ---different?

Apply: Children find things that are round.

. Show: Template

Discuss: How can you use this to make a cir-

cle? Can you draw other things that are round?

Apply: Children use the template to make the

circle, then draw something that is round inside

the circle. They cut out the circle and fasten

them all together to make a “Round Book."
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APPENDIX C

CHART C-l.--Phases of implementation.

 

 

  

  

1968-9 In-service train-

ing for teachers.

May

Voluntary Kindergarten

Participants Roundup

Diagnostic of

College Credit Kindergarteners

Option for placement

1969-

Continued

Monthly

In-service

Voluntary

K-3 teachers  

Classroom Implementation

2 Kindergarten teachers

2 total classrooms

(total of 40 children in

the sample)
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In-Service Training workshops I

WOrkshop I

Saturday, Sept. 28

9:00 - 12:00

I. Review project

Clarify procedures and objectives

A. Discuss importance of early identification and

remediation for children that lack basic learning

skills

B. Concept of grouping and pacing

l. A look at the kindergarten teacher as a diag-

nostic teacher

2. Discuss testing as a means for further in-

struction

II. Overview of theory and practice

A. Six specific areas stressed to provide a foundation

of learning skills

1. General movement

2. Manipulative skills--eye-hand coordination

3. Visualization skills

4. Auditory skills

5. Speech and Language

6. Cognitive skills

B. Kindergarten Film Strip by Patty Rice, Macomb

Intermediate School District

III. Demonstration with Children

(4 beginning lst grader)

Testing of Motor skills and Perceptual Motor Activities
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IV. Suggest Reading Material

A. Resource papers1 on a Cognitive-perceptual-motor

survey program I, II, III

B. "Success Through Play," Kephart and Radler

(Assign section to individuals to present at

following sessions--include description and

purpose)

1. Angels in Snow Oct. 5

2. Walking Board Oct. 5

3. Balance Board Oct. 5

4. Ball Games Oct. 5

5. Peg Board Oct. 15

6. Chalkboard Oct. 26

C. Purdue Perceptual Motor Survey, Kephart and Roach

Workshop II

Saturday, Oct. 5

9:00 - 12:00

I. Cognitive-perceptual-motor training?

A. Discussion groups

1. What is perception?

2. What is cognition?

3. What is intelligence?

B. Conclusions of discussion groups

C. Concepts of Intelligence developed by Piaget as

related to materials and activities for perceptual

development

II. Motor Training

A. Classification of Importance of Motor Training

Programs

1. Comparison of Delacato, Frostig, Kephart,

Barsch, Cratty

1Resource papers listed are mimeographed materials

.available from Macomb Intermediate School District.
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Cratty's statement on Motor Research2.

B. Reports of assigned topics from "Success Through

Play”

1. Angels in Snow description and purpose

2. Walking Board "

3. Balance Board "

4. Ball Games "

C. Need for planned sequence of motor patterning

l.

2.

4.

5.

Basic developmental sequence

Concept of structure for planning a lesson

a. build on concrete

b. semi-concrete

c. abstract

Slide Presentation of Gross Motor Activities

a. Level 1 Activities--gross motor and body

image

b. Level 2 Activities--bilateral

c. Level 3 Activities--cross pattern

Discussion of the Motor Handbook by Patty Rice

Rhythmic work

Suggested Reading Material:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Readiness for Learningr-teachers edition, Pierce H.

McLeod

Slow Learner in Classroom, Newel Kephart (Chapter on

pegboard andiéhalkboard)

Motor Training "Why?" (mimeographed), Patty Rice

Motor Training Handbook--Patty Rice and Sue Chojnacki

(mimeographed)

Primary Guide for Physical Activities--Rice and

Chojnacki (mimeographed)
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Workshop III

October, 15, Tuesday

3:15 - 4:45

I. Coordination--Special Movement Patterns for eye-hand

coordination and manipulative skills.

A.

E.

Teach recognition of shapes, sizes, textures, etc.

through manipulative materials.

1. Montessori materials

2. Nested blocks, pyramids, puzzles

3. Pegboard activities

a. Slides to illustrate block and pegboard

patterns

b. Report on pegboard from "Success through

Play"

c. Report from "Slow Learner"

Tactile Kinesthetic Experience of cutting--

sequential steps in teaching cutting and use of

scissors.

Teaching concept of sequencing with use of bead

patterns and pictures with various shapes.

Utilization of basic shapes such as circle, square,

triangle, etc., in a variety of activities.

Group activity--booklets of things that are round,

square, etc.

Suggested Reading Material

1. Orem, Montessori Handbook

2. Getman, How to Improve Your Child's Intelligence

Workshop IV

October 26, Saturday

9:00 - 12:00

I. Discussion of Application of Ideas from Previous

Workshops

II. Eye-hand Coordination Development

A. Tests for eye-hand coordination

l. Winterhaven copy forms

2. Draw-a-Man
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3. Perceptual Motor Survey-~chalkboard, eye-

movement

B. Chalkboard Activities

1. Discussion of the purpose

2. Reports from Success Through Play and Slow

Learner

3. Suggested Sequential Development of eye-hand

coordination skills through chalkboard activi-

ties

C. Using fingerpaints, large paper, and crayons and

* other art activities to present the child with a

visual counterpart of the movements of his arm

and hand.

D. Adding Rhythm--to aid the child in developing free

flowing movement and integration of movement of

parts into total posturing adjustments.

1. Rhythm strip pattern cards

2. Scarf dance

E. Frostig Materials

1. Small group discussion

Assignment: discuss and find materials that

develOp: (a) perceptual constance, (b) posi-

tion in space, (c) figure-ground, (d) spatial

relationship, (e) visual motor coordination.

Suggested Readings:

 

 

 

l. Frostig Manual

2. Getman, Psychology of Readiness

3. Kephart, SIow Learner in the CIassroom

4. Rowen, Learning Through Movement

5. Resource paper--chalkboard’activities (mimeographed)

Workshop v

November 5, Tuesday

3:15 - 4:45

I.

II.

Discussion of Application of Ideas from Previous

Workshop

Visual Patterns

A. Review five areas of Frostig
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Tests used to Determine Visual Discrimination

Skills

1. Murphy and Durrell's research on letter

knowledge

2. Examine and explain Lippincott Reading Readi-

ness Test

Teaching Activities for Visual Skills

1. Teaching letter knowledge

2. Methods and materials for involving haptic

sensory perception in developing accurate

visual discrimination.

3. Slides to illustrate visual discrimination

materials

Suggested Reading Material:

1. Frostig Training Program for the DevelOpment of Visual

Perception.

Visual Discrimination Activities (mimeographed)

Suggestions for Instruction in Area of Visual Skills

(mimeographed)

Harris, Albert J., Perceptual Difficulties in Reading

Disability (reprint in mimeograph)

Workshop VI

November 19, Tuesday

3:15 - 4:45

I. Auditory Attention-~Discrimination

A. Tests used

1. Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test

2. Aural Coding Test

Methods and Materials to Teach Auditory Attention

and Discrimination

1. Sequence of auditory skills (Primary Handbook)

2. Sequence of rhythm activities and relation to

ear training

3. Use of objects to involve visual skills simul-

taneously as developing auditory skills.

Discussion of Wiseman Article

1. Encoding

2. Decoding

3. Activities
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Suggested Reading Materials:

1. Wiseman, ”A Classroom Procedure for Identifying and

Remediating Language Problems" (reprint, mimeo)

2. Rice, "Primary Grade Handbook" (mimeo)

Workshop VII

December 3, Tuesday

3:15 - 4:45

I. Oral Language Development

A. Discussion of New and Innovative Programs for

Kindergarten and Preschool

1. Karnes Structured Materials Program

2. Berieter-Engleman Program

3. Moore-Talking Typewriter

4. Weikart Program, Ypsilanti

S. Nimnick Program

6. Marie Hughes Program

B. Auditory Memory

1. Relationship of rhythm to fluent speech

2. Use of poetry, choral reading, and fingerplays

to develop auditory memory

Suggested Reading Materials:

1. Kindergarten Finger Plays (mimeo)

2. Maya Pines, Revolution in Learningi The Years from

Birth to Six.

3. Karnes, Structured Language Activities

Workshop VIII

December 10, Tuesday

3:15 - 4:45

I. Language and Speech Communication Patterns

A. Review Previous Workshop and discuss continuity

and interrelationships between auditory skills and

language development.

B. Tests used to assess Language Skills

1. Receptive

a. Auditory memory
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2. Expressive

a. Interview and check list

C. Language and its Relationship to Perception

l. Lev Vygotsky experiment

2. Review Wiseman discussion

3. Overlay of language relationship

D. Language-Experience Methods

1. Methods—-materials--classroom organization

Suggested Reading Material

1. Maya Pines, Reader's Di est, November, 1968

2. Allen, R. V. and DorIs Lee, Learningto Read Through

Experience

Workshop Ix

January, Saturday

9:00 - 12:00

I. Cognitive Behavior

A. Basic Assumptions of Intelligence by Piaget

B. Discuss Let's Look at First Graders Program

1. Beginning logical concepts

2. Classification

3. Relationship

4. Reasoning skills

5. Cause and effect

6. Inference

C. Methods-~materials--classroom organization

Workshop x

Tuesday

3:15 - 4:45

I. Testing-—Administering the kindergarten diagnostic

test battery

A. Organizing the sequence for administering the test

8. Procedures to administer the diagnostic tests
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Workshop XI

Saturday

9:00 - 12:00

I. Practicum in Testing

A.

B.

C.

D.

Suggested Reading Materials:

Discussion of the theory and practice of testing

Provide practice in test administration by testing

each other

Demonstration with student

Teachers test children

1

1. Child Growth and Development Chart

2. Tests Correlated with Child Growth and Development Chart

3. Suggested Sequence for Developing a Foundation of

Learning Skills
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DETAILED LESSON PLAN FOR WORKSHOP Ill

Lesson Title: Coordination of Special Movement Patterns ~ Manipulative Ski/Is

Main Idea:

1. Intelligence is essentially a set of developed skills rather than an inherited characteristic.

2. Intellectual skills develOp as a result of the child's continuous interaction with the

environment.

3. Children are inherently motivated to explore and master their environment.

4. Intellect develop: through a sequence of related stages that produce qualitative

change in the way children think and are able to deal with the environment.

a. Pre-logical thinking (18 mo. to 6-7) concrete images.

b. Logical (6-7 to ll-lZ) more abstract but still needs direct visual experiences.

c. A variety of concrete sensory experiences the opportunity for active manip-

ulation of things, and certain kinds of language experiences are all vital factors

to foster the child's development from pre-logical concrete thinking.

Behavioral Objective:

1. Teachers will examine concrete materials to use in a sequential program to providing

a means for active interaction by visualizing and manipulating objects.

2. Teachers will discuss the materials they presently use and the most effective way to

use such material as the inch cube blocks, parquet, wooden beads, peg boards, and

wooden puzzles.

Ideas to be Taught

1. Children can visualize an activity

better if it is illustrated by a con-

crete experience first.

2. Letters and geometric figures are

equally difficult for the young

child to visualize.

3. A child's own experiences influ-

ence what he perceives.

4. Encourage divergent thinking.

5 A change in orientation can ef-

fect ones ability to perceive.

Learning Activities

Show: Teachers will work in groups on the

Visual Discrimination test.

Discuss: a. Problem-l. Manipulation of a cut

out circle and triangle provides the insight

needed to complete the figure.

b. Problem-2. How would plastic or wooden

letters help solve the problem?

c. Problem-3. How does your mind influence

what you perceive?

d. Problem4. Explain your answer. Can there

be more than one right answer?

e. Problem-5. If the letters were in a column

would you solve the problem easier.

Apply: Teachers complete the test.



6. A child's skill in manipulation

develons as he matures and as

he has continuous interaction

with his environment.

7. Stan at a level where children

can experience success. Moti-

vation will then come from

within the child.

8. Cutting is a sensory motor ac.

tivity that needs to be taught

in sequential steps to some

kindergarten children.

RESOURCE PAPER

Handbook for Preschool and Kindergarten
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Show: Gesell Institute Preschool cube test.

Discus: What age level: were illustrated, by

the film “Embryology of Human Behavior"

for develOpment of grasping the cube? Build

Tower? Describe cube test.

Apply: Use of l" cubes and design cards clas-

room. Parquet and design cards.

Show: Wooden beads and sequence design

pattern made on tag board.

Discus: Use simple design first with a single

pattern on each card.

Apply: ln classroom.

Show: Sequential step of cutting.

Discus: Exceptional Children March 1967,

article on teaching cutting.
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In-Service Training Phase II

The second group of workshOps focused on developing:

1.

2.

3.

Understanding of the teacher as a diagnostic

teacher

Organizing the program in the classroom

Moving into Drama Activities

a. Perceptual Motor Problem Solving

b. Expressive or creative movement

c. Creative drama

Visitations to other Exemplary Programs

a. The Ypsilanti Preschool Curriculum Demon-

stration Project, Ypsilanti, Michigan

b. The world of Inquiry School, Rochester, New

York

c. Creative Drama Program, The Lab School,

Evanston, Illinois
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LESSON PLAN FOR WORKSHOP TO INTRODUCE

TI'IE CONCEPT OF THE DIAGNOSTIC TEACHER

Main Idea: The view of the teacher as a diagnostic teacher suggests that teaching is a threefold

proces which includes preasessment, learning activities, and evaluation.

Behavioral Objectives:

At the conclusion of the leson, each student will be able to:

1. Define a diagnostic teacher in terms of preassesment, learning activities, and evaluation.

2. Tell how preassessment, learning activities and evaluation are related in teaching and how

they relate to the lesson objectives.

3. Describe the relationship of the teacher activities of show, discus, apply with the parallel

student activities in a learning experience.

Praasesment: In the reading program we have tried to function on the diagnostic teacher

concept. What does the term diagnostic teacher suggest to you?

Ideas to be Taught

. The diagnostic teacher uses preas-

sessment to determine in advance

what each child's position is in

relation to the leson objective.

. Learning activities should be planned

to follow the student's learning

proces of perceive, think and try.

The teacher activities follow the

steps of show, discus and apply.

. "Evaluation is the proces of com-

paring leson objectives with each stu-

dent's behavior after the learning

activities have taken place to determine

the degree to which leson objectives

have been reached.

 

Learning Activities1

Show: Chart, "Threefold Nature of Teaching."

Dbcus: "As you think of teaching, what does

the term, preassessment, suggest to you?"

"Why is it important that the teacher know

what the children know about a lesson?"

Apply: What are some activities we can use to

find out what the child knows? (Use sample

objectives— List on board)

Show: Chart, "Learning Activities"

Discus: "What does this chart suggest to you?

Why is show the first step in a learning activity?

Mist does discus mean to you? Why is the

application step in a leson important "

Apply: Have the teachers suggest the three

steps in a lesson for kindergarten children.

Show: Chart, "Threefold Nature of Teaching."

Discus: "What due: the term evaluation mean

to you? Why is evaluation important?

Apply: Have the teachers evaluate today's les-

son by reading the three leson objectives and

attempt to see if the objectives were met.

1Church of Jesus Christ of LD.S., Teacher Trainer Manual, 1968, pp. 51-53.
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LESSON PLAN FOR WORKSHOP TO DEVELOP THE CONCEPT

OF EXPRESSIVE MOVEMENT

Leson: Expressive Movement

Akin Idea:

1. Expressive movement opportunities should be made available to young children.

2. Movement is a natural means of expression.

3. Vocabulary concepts can be developed better when children are actively involved

in the learning experience.

4. Specific skills are taught through both perceptual motor activities and expressive

movement.

Behavioral Objective:

I. The teachers will participate in “creative sensory-motor encounters" to serve as a

catalyst for instigating these in the clasroom.

2. The teaches will discus and explore means of providing situations for ample

expresion through movement, music and free dramatics.

Ideas to be Taught Learning Activities

I. Listening activities to develop the Show: Read "Little Indian Story" with teacher

skill of "attention" are more effec- doing actions.

If"? i' 3"“ “I'm" 3" “I‘ve” Pa" Discus: How did the actions help keep your

"“93"“: attention? What procedure would you use

2. Children should decide on their own when doing "'5‘ activity With children?

actions Apply: In classroom.

3. Concepts of Voc. and sequence can Show: Teachers work in groups and decide

be developed through acting out among themselves which nursery rhyme and

Nursery Rhymes and Poems. how to act it out. The other teachers will

4. Present the Rowen Book on teaming 9““: the rhyme.

Throup‘r Movement. Discus: I. Use of space.

2. Cooperation in group planning.

3. Problem solving in motor modality.

4. Similarities and differences between two

groups acting the same rhyme.

5. Children should learn to express their

feelings and ideas through movement

by becoming aware of directions and

positions in space, and experimenting

with the horizontal and vertical while 5- Development 0‘ VOC- and imagery.

moving with various degrees of speed 6' “"0“ d99"?“ 0' ‘99“-

and weight. Apply: Use with children develOpment of

control: I. Walk-Freeze; 2. relax like rag doll;

3. explore space in bottle.
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6. Teacher must be aware of the skills Show: Film of Europe

that are being developed while using Playgrounds to find situations that

creative activities and providing for develop specific skills.

free ChOICB activities. Oiseuss: Body Awareness, Balance, Space

Awareness, Size concepts, Voc. Development,

Imagery, various degrees of speed, weight,

flow.

Apply: Work on teacher made materials and

poems for movement.
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.1 "-

There are certain factors common to all movement.

Weight - The child can move with varying degrees of strength or lightness.

s9.“ .

1. Personal Space

The child's body ls surrounded by space in all directions.

2. General Space

When traveling, movements can be made in different directions-

forwards, backwards, sideways, upwards, and downwards.

High levels can be reached by leaning and stretching.

Low levels can be reached by bending or coding up on the floor.

Time -

Movements may be quick or slow or may vary, developing into a rhythmic pattern.

Flow -

The flow of a'movement may be free or bound. A movement that is difficult to stop is

termed “free". A movement that can be stopped suddenly is termed "bound". To gain

control “bound" movements are more often used in a lesson. Control of the body is a

taught lesson to young children.

1Valarie Preston, A Handbook for Modern Educational Dance (London: Macdonald and Evans,

l963l. p. 3 - 12 passim.
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CREATIVE MOVEMENT

VIDEO-TAPE DEMONSTRATION LESSON

Teacher I AM

Whole Body Movements

Overview:

The group of children participating in this lesson are widely varied in abilities. Approximately

one-third of the class is comprised of very young children chronogically whose actions are immature.

Theylack initiative and imagination and their movements are often haphazard with little or no

thought given to what they are doing. They lack a basic awareness of position in space and their

relation to it, and will try to "copy" movements of other children often unsuccessfully. The other

two-thirds of the group are average and above average children with the ability to initiate more

creative and thoughtful responses which lead the group and help the activity to ‘flow smoothly.

Objectives:

I. To provide opportunities for children to satisfy their desire for creative self-expression.

2. To help children to learn to be more efficient in bodily movements, develop imagination and

initiative, and express their reactions to the world in which they live.

3. To provide opportunitites'for the child to learn to be alert, quick, orderly, and poised.

4. To encourage children to thoughtfully express movements so they are related to what is being said.

5. To make the child aware of his position and his reaction to it.

6. To make the child aware of how he can change his movements in a given space.

Procedure:

Motivation: Show the children a picture of a stick man standing straight with straight back, legs, and

arms (emphasis on straight lines in the picture). Discuss how all parts of his body look

straight. Can you make your body look just like his? (Children do this.) Show

picture of the straight house he lives in and the straight tree and ask children to show

how they would be a straight house and tree.

I. Let's say the poem about the Straight Man making our bodies be as straight as each thing we

talk about:

We all know a very straight man

Who lives in a very straight house

Right under a very straight tree.

He is straight when he lays on his bed,

And straight when he sits on the floor,

And straight when he kneels on his knee.

He stands straight and tell,

And reaches up toward the sky,

We know what strai ht is - look at us.1 . . . n

2. Ask children what kind of man t ey could pretend to be that rs different from “straight .

(Opposites, etc.) The child who suggests an idea must show how to do it. Suggestions for movements:
--——-—---—_——--‘_-—————

ICIaire Cherry, Creative Movement for the Developing Child (Palo Alto, Claif.: Fearon Publishing, IBBB)
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I. wiggly man 2. bouncy man 3. swaying man 4. stooping man

5. twirling man 6. jumping man 7. rocking man B.’ .shaking man

3. Each time a different movement is done the children say this verse together:

I'm a bent over , bent over, bent over man.

I try to stand just as straight as I can

But all I can do is bend and bend

Because I'm a bent over bent over man.
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Materials and Eguipment Purchased with

Title I Funds-JlSBB-SQ

Supplies

Records

10 The Development of Body Awareness and Position in

Space

10 DevelOping Perceptual-Motor Needs of Primary-Level

Children

10 Developing Body Image

10 DevelOping Laterality and Directionality

6 Sounds I Can Hear Kit

1 Listening with Mr. Bunny Big Ears

Manipulative Materials

Peg Boards and Pegs

Large Beads and Laces

Folding Perception Cards

Sequence Story Boards

Large Form Puzzles

Small Form Puzzles

Geometric Shapes in Color

Association Cards

See and Say Puzzles

Objects--Beginning Sounds

Animated Key Cards--Phonics

Chalkboard Templates

Language Development

4 Sounds and Patterns of Language Kits

3 Words and Action--Picturee

Language Experiences in Reading

6 Unit I

6 Unit II

Experiential Development Program

3 Teacher's Big Books B

4 Teacher's Big Books A

1 First Talking Storybook Kit
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Teacher Reference Books

The Slow Learner in the Classroom-~Kephart

Success Through Play--Kephart and Radler

Revolution in Learning--Maya Pines

Learning Through Movement--Rowen

A Montessori Handbook

How to Develop Your Child's Intelligence--Getman

Perceptual Testing and Training Handbook--Sutbhim

Perceptual Forms Test

The Purdue Perceptual-Motor Survey--Roach and Kephart

Developing Learning Readiness--Getman, Kane, Halgren,

and McKee

Perceptual Training Activities Handbook--Van Witsen

Readiness for Learning--McLeod (Teacher's Edition)

Talking Time--Thompson and Scott

Listening Games--Wagner, Hoseir, Blackman

Choral Speaking and Speech Improvement--Hamphill

Manipulative Language Arts--Kindergarten

Phonics in Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing--

Scott and Thompson

Tests

The Anton Brenner Developmental Gestalt Test of School

Readiness

Frostig Visual Perception Test Booklets

Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration

The Lippincott Reading Readiness Test

Wepman Auditory Discrimination Tests

Metropolitan Readiness Test--Porms A and B

H

O
b
O
N
é
N

N

Equipment

Wollensak Tape Recorders

Newcomb Earphone Sets

Overhead Projectors

Walking Beams

Mats

Playground Balls
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Materials and E ui ment Purchased with

Title I Funds--I§3§-TD

Supplies

 

Dance, Sing, and Listen with Miss Nelson and Bruce

Come Dance with Me--Virginia Tanner

Learning Basic Skills Through Music, Vol. I

Learning Basic Skills Through Music, Vol. II

Learning Basic Skills Through Music Building

Vocabulary

Complete Kit Treasury of Fairy Tales

Sets Frostig--Move Grow Learn Program

Match and Check Set 2

Match and Check Set 3

Match and Check Set 4

Sets TRY Plastic Manipulative Materials

Books

Creative Rhythmic Movement for Children--Andrews

A Guide to Movement--Hackett and Jenson

Music Movement and Mime for Children--Gray and

Percival

Listen and Help Tell a Story--Carlson

Self-Directive Dramatization, Reading and Self

Concept--Carlton

Creative Movement for the Developing Child--Cherry

Equipment

Filmstrip projectors

Earphone sets

Record players

TBBtB

Anton Brenner Developmental Gestalt Test

Vineland Social Maturity Scale
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7.

8.

9.
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Visitations Made to Gain First-hand Infor-

mation for Developing the Kindergarten

Program in this Study

Diagnostic Testing

Language Disorder Clinic, Columbian-Presbyterian Medical

Center, N.Y. Katrina DeHirsch

Purdue Achievement Center, Purdue University, Indiana

Newell Kephart

Program Development

Child Development Lab, Champaign, Ill.

Queenie B. Mills

Institute for Research on Exceptional Children,

Champaign, 111.

a. Karnes Structured Materials Program

Genevieve Painter and Dr. Karnes

b. Bereiter-Englemann Program

Curriculum Demonstration Project, Ypsilanti, Michigan

David Weikart

New York City Schools

a. "More Effective Schools Program," P.S. 307

b. "Let's Look at First Graders Program,” P.S. 138

Montessori Preschool and Kindergarten, Sacred Heart

Academy, Grosse Point, Michigan

Drama Program, Lab Elementary School, Evanston, Ill.

World of Inquiry School, Rochester, N.Y.

British Infant Schools, London, England

Preschools and Kindergartens, Denmark
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Budget

Funded by Title I, Public Law 89-10, Project No. 212-P9

 

School Year 1968-69 1969-70

Perception Salaries $ 800.00 $1,293.60

Substitutes 500.00 1,200.00

Instructional Supplies 1,561.26 840.00

Library Materials and

Supplies 465.00 200.00

Contracted Services 200.00 200.00

Travel, Conferences, etc. 1,000.00

Furniture and Equipment 1,235.00 1,160.00

  

Total $4,761.26 $5,893.60
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POLAR COORDINATE GRAPHS OP INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN'S

GROWTH DURING PARTICIPATION IN THE

KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
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APPENDIX D

POLAR COORDINATE GRAPHS OF INDIVIDUAL

CHILDREN'S GROWTH DURING PARTICIPA-

r TION IN THE KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

Ke for Readin the Polar Coordinate Graphs

of InaivIHuaI CHIIEren's Growth

An individual radius on the graph was assigned to

 

show the rank order in quartile ratings for each selected

dimension. The lower quartile, being placed near the

center of the circle, thus, gave a clear illustration of

the growth as the points progressed out toward the pe-

rimeter of the circle.

The pre-test data is represented in green. The

yellow indicates the post-test data.

The following tables show the range of scores asso-

ciated with the ratings for the Self-Concept Test, Brenner

Gestalt Developmental Test, Metropolitan Readiness Test,

and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.

  

Self-Concept Test Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT)

w_

Raw Score Rating Raw Score Rating

20 - 39 4, 0 - 23 4

40 - 44 3 24 - 44 3

45 — 49 2 45 - 63 2

50 - 52 l 64 - 76 l

77 + 1+
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Brenner Gestalt Developmental Peabody Picture Vocabulary

Test (BGDT) Test (PPVT)

w

Percentile ratings provided

Raw Score Rating on the norm tables for the

test were used as the per-
 

o - 14 4 centile rating differs de-

15 - 33 3 pending on the age of the

34 - 44 2 child.

45 - 80 l
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION CHART

BROWN IDS SELF-CONCEPT REFERENT TEST

CLASS I AM

Discrvtv Cont. Midpoint {1 Loss More

Class Limits Than Than

Limits Cum Cum

18 - 22 ‘ 22.5 20 O O 19

23 - 27 27.5 25 O O 19

28 - 32 32.5 30 O O 19

33 - 37 37.5 35 1 1 18

38 - 42 42.5 40 3 4 15

43 - 47 47.5 45 9 13 6

48 — 52 52.5 50 6 19 O

n = 19 Mean = 45 Mode = 52" Range = 36 - 52

N0. Of items = 52

CLASS II PM

Discrvto Cont. Midpoint f1 Less More

Class Limits Than Than

Limits Cum Cum

18 - 22 22.5 20 1 l 20

23 - 27 27.5 25 0 i 20

28 - 32 32.5 30 l 2 19

33 - fV7 37.5 LN) 3 5 16

38 - 42 42.5 40 I 8 13

43 -~47 ~47.5 45 5 13 8

48 - 52 52.5 50 8 21 O

n r 20‘ Mean 4 43.6 Mode 2 52 Range = 20 - 52

No. of items = 52

' One child in the class of 21 was not administered

the self-concept test.

“Modo indiCutes SpoCifiC item mode rather than range mode.
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION CHART

METROPOLITAN READINESS TEST

CLASS I AM PRE-TEST
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION CHART

METROPOLITAN READINESS TEST

CLASS II PM PRE-TEST
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9 - 14

15 - 19

2O - 24

25 - 29

3O - 34
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6O - 64
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7O - 74

75 - 79

80 - 84

8S - 89

9O - 94

n 21
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION CHART

METROPOLITAN READINESS TEST

CLASS II PM POST-TEST

Cont. Midpoint f. Less More

Limits 1 Than Than

Cum Cum

14.5 12

19.5 17

24.5 22

29.5 27 O O 21

3’1-5 32 1 1 20

39.5 37 O 1 20

44.5 42 2 3 .18

49.5 47 1 4 17

54.5 52 O 4 17

59.5 57 5 9 12

64.5 62 2 11 10

69.5 67 3 14 7

74.5 72 4 18 3

79.5 77 2 20 1

84.5 82 O 20 1

89.5 87 1 21 O

94.5 92

8 x21 . 1301 i 61.95

MOdC 6'.) find 70
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION CHART

METROPOLITAN READINESS TEST

CLASS I AM POST-TEST

 

Discrete Cont. Midpoint fi Less More

Class Limits Than Than

Limits Cum Cum

15 - 19 19.5 17

20 - 24 24.5 22

25 - 29 29.5 27

30 - 34 34.5 32

35 - 39 39.5 37 O O 19

4O - 44 44.5 42 1 1 18

45 - 49 49.5 47 3 4 15

50 - {>4 54.5 52 3 7 12

55 - 59 59.5 57 3 10 9

60 - ()4 64.5 ()2 2 12 7

65 - 69 69.5 67 1 13 6

7O - 74 74.5 72 1 14 S

75 - 79 79.5 77 4 18 1

80 - 84 84.5 82 O 18 l

85 - 89 89.5 87 O 18 1

9O - 94 94.5 92 1 19 0

n = 19 23x19 = 1173 32 = 61.73 Median = 59

MOde = 58 S.De : 13.9158
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION CHART

PEABODY PICTURE VOCABULARY

CLASS I AM PRE-TEST

Discrete Cont. Midpoint fi Less More

Class Limits Than Than

Limits Cum Cum

25 - 29 29.5 27 O 0 19

30 - 34 34.5 32 1 1 18

35 - 39 39.5 37 2 3 16

4O - 44 44.5 42 2 5 14

45 - 49 49.5 47 2 7 12

50 - 54 54.5 52 6 13 6

55 - 59 59.5 {VI 13 16 3

6O - 64 64.5 62 3 19 O

65 - 69 69.5 67

7O - 74 74.5 72

n 19 21x19 951 E 50.05 Median = 51

MOde = 51 S.D. 3" 8.14
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION CHART

PEABODY PICTURE VOCABULARY
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION CHART

PEABODY PICTURE VOCABULARY

CLASS II PM PRE-TEST

Descrete Cont.‘ Midpoint fi Less More

Class Limits Than Than

Limits Cum .Cum

25 - 29 29.5 27 2 2 19

3O - 34 34.5 32 O 2 19

35 - 39 39.5 37 l ' 3 18

4O — 44 44.5 42 2 5 16

45 - 49 49.5 47 3 8 13

50 - 54 54.5 52 5 13 8

55 - 59 59.5 57 4 17 4

60 - 64 64.5 6? 1 20 1

65 - 69 69.5 67 1 21 O

70 - 74 74.5 72

n = 21 13x21 1075 32 = 51.19 Median = 52

Mode = 52 and 54 S.D. = 10.21
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION CHART

PEABODY PICTURE VOCABULARY

LASS 11 PM POST-TEST('.
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Limits Cum Cum

25 - 29 29.5 27
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4O - 44 44.5 42 1 l 20

45 - 49 49.5 47 2 3 18

SO - 54 54.5 52 5 8 13

55 - 59 59.5 57 4 12 9
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7O - 74 74.5 72
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MOde 3 58 S.D. = 6.818
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